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'Amazing' GuardianFrom the on-screen experts for BBC2's Cat Watch, and based on their
groundbreaking research - this is the ultimate guide to making your cat a happier, more sociable
animal.The idea of a trained cat is a contradiction in terms, isn't it? Naturally solitary, wary, easily
threatened by newcomers, they are attached to place rather than people, and much of their
'antisocial' behaviour arises in situations where that attachment is threatened. But, as cat
experts Sarah Ellis and John Bradshaw argue, such stress-induced behaviour can be
prevented, reduced, even eliminated, by training.A comprehensive and engaging step-by-step
guide, The Trainable Cat will help you to help your cat negotiate the complexities of everyday life:
to enjoy living with humans - including new babies and lively toddlers - and other pets; to answer
to their name; settle into a new home; and to overcome the anxiety of a visit to the vet. You can
train your cat to do what is in its own best interests - even when its instincts tell it otherwise.'I
doubt you'll find a more well-informed or scientific book on cats that better shows you how feline
thinking works' The Times

“I love nutrition, I've gone to nutritionists, but putting it in this kind of stuff that we recognize in our
everyday lives with our families, is truly educational. This is great.” —Bonnie Hunt, host of The
Bonnie Hunt Show“Don't stop eating the things you love just be cognizant when you walk in the
restaurant of how much sodium is in your dishes.” —Dr. Travis Stork, co-host of The Doctors“For
all the criticism [Eat This, Not That!] leveled against some of these restaurant chains in the past,
they are listening and making improvements.” —Matt Lauer, co-host of the Today Show“I Think
Eat This, Not That! is a brilliant book.” —Rachael Ray“We eat out all the time, and this is the
fastest, cheapest, smartest plan I can imagine. It really revitalized our family.” —Dusty Robinson,
Eat This, Not That! reader, who used this book with his parents and they lost a combined 70
pounds.About the AuthorDAVID ZINCZENKO, editor-in-chief of Men's Health magazine, is the
author of the New York Times bestsellers The Abs Diet and The Abs Diet for Women. He is a
regular contributor to the Today show and has appeared on Oprah, Good Morning America, and
Primetime Live.MATT GOULDING is the food and nutrition editor of Men's Health. He has
cooked and eaten his way around the world, touching down in Allentown, Pennsylvania.
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ReadingNotesIndexDedication: to Sarah’s beloved cat HerbieDuring the final weeks of writing
this book, my beloved Herbie unexpectedly died. I would like to dedicate this book to him,
without whose inspiration I would not have had the knowledge, skill or power to complete this
book. My wish is he leaves a legacy behind—helping to teach many more owners how they can
help their cats cope with, and even enjoy, the trials and tribulations that living alongside us
brings.Herbie… your paw prints forever walk my heart.Herbie was a special cat in many ways,
here enjoying Sarah tickling his armpits.Sarah’s PrefaceTRAINING CATS IS SOMETHING THAT
I STUMBLED UPON. Now, when I think back to when it first started, I realize I was actually about
seven years old—although obviously I did not know at that time what impact this would have on
my later life, or that of the cats I would own. My mother bought our family a Burmese kitten. This



kitten became the subject of all my affections—forming the focus of elaborate projects for
Brownie animal lovers’ badges, paintings and illustrations for art competitions and much talked
about at school to friends, to name just a few. Claude, as he was known, was very affectionate,
food motivated and active—the perfect combination of traits for training. Before long, Claude
was being lured over elaborate furniture obstacles with tasty morsels snuck from the fridge and
excitedly chasing a wand toy that I dragged at high speed over garden jumps made from my
mother’s clothesline poles. I think my proudest party trick was to double tap my shoulder,
whereupon Claude would jump from the back of the sofa up onto my shoulder and balance there
as I moved carefully around the living room to the windowsill. With a double tap on it, he would
leap down and rub his face against mine. There is no doubt that the love I felt for Claude was
reciprocated—he slept in my bed and in my doll’s cots and often accompanied me on dog walks.
I lost Claude on my twenty-sixth birthday at the grand age of nineteen—what an imprint he had
made on me, as by this time I was already halfway through studying for a PhD in feline
behavior.My research, alongside my professional work with feline problem behaviors, gave me
great insight into current welfare concerns associated with modern cat ownership—I discovered
just how few cats enjoy going to the vet, lie back and relax while traveling in the car,
enthusiastically open their mouths and swallow their worming pill, or embrace the new addition
to the family, whether feline, human or canine. As a dedicated cat owner, I felt it only right to try
to ensure that my cats, from an early age, had the life skills to be unfazed by such events. I am
not a professional animal trainer, but I have been very fortunate to have worked alongside some
wonderful trainers who have shared their knowledge and practical skills with me and on
occasion, let me assist with training (puppies).Combining this with my knowledge of cats and
learning theory, I began incorporating training into the daily lives of all my cats. Training has
helped my cats cope well with the many challenges life has thrown at them. Positive feedback
came early on: owners sitting next to me in the veterinary waiting room would remark with
surprise at how calm and relaxed my cats were in their carriers, and the vet would comment, “I
wish all cats were as good as yours.” From that moment on, I decided that I would train every cat
I owned as a matter of course.Woody, the first cat I owned in my adult life, moved house with me
many times, even crossing the Irish Sea without batting an eyelid, thanks to the preparatory
training I had carried out. Later, Cosmos, another of my cats and one who appears throughout
this book, warmly shared his home with several foster cats and subsequently accepted Herbie,
who arrived as a permanent resident as a mischievous and playful kitten. A few years later,
Herbie and Cosmos were taught to share their home with a canine addition—Squidge the Jack
Russell. Knowing I might get a dog at some point in their lifetimes, I had begun training them to
accept visiting dogs from an early age, well before we brought home Squidge.The most recent
addition has been baby Reuben, perhaps the addition I was most apprehensive about—after all,
there was no way he could be rehomed if it didn’t work out! However, I am delighted that
Reuben, now a toddler, is showing promise as the next-generation cat lover in our family and
that all the preparatory and ongoing training with the cats has led them to relish his presence;



Cosmos will often chirrup at Reuben when he comes in from outdoors and greets him with a rub
of his face.Because training had produced such happy consequences for my own cats, I felt
compelled to spread the word—part of this was a year-long series of how-to training articles for
a UK national cat magazine. The articles were warmly received and I realized that they had really
touched only the tip of the iceberg. I was very keen to do more, mulling the idea of a book on the
topic over in my head. It was at this time that I began working with the BBC on their Horizon TV
program The Secret Life of the Cat, where one of my first roles was to teach owners how to train
their cats to wear GPS tracking devices. John, who worked alongside me on the program,
witnessed this and as we began to talk about training cats and to share ideas, the concept for a
jointly written book was born. While training cats may have all begun unintentionally for me, I’ve
seen such positive impact on cat welfare that I’m inspired to spread this how-to training across
the globe.John’s PrefaceAS SARAH SAYS, THE CONCEPT FOR THIS BOOK CAME
TOGETHER in 2013, when we met up at “Cat HQ” in the picturesque village of Shamley Green,
the location for the BBC’s Horizon TV documentaries about cats. I have to confess that until
Sarah suggested the idea to me, I had never thought much about training cats. I knew a few
people who had trained their cats to do tricks, including one who delighted in his cat’s ability to
hop up onto the seat of a conventional toilet and use it in place of a litter box (no, we will not be
describing how this might be done in this book!). I’d come across “performing cats” in TV
studios, where none seemed especially comfortable, presumably because they were
unavoidably well outside their usual familiar territories. I did know that cats were fantastic
learners, despite their reputation for self-reliance and independence. The research showing how
each and every cat learns how to use its meow (Chapter 4) had brought home to me, as much
as anything could, how cats adapt their behavior to get by in the world that we expect them to
live in. But unlike Sarah I had never put two and two together, that pet cats could—indeed should
—be taught how to lead happier lives.Everyone knows that an untrained dog is both a liability for
its owner and a danger to itself (though there are several conflicting schools of thought as to how
best to train a dog). I’ve never heard anyone complain about a cat being “untrained”—luckily for
them, cats are far less of a social liability than dogs are. However, in some parts of the world,
most notably in Australia and New Zealand, “dangerous cats” legislation is beginning to appear.
Not of course for the same reasons behind “dangerous dog” laws—the danger is perceived as
being toward wildlife rather than toward people. The science to support such legislation is
somewhat lacking—for example, “cat curfews” have failed to halt the decline in some Australian
marsupials—but its very existence demonstrates that for some people, cats are unwelcome
additions to the local fauna, even though in many places they have been part of the landscape
for hundreds, even thousands, of years, and the local wildlife seems to have adapted somewhat
to their presence.In many places (not just Australasia) the pressure is on to keep cats indoors
24/7. Some advocate this as a way of preventing them from hunting; others—including some
rehoming charities—as a way of keeping cats away from motor vehicles, predators (for example,
coyotes in North America) and aggressive neighborhood cats who wish to dispute your cat’s



right to roam anywhere, even out through his own cat flap. Despite these pressures, we’re not in
favor of turning cats into exclusively indoor pets. However, we acknowledge that some cats and
other owners’ situations do favor an indoor-only lifestyle, or at least require that serious
consideration be given to the trade-offs between the negatives of outdoor access and those of
lifelong confinement. Therefore, in this book we suggest a number of ways that training can
provide possible solutions to these dilemmas—a cat can be called back just like a well-behaved
dog when the owner senses danger that the cat cannot; diversity can be added to the indoor
environment to satisfy the cat’s need to explore and investigate; indoor (or indeed indoor/
outdoor) cats can play games with their owners that mimic hunting and hence (hopefully) reduce
the cat’s instinctive desire to hunt; cats can be taught to play games with their owners that have
little directly to do with hunting but simply enhance their relationship as well as providing both
with amusement.Ultimately, our ambition is to break down not just one but two preconceptions:
first, that cats can’t be trained; second, that cats can’t benefit from being trained. We’ve always
known that the first is demonstrably false. So far as the second is concerned, we believe that the
well-being of the cats of the future depends upon a fundamental change in attitudes, a change
that reflects current demands that all domestic animals should be “model citizens.” The days
when dogs were allowed to roam wherever they wished are long gone, at least in the West: for
cats, a similar situation seems to be fast approaching. Not that we are advocating that cats
should become just like dogs—the two animals are as unalike as chalk and cheese in terms of
their basic natures and their fundamental requirements for a happy life, which can be (perhaps
over-) simplified as “dogs need their people, cats need their space.” The kind of training that we
are advocating for cats is nothing like the “obedience” training that you’ll find described in most
dog-training books. It’s much more about helping cats to adapt to the demands we increasingly
place on them, demands that cats used to be expected to sort out for themselves.Our hope is
that if only cats could read, they would reward our efforts with whatever the feline equivalent of
gratitude may be.Conventions used in this bookIf this were a science book, we’d be referring to
the humans as “he” and “she,” and the animals as “it.” However, we quickly came to the
conclusion that this convention was totally inappropriate for a book that aims to enhance the
relationship between individual owners and their unique, individual cats: in particular, it felt
completely wrong not to use the more personal “he” or “she” for the cats as well as the humans
(and at least in the United States there are moves to adopt this new and more personal
approach in scientific writing). However, we have no way of telling whether you, the reader, are
trying to train a male cat or a female cat. So, to avoid clumsiness, throughout this book we will be
referring to the cat as “he” (please don’t be offended, lady cats, there is logic behind this, as
you’ll see). However, where we are referring to the cat as a species and not as an individual, we
will refer to the cat as “it.”The eleven numbered chapters all follow the same format. Each begins
with a general introduction to the way that cats perceive the world, relevant to the topic of that
chapter, mainly written by John. Then follows the main body of the chapter, which describes how
training can be used to address that topic and are written from Sarah’s perspective (because



she’s the one with training experience). So wherever you read “I” or “me” or “my,” that is Sarah.
Owners are referred to throughout as female—sorry, that could be seen as a terrible cliché, but
we’re not trying to be sexist: rather, it keeps things simple and avoids references to cats and to
owners getting muddled up. To male owners of female cats, especially, we offer our sincere
apologies, and ask you to (hypothetically) switch genders while you read this book.However, for
some readers, the extent to which we personify cats in this book may not go far enough. Being
British (Sarah is Scottish and John is English) we keep to our tradition of referring to cats as
“pets” and their associated humans as their “owners.” We do not follow the growing practice in
the United States of referring to pets as “companions” and their owners as “guardians.” For us,
“ownership” of a cat implies responsibility and certainly does not imply the right to treat a cat as if
it were the inanimate possession. We worry that the term “guardian” implies a legal status that
arises from some mental deficiency in the animal—hardly an appropriate way to characterize the
relationship between a cat and his significant person.1 “Caregiver”—another suggestion we’ve
seen—seems too impersonal, too transient, being much more appropriate for those devoted
souls who look after cats in rehoming facilities. “Pet parent” is simply too anthropomorphic for us
to stomach, especially as biologists who regard the term as typified by (though not restricted to)
a genetic relationship between mother or father and offspring. So, for some readers we’re going
to be unashamedly non-PC—we can confidently say that we own our cats, because privately we
can admit that, albeit in a slightly different sense, they own us!IntroductionWhy train a cat?(and
why cats aren’t dogs, and certainly not little people)WHO ON EARTH TRAINS CATS? TRAINED
LIONS AND TIGERS used to be a staple of circuses, until public opinion turned against them.
Performing domestic cats seem more acceptable: Moscow has its Cat Theater, and the Amazing
Acro-Cats tour the United States when they’re not in demand for TV and film work. But why
would anyone want to train their pet cat, except perhaps to show off their feline accomplice’s
talents to their friends?This book has a more serious purpose: we aim to show you how training
can improve not just your relationship with your cat but also your beloved pet’s sense of well-
being. That’s not to say that the training won’t be fun—it will, for both of you—but the distinction
is that you will be producing a happy and well-disposed pet, not a circus star.There are many
everyday situations that our cats have to cope with as part of the deal of living with us. They
don’t easily digest the fact that humans come in many shapes and sizes, that men, women and
children look and behave differently. Many find it difficult to adjust to living alongside dogs, or
indeed other cats. They hate feeling trapped and don’t understand that sometimes we have to
restrict their movements for their own good, such as when we need to give them medication.
They don’t like being taken to places they don’t know or where they sense that there might just
possibly be danger. While some individual cats seem to take some of these situations in their
stride, most don’t. By following the straightforward exercises described in this book, you will be
able to give your cat a better life—and who would not want that for their treasured companion?
Nowadays, we expect a great deal more from our cats than we ever used to, and training is the
best way of helping your cat to cope with those demands.Dog owners know that dogs can be



trained, but the idea of training rarely crosses cat owners’ minds. It is certainly true that an
untrained dog can be a menace both to himself and the humans he lives with, whereas cats
have gotten by for millennia without anyone deliberately attempting to train them. However,
necessity is not the same as facility: just because few people bother to train their cats does not
mean that shaping a cat’s behavior is some kind of black art, suitable only for a select minority of
professionals. On the contrary, every cat in the land can benefit from being taught how to cope
better with tricky situations, such as accepting a pill or going into the cat carrier. And once the
principle that cats do not think like dogs has been taken on board, training a cat is actually
remarkably straightforward.Fundamentally, the way that cats learn is very similar to the way that
a dog—or indeed any mammal—learns, but cats have a unique way of analyzing and evaluating
the world around them. To some extent this is due to the way that their senses enable them to
perceive their surroundings, which, believe it or not, appear rather different from the version that
we humans inhabit. However, it mainly comes down to the unusual way that cats both prioritize
the information they are receiving and then react to it, both of which are somewhat unlike those
of dogs, and even more different from our own. Much of what makes cats cats—their
independence, their dislike of any kind of upheaval or social change, their fascination with
hunting—makes perfect sense once their journey from wild predator to domestic pet is
understood.DOMESTIC CATS ARE TO BE FOUND IN EVERY CORNER OF THE globe.
Worldwide, there are roughly three cats for every domestic dog, and although many of these
cats do not have owners, in most countries pet cats are at least as popular as pet dogs. Yet the
fact that some cats are owned while many are not hints at the possibility that as a species, cats
are not yet completely domesticated. Indeed, cats do have a reputation for being rather
independent animals, quite distinct from the much more emotionally needy dog. This is not to
say that cats are cold and unemotional, as some people would have us believe, merely that they
are less inclined to show their feelings at every available opportunity. And they are generally
much easier to look after than dogs are, because they don’t need to be walked and can cope
with being left on their own for several hours at a time, a situation that many dogs find stressful
(although few dog owners seem to realize this).Ten thousand years ago there were no domestic
cats, just thirty or so species of small wild cats, as well as a handful of big cat species, living in
different parts of the world. All of these trace their ancestry back 10 million years to the first cat
of all, known as Pseudalurus, from which all today’s felids, from the lion down to the tiny black-
footed cat, claim their descent. Fast-forward to about 2 million years ago, and we see the
emergence of many of the types of wild cat that still inhabit the earth today. One group evolved in
South America, including the ocelot, Geoffroy’s cat, and the jaguarundi (which looks—and lives
—more like an otter than a cat). Another group colonized central and southern Asia: among
these were the shaggy manul, or Pallas’s cat—which used to be considered a possible ancestor
for the long-haired breeds of domestic cat until DNA testing ruled that out—and the Asian
leopard cat, from which the modern Bengal “breed” is partly derived.1Farther west, another set
of cats evolved and began to spread into Europe. Among these was the ancestor of all of today’s



domestic cats, the wildcat Felis silvestris. This species occurs throughout Africa, western Asia
and Europe—including the Highlands of Scotland, where the only British population of wildcat
now teeters on the edge of extinction. The first reliable records of proper domesticated cats
come from Egypt, about 6,000 years ago, but it is likely that the process of domestication had
started several thousand years earlier, prompted by a key event in our own journey toward
civilization, the emergence of house mice.2The house mouse probably evolved when a new
source of food appeared for the first time, the stores of harvested grains and nuts that our
ancestors began to accumulate as they switched from nomadic hunting and gathering to settling
in one place and stockpiling food to tide them over in lean times. Pottery had not yet been
invented, and these stores, made from woven fibers, skins or unfired clay, would have been
vulnerable to pests. Dogs had been domesticated several thousand years previously but seem
to have been of little use in the war against mice and other rodents that feasted on the
unprecedented concentrations of food provided by humankind’s change in lifestyle. Into this
scenario came wildcats, attracted by the new concentrations of rodents as inevitably as those
rodents had been attracted by stores of grain and nuts.The first civilization to be plagued by
rodents were, we think, the Natufians, who lived to the east of the Mediterranean Sea, in an area
overlapping what is now Lebanon, Israel, Palestine, Jordan and Syria, about 10,000 years ago. It
is most likely in this region that wildcats first began to transform themselves into domestic cats, a
theory supported by the DNA of today’s pet cats, which is more similar to that of wildcats from
the Middle East than it is to those that now live in Europe, India or southern Africa.For hundreds,
possibly thousands, of years, these cats would have only visited human habitations to hunt,
retreating to the wild to rest and to raise their young—lives rather similar to those of today’s
urban foxes, except that the cats’ efforts in keeping the rodents at bay almost certainly came to
be much appreciated. Wildcat and domestic cat probably first diverged when a few bold
individuals, more tolerant of humans than the rest, began to stay in the villages full time in
between hunting forays. Possibly people encouraged this by providing secure places for them to
sleep and to have their kittens. As generation succeeded generation, so the cats that were most
tolerant of humans would have been able to spend the most time hunting, going about their
business without being disturbed by our everyday activities in the way that most wild predators
are. The undoubted appeal of kittens newly emerged from their nest would have led to these
animals being handled, especially by the women and children, resulting in cats that were even
more tolerant of people than their parents had been. Thus began the partnership between
human and cat.Yet even as these cats became tolerant of humankind, they would have still
found it difficult to live side by side with other members of their own species. Wildcats are
instinctively very territorial and aggressive toward one another. The males are intolerant of all
other males and consort with females only once a year, for mating. Adult females are similarly
aggressive toward one another, and although they are attentive mothers to their kittens for the
first few months of their lives, they drive their offspring away as soon as they are mature enough
to fend for themselves. As the size of human settlements grew, providing enough vermin to feed



several cats year-round, so this territorial behavior would have become a problem, with cats
distracted from hunting by constantly having to watch their own backs for attacks from potential
rivals. Significant traces of such behavior remain today, as indicated by the difficulty that many
cats have in sharing space with other cats that they have not grown up with.Despite the
limitations of their antisocial instincts, cats did then manage to evolve a rather limited form of
cooperation—limited because it is restricted to females, while unneutered males remain fiercely
independent (recall Kipling’s “The Cat That Walked by Himself”—note the perceptive him).
When there is enough food available, mother cats will allow their female kittens to remain with
them even once they are old enough to breed themselves—and when they do breed, mother
and adult daughters often place their kittens in a single nest and feed them all indiscriminately.
Such behavior is now commonplace among free-ranging cats such as farm cats but has never
been recorded in wildcats, suggesting that it evolved both during and as a consequence of
domestication.3Thus there are two key differences in behavior between wildcats and domestic
cats. First, domestic cats can easily learn to be sociable with people, provided this begins during
kittenhood. Wildcats, even those that are hand-reared away from their mothers, grow into wild
animals that trust no one, except perhaps the person who raised them. Second, female
domestic cats (and neutered males) can form friendships with other cats, especially, though not
always, those that they have grown up with. Nevertheless, many pet cats remain intolerant of
other cats for their whole lives, an enduring legacy of their wild origins, and the cause of much
stress when they find themselves with ill-disposed feline neighbors.Why was the wildcat the only
cat to become domesticated? There were (and still are) several other species of cat living near
the first permanent human settlements. These included the jungle cat, about the size of a
spaniel, which the ancient Egyptians may have tried to domesticate. Certainly they kept them in
captivity by the thousands, but they were probably too large to be effective in controlling mice
and too dangerous to be allowed to roam freely where there were children (jungle cats are
powerful enough to kill a young gazelle). Also nearby lived sand cats, smaller nocturnal animals
with furry pads on their feet that enable them to hunt on hot sand and thereby live in desert
areas that wildcats could not tolerate: however, the earliest peoples to store grains usually lived
in wooded areas, typical wildcat habitat and probably too far from the nearest sand cat.The
transformation from pest controller to pet was probably a gradual one. The first evidence we
have that cats were regarded as more than just exterminators comes from Egypt about 6,000
years ago.4 We cannot be sure whether these cats had been imported from farther north or
whether the Egyptians domesticated their local wildcats, but we do know that over the next
3,000 years cats gradually became more and more important to the Egyptians. Not just as pest
controllers—though they became renowned for their ability to kill snakes as well as other vermin
—but also as objects of worship.Many different kinds of animals featured in ancient Egyptian
cults and religions, especially big cats (lions and leopards), as well as birds such as the ibis.
Domestic cats came to be specially associated with the goddess Bastet, whose original form,
some 5,000 years ago, was that of a woman with a lion’s head. Domestic cats were first depicted



as her handmaidens, but by about five hundred years before the birth of Christ, Bastet had been
transformed into something much more catlike, both in appearance and in character. Animal
sacrifice was a big part of Egyptian religion at that time, and literally millions of domesticated
cats were mummified and entombed as offerings to Bastet and other goddesses. Many of these
cats were purpose-bred in catteries erected alongside the temples, but some of the mummified
cats that have been recovered had been interred in elaborate decorated caskets and were
evidently much-loved pets that had died of old age.The ancient Egyptians’ attitudes toward cats
may seem rather strange to our modern sensibilities—some were sacrificed, some were
revered, many must have simply earned their keep as humble pest controllers. Moreover, the
whole history of the domestic cat from that day to this reflects shifts in the balance among these
three conceptions. Although cats are no longer worshipped (in the religious sense) today, 2,000
years ago cat cults spread out of Egypt to all around the Mediterranean and persisted in rural
areas right into the Middle Ages. The Roman Church’s attempts to stamp out these and many
other “heresies” had the unfortunate effect of sanctioning much cruelty toward perfectly innocent
cats. Traces of these superstitions remain even today, such as the supposed association
between black cats and witchcraft that we commemorate on Halloween, and events such as the
annual Festival of Cats, held in the Belgian town of Ieper, which culminates with a basket full of
cats being hurled from the top of the tallest tower in the town square—nowadays the basket is
full of soft toys, but the use of live cats was discontinued less than two hundred years ago.Many
people find cats highly appealing, but a minority finds them repulsive, and over the centuries the
predominant attitude seems to have fluctuated between these two extremes. However, the cat’s
usefulness as a rodent exterminator seems never to have been in doubt. For example, in tenth-
century Welsh law, a cat was valued the same as a sheep, a goat or an untrained dog. Even
then, cats seem to have been regarded as members of the family: the same law prescribed that
in a divorce, the husband was allowed to take his favorite cat with him, but all the other cats in
the household then belonged to the wife.The emergence of the idea that cats could be pets first
and foremost can be traced back to the eighteenth century, when cats began to be portrayed in
purely affectionate terms. For example, the writer Samuel Johnson is said to have adored his
cats Hodge and Lily, feeding them oysters and allowing them to scramble on to his shoulders.
However, it was Queen Victoria who may have done more than any other person to popularize
cats: her Angora cat, White Heather, was reputed to be one of the comforts of her old age and
survived her to become the pet of her son, Edward VII.As cats became more universally popular
as pets, so distinct pedigrees emerged. Unlike dogs, where many breeds were originally
intended for specific purposes, such as hunting, retrieving, herding and guarding, all pedigree
cats are companion animals first and foremost. None is especially ancient: the DNA of Siamese
cats shows that they only separated from their street cat cousins some 150 years ago, and
today’s Persians show no trace of their supposed origins in the Middle East. Pedigree cats do
not, as yet, show the same degree of genetic problems as pedigree dogs do, and those
problems that do exist are now being identified and steps are being taken to reduce and



eventually eliminate them.5More recently, successful attempts have been made to create novel
types of cat by crossing domestic cats with wild cats of other species: these include the Bengal,
derived from the Asian leopard cat; the Savannah, a cross with the African serval; and the Safari,
derived from a South American species, Geoffroy’s cat. These are really hybrids, even though
they are often referred to as breeds, and their behavior can be as unpredictable and wild as their
origins might suggest.Today, the majority of cats are still nonpedigree, the product of thousands
of years of natural selection, not deliberate breeding, and are therefore generally healthy and
physically quite well suited to the environment they live in. They are nevertheless a highly
specialized animal whose biology—not to mention psychology—needs to be properly
understood if their well-being is to be protected.LIKE DOGS AND INDEED HUMANS, CATS
ARE MAMMALS, AND ALL three species share the same body plan. Reflecting their largely
predatory lifestyle, dogs and cats have teeth quite unlike ours: they have prominent canine teeth,
used in hunting, and their molars, which most mammals use for grinding, have been modified so
that they act more like scissors when the cat or dog is chewing. Yet although cats and dogs have
many similarities—for example, they are both meat-eaters—there are also many differences
between them. Most of the time, cats keep their claws well protected in pockets of skin in their
toes, extending them only when they want to use them. Dogs have immobile claws that wear
down as they walk—their paws are designed for running and digging. And of course, cats are
much more agile than are dogs. They lack collarbones, allowing them to place one front foot
precisely in front of the other when walking along the top of a garden wall, and they use their tails
like a tightrope-walker’s pole to keep their balance. Thus, for cats, a home is a much more three-
dimensional place than it is for a dog. Cats’ ability to jump and climb means that they can make
use of all of the space around them, not just indoors but also outdoors.6The greatest differences
among cat, dog and human lie not on the outside but beneath the skin. When it comes to
choosing what to eat, dogs are much like us—we are both omnivores, able to live on a mixed
diet of both animal and plant material and capable of existing on a vegetarian diet. Domestic
cats, in common with the whole of the cat family, are strict carnivores. At some point during the
course of their evolution, they became “locked in” to meat eating, through the loss of some of the
key mechanisms that enable us—and dogs—to turn fruit, vegetables and grains into muscle and
sinew.7Hence until modern pet foods became available, cats were also “locked into” hunting as
their only reliable year-round source of meat. This is part of the reason why cats continue to go
out hunting even though we now feed them well—only a few generations ago, the ability to hunt
was crucial for their survival. The other factor is that cats generally go for quite small prey. There
are only about thirty calories in a mouse, so when they were still working for their living, cats had
to kill about ten times each day just to survive. Such cats will hunt even when they’ve just been
fed, just in case they don’t find any prey for several hours: a cat that waited until it was hungry
before setting off on a hunt would eventually starve.Cats are often portrayed as “heartless
killers,” but a well-fed cat that goes out hunting is simply obeying instincts that served it well
throughout its evolutionary history. Even worse for their reputation, pet cats often appear to



“torture” or “play with” their prey, but this is an anthropomorphic interpretation. One explanation
for this behavior is a sudden reduction in the cat’s drive to hunt that happens just before or just
after the kill, caused by the modern cat’s excellent nutritional status. Or it could simply be that
the pet cat has never learned how to hunt effectively. This also explains why many cats do not
eat the prey they catch: to put it in a slightly more fanciful way, many cats lose interest in their
prey at the moment when they recall that commercial cat food is tastier than mouse.However,
cats don’t need to find real prey to satisfy their hunting instincts. It’s not widely appreciated that
when pet cats are “playing” with “toys,” their behavior is so similar to actual hunting that they
almost certainly “think” that that is what they are doing. Mouse-sized toys are manipulated just
as if they were real mice; rat-sized toys are either avoided (not all cats are prepared to take on a
real-life rat) or held at paws-length in the same way that a real live rat would be. Most tellingly,
cats play more intently and intensely when they are waiting for a meal than when they’ve just
eaten, reflecting the enhanced hunting instinct of a hungry cat. This overlap between play and
hunting opens up the intriguing possibility that owners may be able to satisfy cats’ predatory
instincts simply by playing with them.8It’s unfair of owners to expect that an animal whose
hunting abilities were prized until just a few generations ago should now abandon this habit.
Nevertheless, most are perfectly reasonably revolted by the gory little “presents” that their cat
leaves for them from time to time. And of course there is mounting pressure from wildlife
enthusiasts for cat owners to curb their cats’ attempts at predation—although the evidence
points to feral cats, not pet cats, as being the real culprits. For the cat that persists in chasing
after birds and mice, there are several devices designed to render them less effective as
hunters, either by making them more conspicuous or by altering their ability to pounce. Most of
these are worn around the neck, and although cats generally dislike them to begin with, this can
be overcome using training.9Cats, like all animals, gather information about the world around
them—including their prey—through their senses, exquisitely tuned to their ancestral lifestyle as
highly specialized hunters. Their hearing covers a much larger range than ours, and unlike us
they can hear the high-pitched squeaks that rodents make to each other, well above our range of
hearing, which is why we refer to them as “ultrasonic.” The external parts of their ears (the
pinnae) are not only highly mobile but can be moved independently of one another, enabling
cats to pinpoint where sounds are coming from much more accurately than we can. Even the
little corrugations inside their ears do more than just hold the pinnae upright: by subtly altering
the pitch of a sound, they allow the cat to deduce the height it is coming from.Cats’ eyes are
even more specialized for hunting. Compared to the size of the head, they are enormous—
almost as big in real terms as our own. This enables cats to see where they are going on even
the darkest nights, and their retinas are specialized for the same purpose, packed with receptors
for nighttime vision, which like ours is in black and white. But unlike us, cats have very few
daytime color receptors—they can distinguish among some colors but pay far less attention than
we do to what color something is. Another specialization for nighttime vision is the reflective
layer at the back of the eye, the tapetum, which inspired the “cat’s-eyes” used in roads. Any light



that misses the receptors on the way into the eye gets reflected back through the receptors: the
small amount that misses the second time around is beamed out of the cat’s eyes, giving them
their characteristic green “eye shine.”Eyes that are so specialized for night vision can struggle
somewhat on a bright sunny day. If the cat’s pupil contracted to a point as ours does, the amount
of light would probably hurt the cat’s eyes, so instead their pupils close to a slit. Sometimes even
this is not enough protection, and the cat will half-close its eyes so that only the middle of the slit
is exposed (cats will also half-close their eyes when they’re feeling particularly relaxed, whatever
the level of light).Such large eyes are also difficult to focus, and anything that is literally under the
cat’s nose will appear blurred. To compensate, cats are able to sweep their highly sensitive
whiskers forward, substituting touch for close vision. The whiskers, and other less obvious tufts
of sensory hairs on the head and the sides of the legs, also help the cat to feel its way through
very dark places.Although dogs are renowned for their sense of smell, it is less widely known
that cats also have highly sensitive noses—perhaps ten times less sensitive than a dog’s but at
least a thousand times more sensitive than our own. Thus, cats, just as much as dogs, live in a
world of odor that we can have only the vaguest idea about. Cats can certainly locate mice by
the trails of scent that they have left moving through the grass, but perhaps more importantly for
pet cats, they almost certainly pick up a great deal of scent information concerning the
whereabouts and activities of other cats in their neighborhood. Although they do use their noses
to do this, cats also analyze the odors of other cats using a secondary olfactory apparatus,
known as the vomeronasal organ, which lies between their nostrils and the roof of their mouth.
To bring this into play, they half-open their mouths and “taste” the air. Thus, when a cat seems to
have gone into a brief trance with its mouth gaping open, it has probably just come across a
scent mark left by another cat.10Thus, apart from their acute night vision, cats’ sensory abilities
are more like a dog’s than like our own. Likewise, their brains are also rather similar, constructed
along a pattern that’s common to all the members of the Carnivora, and crucially different from
our own, primate, brain (see nearby figure). Cats’ smaller bodies inevitably mean that their
brains are lighter than our own, but their brains are also, at 0.9 percent of their body weight,
relatively smaller than ours, at 2 percent. Much of our brain’s extra tissue is contributed by the
“thinking” part of the brain, the cerebral cortex, which wraps around much of the exterior and is
highly folded. The cat’s cerebral cortex is both smaller and much less folded than ours (although
it is slightly more folded than that of the dog), suggesting that cats probably don’t rely on
conscious thought to anything like the same extent that we do. Conversely, cats’ greater reliance
on their sense(s) of smell is reflected in the prominence of that part of the brain devoted to
processing olfactory information (see nearby figure). Rather than being at the front of the brain
as in cats and dogs, as our own brains grow the olfactory region is pushed down to the
underside of the brain by the dramatic growth of the cerebral cortex.These differences between
us and cats in the way our brains are constructed must inevitably reflect differences in the way
we think, but so far science has not been able to entirely pin these down. We intuitively know
what it’s like to be a human, but it’s much more difficult to perceive the world as it exists in a cat’s



mind. However, we can be virtually certain that our version of the world and the cat’s version are
different, and trying to understand what the differences are is essential for gaining an
understanding of how cats react to our attempts at training.Side views of a human’s brain and a
cat’s brain (not to the same scale) showing some of the regions devoted to the senses, to
locomotion and to precise coordination of movement (the cerebellum).One important question
is, how do cats see us? The most widely accepted explanation for our huge cerebral cortex is
that it enables us to comprehend social relationships in a much more sophisticated way than
other mammals can. Lacking the necessary brain structures, cats must logically perceive their
relationships with their owners (and with each other) in a far simpler way than we conceive of our
relationships with them.11One crucial difference between us may be what is often referred to as
“theory of mind.” When we talk to our cats, we can imagine them listening to us—and we know
that they have minds of their own. Cats clearly identify the humans they know as individuals and
react to what we do, but the scientific evidence indicates—and this can be hard for owners to
grasp—that they do not have any comprehension that we are thinking about them. The ability to
conceive of and predict what another animal or human might be thinking is probably confined, at
least in land mammals, to the most evolutionarily advanced primates (the apes) and is of course
much more fully developed in our own species than in any other. However much we owners
might like to think that our cats think of us just as we think of them, their very different brains
mean that they almost certainly don’t.12What this means in practice is that cats can pay a lot of
attention to what we’re doing but seem to have little idea of our thought processes. When
someone finds a piece of meat missing from the kitchen worktop and comes to the conclusion
that their cat has stolen it, it’s natural for them to go looking for the cat to scold. We would rightly
expect a child who had appropriated a biscuit from the kitchen a few minutes earlier to know
precisely why he or she is being scolded, even before the verbal explanation. It’s therefore
natural to expect a cat to be able to make the same deduction. However, because cats don’t
even realize that we think, it’s impossible for them to realize what we’re thinking.A second major
difference between our brains and cats’ is that cats seem to live largely in the present. They do
of course have excellent memories—otherwise training would be impossible—but those
memories probably only surface when triggered by something similar happening in the present:
for example, a cat that catches sight of a black cat through the window may at that moment
remember other encounters he has had with black cats. A few minutes after the black cat
disappears, he will be thinking about something else: cats don’t seem to be capable of recalling
memories whenever they want to in the way that you or I can (or at least, believe we can). A cat
that hears his owner’s voice saying, “Come here, kitty,” will instantly remember the previous
occasions when he’s responded by running toward his owner—and receiving a food treat for his
trouble—and so will (if he’s not too distracted by something else) do the same again.For the
same reason, it’s highly unlikely that cats can actually be “devious” or “scheming,” however much
we may like to interpret their behavior that way. Not only do they live in the present, they don’t
seem capable either of reflecting on what’s happened in the past, or, perhaps more importantly,



of planning for the future.AN ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND AND PREDICT A CAT’S FEELINGS IS
critical for successful training, yet misunderstandings also abound concerning cats’ emotional
lives. Although little study has been made of cats’ innermost feelings, it has recently become
possible to observe how brain activity changes in different contexts, by training dogs and other
mammals to lie still long enough to obtain an fMRI scan—and it should not be long before this is
repeated on a cat.13Such studies show that the mammalian brain, whether in a dog, a cat, or a
mouse, generates a common repertoire of simple emotions—happiness, fear, anxiety, frustration
—those that can also be referred to as “gut feelings.” Ultimately, training works by altering the
circumstances under which these emotions are evoked. The reward-based training that works
best with cats aims to decrease negative feelings—such as fear, anxiety and frustration—and
increase positive feelings such as joy and affection, by changing the cat’s associations between
these feelings and its day-to-day experiences.Many owners also believe that cats are capable of
experiencing much more complex emotions, including many of those that, at least for us
humans, are conscious experiences. These include jealousy—probably experienced at some
level by the more socially savvy dog but possibly not by cats—and pride, empathy and guilt,
which are almost certainly beyond the mental capacities of dog or cat. An owner who punishes a
cat under the mistaken belief that it is capable of feeling guilty about a mess made while she was
out will be harming her relationship with the cat (and possibly making it more likely that the cat
will make the same mess again). Cats live “in the moment” and are incapable of associating an
action they have performed with its consequence—negative or positive—if that consequence
occurs even a few minutes later, let alone an hour later. Rather, a cat will associate the
punishment, or reward, with whatever is uppermost in its mind at the time. In the case of the cat
that has made a mess while its owner is out, this is most likely to be the owner’s recent return.
Owners who pursue such tactics can be astonished when the cat no longer greets them warmly
—and the messing is likely to get worse as the cat’s general level of anxiety rises.CATS AND
DOGS DIFFER FUNDAMENTALLY IN THE WAY THEY interpret social information, whether it is
coming from other members of their own species or from people. Cats are also rather different
from the average dog in the way they react to things they haven’t come across before.There are
many different ways to set about training a pet dog, but they all have two things in common: they
rely on the dog’s unique sensitivity to human body language, and also their innate affection for
whoever looks after them. Dogs are fundamentally sociable, reflecting their origins as wolves
living in cooperative family groups. Domestication has profoundly altered the dog’s mind from
that of its ancestor, the wolf, to the extent that dogs crave human attention—a dog that has been
abandoned will attach itself to anyone who treats it kindly, even for as little as fifteen minutes.
Experiments have shown that dogs are more attentive to human gestures than even
chimpanzees, supposedly the most intelligent of all the animals, apart from ourselves. Both of
these abilities have been an essential part of the relationship between dogs and humankind for
thousands of years, enabling us to use dogs in a whole host of roles, including guarding, herding
and hunting, although of course nowadays most dogs are kept simply for the companionship



they so effectively provide. All of this means that training a dog will always be different from
training any other animal, because they simply have a different perception of human
beings.14The profound differences in the way that cats see us compared to the way dogs do
can obscure the fact that these two species actually learn, for all intents and purposes, in the
same way. It’s their motivations for learning that differ: how they learn—and how good they are at
learning—are quite similar. Because dogs are thought of as trainable, and cats not, it can be
easy to assume that dogs learn more than cats do. Although it’s impossible for us to know what
it’s like to be a cat—or a dog—it’s safe to say that both are excellent learners.Cats, descended
from solitary territorial animals, are generally much more wary of social contact, and many have
to learn to trust other cats, and people, and often can only do this one individual at a time. Cats’
primary attachment is to place, not people. That is not to say that they cannot become
affectionate toward their owners, because they obviously can, but their affection can only
blossom in an atmosphere of security. A cat’s first priority is to find a safe place to live and a
reliable source of food, which for pet cats is usually satisfied in their owner’s house, before they
can start to form strong social attachments.For many people, cats, and especially kittens, have a
heart-melting appeal that is not easy to explain fully. The appeal of kittens is now known to work
at a fundamental level, triggering activity in some of the same parts of the brain that respond to
the sight and sound of a human infant. The enormous popularity of kittens and cats on the
Internet can almost certainly be attributed to this innate response of ours. However, this
phenomenon alone cannot explain why so many of us go beyond their initial appeal to form
lifelong attachments to our pet cats. Most cat owners spontaneously describe their pets as
members of the family, and although science cannot yet entirely explain why this seems to come
so naturally to so many people, it does guarantee that many cats are given the care and
attention they need.15Cats, however, do not automatically regard humans as their best friends.
Worldwide, many cats stay wary of people for their whole lives. Cats (like dogs) need to start
learning how to interact with people when they are very young. If kittens don’t have at least a little
friendly contact with humans during the crucial period of between two and eight weeks old, they
usually go on to become feral cats. This remarkable flexibility in their social preferences shows
just how malleable the feline brain can be—in contradiction of their reputation for being aloof and
inflexible. Although they do become more set in their ways as they get older, cats retain the
ability to assimilate new experiences and learn new responses throughout their lives.The
difference between cats and dogs in the strength of their attachments to people explains why
traditional training methods based upon punishment are always counterproductive when applied
to cats. Physical punishment is bad news for the welfare of dogs and cats alike, but dogs
become so strongly bonded to their owners that their attachment can appear undiminished even
when they are evidently aware that it is their owner who is causing them discomfort (as with a
choke chain) or even pain. Just as abused children instinctively cling to their parents, so dogs
continue to associate with people who have physically punished them (although at the same
time their body language usually betrays telltale signs of the abusive element of the



relationship).Not so cats. Cats will naturally flee any situation that they find aversive, and so if
they guess that these unpleasant feelings are in some way associated with their owner, their
affection for their owner will instantly diminish. Even mild punishments that cause only minor
discomfort and merely startle the cat can have this effect. For example, a water sprayer is often
recommended as a way of deterring a cat from leaping onto the kitchen worktops: the sound of
the spray, which resembles a cat’s hiss, and the feel of water on the cat’s skin are both mildly
aversive. But ask yourself, What does the cat associate this with—the act of jumping onto the
worktop, or the sight of the owner’s hand? Only if the cat can be made totally unaware that the
owner is involved will such a punishment achieve the desired result without damaging the
relationship built up between the owner and her cat: even then, a cat that is already somewhat
anxious may be made more so. The reward-based methods that we recommend in this book are
vastly preferable, and there should be no need for any punishment any more severe than
withholding the treat or toy that the cat desires.Much abnormal and undesirable behavior in cats
arises from situations where they feel their security is threatened, perhaps by a new cat being
unceremoniously introduced to “their” home, an aggressive cat moving in next door or a new
baby joining the household. Yet much of the stress that cats undoubtedly experience in such
situations can be reduced, even eliminated entirely, by training. And training should also play a
major role in preventing such problems from arising in the first place, for example, when used as
part of the preparations for introducing a new cat to the home.When it comes to encounters with
the unfamiliar and the potentially threatening, cats are at a double disadvantage to dogs. As
generally solitary animals, cats cannot depend upon strength in numbers, unlike the far more
sociable dog. And, of course, cats are smaller and therefore more vulnerable than the average
dog—and even more so than the dog’s ancestor, the wolf, from which much of the dog’s social
self-confidence probably derives. Thus, most cats’ standard reaction to anything unfamiliar is to
keep their distance and at the first hint that trouble may be brewing, to run away. Some cats are
temperamentally more timid than others, but it’s a rare cat that is bold enough to stand his
ground in the face of apparent adversity. Thus, very few cats ever learn much about how to deal
with an unfamiliar situation, other than to put some distance between them and it. If such
experiences are repeated, the negative connotations can only increase: just consider most cat’s
reluctance to enter their cat carrier, although they will actively seek out a similar-sized cardboard
box in which to take a nap. For this reason, training often has to start with changes to the cat’s
environment that enhance its general feelings of security, giving the cat enough confidence to
face its fears, albeit in a much more dilute form: only then can more positive connotations be
built up.EVEN THE MOST SECURE, CONFIDENT, AND WELL-SOCIALIZED CAT will find itself
in situations that it deems unpleasant. Long-haired cats need frequent grooming, because their
tongues have evolved to cope only with their ancestors’ short coats. Cats’ welfare has been
improved immeasurably by the availability of cat-specialist veterinary surgeons, but try telling
that to a cat that’s resisting being put in the cat carrier with tooth and claw! Indeed, cats often
miss veterinary appointments because their owners can’t get them to the office, and much of the



oral medication prescribed for cats never reaches its intended target because the cat spits it out
or even refuses to have its mouth opened at all.Cats, rather like small children, find it impossible
to understand that something that’s unpleasant in the moment will be good for them in the long
run. Many long-haired cats experience discomfort from knots in their fur but equally don’t like the
process of being groomed. All cats instinctively balk at being thrust into a confined space, and
traveling in a motor vehicle does not come naturally to them. We humans can tolerate the small
indignities of a medical examination because we can comprehend that it’s for our own benefit:
unless taught otherwise, cats probably perceive a veterinary examination as the attentions of an
unusual and definitely unwelcome kind of predator. Many cats are timid by nature, becoming
nervous when unfamiliar people come into “their” house, and need to be provided with stage-
managed opportunities to build up their confidence. Some cats can even be particularly
sensitive to being picked up or stroked.Dogs are usually so strongly attached to their owners
that they are generally much more tolerant of small discomforts. Cats, much of whose sense of
security comes from their physical surroundings, can be put off by even a small incident that they
find particularly unpleasant. If the incident is repeated, cats may get into the habit of withdrawing
whenever the same situation looks like it’s going to occur. Every year, a significant number of
cats “vote with their feet” and move to a nearby household they find less stressful. This shows
just how effectively cats can learn about the consequences of interacting with the world around
them. Rather than leaving a cat at the mercy of its instincts to learn lessons that served its
ancestors well, surely it is better for the owner to teach lessons better suited to the complexities
of life as a pet—in other words, use training to help the relationship with her cat run more
smoothly.Training can also be useful when introducing an additional cat into the household.
Because cats are descended from solitary animals, their ability to get along with other cats is
generally quite limited. Those free-ranging cats that coexist alongside others tend to be born into
the group, rather than join it as an adult. Of course, no two cats are precisely the same, and they
do vary in how accepting they are of members of their own species. Nevertheless, and contrary
to many owners’ preconceptions, introducing a resident cat to a new cat is as complicated as
introducing two dogs to one another, and can often be more difficult. Owners who get this wrong
can find that they have inadvertently created a lifetime of anxiety and stress for both their cats:
along with an understanding of how each cat may feel threatened by the other, training can play
a big part in making such introductions run smoothly.ONCE ITS BASIC NEEDS FOR FOOD,
WATER, A CLEAN LITTER BOX and a safe place to sleep are met, a cat’s happiness usually
revolves around how secure it feels. Cats do not mind being left on their own (unlike dogs), but
they do value a predictable routine and stability in their social environment.One issue that vexes
many cat owners is whether to allow their cat outdoors. There are essentially three benefits from
keeping a cat indoors: it will not be able to disturb or kill wildlife; it is not exposed to road traffic or
people who wish to harm cats; it cannot get into disputes with other cats in the neighborhood.
However, the wholly indoor cat is a comparatively new concept, and pet cats, whether indoor or
outdoor, are descended from cats that hunted for a living and maintained extensive territories



out of doors. In evolutionary terms, it is far too soon for cats to have lost their drive to range and
explore. Hence, there is a significant risk that a cat kept indoors will suffer from frustration or
boredom. Owners who decide that it is too dangerous for their cat to be let out do need to take
careful steps to prevent this, and training can play a major part. They should also construct the
cat’s environment in such a way as to provide as much appropriate stimulation as possible, for
example, by allowing access to an enclosed outdoor run, playing with the cat several times each
day and using prey-like toys to satisfy its hunting instincts.Cats that are allowed outdoors have
more options than indoor-only cats, and although they will undoubtedly find this stimulating,
some cats are unfortunate enough to find their right to go out challenged by another cat—which
may even be so bold as to actually enter the house, adding to the resident cat’s distress. Even if
there is little direct evidence of such a conflict, the cat may show signs of being under stress,
including spending an excessive amount of time hiding, urinating and defecating in the house
outside the litter box, and even expressing its inner tension by attacking its owner.16SOME
SITUATIONS THAT PET CATS FIND THEMSELVES IN ARE A problem only for them; others are
also a problem for their owner. Either way, training can often provide a solution that benefits both
parties. As we see it, the primary purpose in training a pet cat should always be improving the
cat’s own sense of well-being, although owners will also find that at the same time they will reap
the considerable reward of having a happier, easier to manage cat.A cat will do something only if
it feels like it. Our task ahead will be to ensure that the cat wants to do what is in its own best
interest, even when its instincts tell it otherwise.CHAPTER 1How Cats LearnAnd what you can
do to make it easy for themTRAINING A CAT IS NOT A MYSTERIOUS PROCESS, BUT IT WILL
make sense only with an understanding of how cats learn. Cats may have a reputation for
inscrutability, but they are actually very adaptable animals, and they learn in just the same way
that all mammals do—including dogs. Cats are just as smart as dogs; it’s just that they have their
own motivations and priorities, and because these are less widely appreciated than those of
dogs, cats have acquired a reputation for being untrainable. Nothing could be further from the
truth: cat owners can easily acquire the skills and knowledge they need to change their cat’s
behavior, and not just for their own benefit but for their cat’s, too. Cats can be taught that
commonplace situations that they instinctively dislike, such as being brushed or being put into
the cat carrier, can in fact be pleasurable experiences rather than something to fear. Moreover,
an appreciation of how cats learn is also key to understanding much of their everyday behavior,
for cats are much more responsive than their reputation for stubbornness and independence
might suggest.MANY OWNERS SEEM UNAWARE THAT THEIR CATS ARE LEARNING all the
time. When we asked Mrs. Smith if she thought that Smoky, her cat, had learned much in the
past week, she replied.…Smoky hasn’t really learned anything recently as she has spent most
of the week indoors. She usually likes pottering around outside when I am out at work but she
hates getting wet and we have had an awful few days of rain. She is a really sweet affectionate
cat and we often enjoy cuddles on my lap but to be honest, this week, she has been a bit of a
pest. I have had the week off work and have been trying to get some baking done while I cannot



get out in the garden. Smoky has, however, had other ideas and has been jumping up on the
kitchen worktop as I have been trying to bake. I kept telling her that she was a silly girl as I lifted
her off the worktop and gave her a quick but affectionate fuss. Even when the cake was in the
oven and I went to check my e-mails, she kept getting in the way and trying to sit on the laptop.
You would think that the fact she got some fuss from me would have satisfied her and let me get
on with my jobs, but it didn’t. In the end, on both occasions, I ended up feeding her early so I
could get on with what I was trying to do. And even though the weather has brightened up today,
Smoky has decided to stay in and pester me, rather than go outside and get some fresh air. She
is driving me to despair.What Mrs. Smith seemed not to realize was not only how much Smoky
had learned on those few rainy days but also just how much she had unintentionally influenced
that learning.First, we can tell from Smoky’s behavior that she had already learned that going
outside when it is raining makes her cold and wet, and so it is better to stay inside where it is dry
and warm. She had also learned that her owner does not go off to work every day but sometimes
stays at home, and, as she is the kind of cat that enjoys her owner’s company, had found that
staying inside in the daytime would give her this reward. However, Smoky had also observed
that Mrs. Smith sometimes did things that did not involve her, and as a consequence, she was
not always paying her the attention she desired. By placing herself in between Mrs. Smith and
the task she was focused on—the kitchen worktop or the laptop—Smoky got some attention.
Mrs. Smith thought that Smoky understood when she told her not to interfere, but in Smoky’s
mind, being picked up and talked to was positive attention. It did not matter that Mrs. Smith was
telling Smoky she was a “naughty girl”: all Smoky understood was the tone of voice—which was
gentle—and that jumping up resulted in a cuddle. Even better, when Smoky did this several
times, she got fed quicker—the jackpot! Having learned that getting in between Mrs. Smith and
whatever task she was doing resulted in attention… and… (bonus!)… food, Smoky was bound
to try the very same behavior again the next day. Inadvertently, Mrs. Smith had taught Smoky
that behaving in this way leads to good outcomes (generally getting in the way produces food!).
If Mrs. Smith had fully understood how Smoky learns, she might have gone about her actions
slightly differently, achieving some peaceful baking and laptop time while still keeping Smoky
happy.Cats learn all the time, regardless of whether we are intentionally trying to teach them
something. Some associations are learned after just a single exposure, especially if the outcome
is unpleasant: for example, the cat that strays into a neighbor’s garden and gets chased by their
dog will have immediately learned never to enter that garden again, or at least never when it can
see that the dog is there. Other events need several repetitions to consolidate the learning to the
point where the cat reliably changes his behavior in those circumstances; for example, a cat may
need to receive food treats several times from a new visitor to the home before changing the way
he behaves toward this person.Different experiences will have differing outcomes for the cat.
Some will be consistently positive, others consistently negative and many will be neutral (i.e.,
either the cat hasn’t noticed the outcomes or has found them of no concern either way). Further
experiences can either reinforce what has previously been learned in that particular situation (if



the outcome remains the same) or start to teach something new (if the outcome changes—for
example, from something nice to something less nice). All these experiences and outcomes are
processed in the brain where learning takes place, memories are laid down and emotions and
feelings arise. These in turn will all influence how the cat behaves, not just at the time but also in
the future.THE SIMPLEST TYPE OF LEARNING—COMMON TO ALL ANIMALS that possess a
nervous system, from worms to humans, and so simple that it’s debatable whether it can really
be called learning—is known as habituation. This is a way in which animals learn to ignore those
parts of their environment that have no special consequences and are therefore irrelevant. Upon
repeated exposure to such things or events, cats learn to perceive them as harmless and so
ignore them. For an animal as well endowed with sense organs as the cat is, continually focusing
on the irrelevant diverts vital attention and energy away from events that may have an impact on
survival—for example, nearby prey or predators. Thus, habituation is a vital learning process. For
example, a kitten that arrives in a new home may startle when it first hears the ring of its new
owner’s mobile phone. However, after several repetitions of that phone ringing, the kitten will
have learned that nothing happens at this time of any relevance and therefore will stop reacting
to the ringing sound. In technical terms, the kitten has habituated to the sound of the mobile
phone. Habituation is therefore an important process of learning, not just for kittens, but also for
adult cats experiencing new environments such as moving to a new home. Cats, just like us,
have to learn what is important and what is not, if only to avoid sensory overload.Sensitization is
the opposite of habituation. In this process, repeated exposure to an event leads to an increased
reaction from the animal, as opposed to the reduction in response and eventual ignoring that
characterizes habituation. The crucial difference is that now, the repeated exposure is to
something that the cat instinctively dislikes. For example, several visits to the vet’s that include
unpleasant experiences, such as an injection, can lead to the cat becoming fearful of the vet,
even on subsequent visits when the vet is friendly to the cat and no injection is planned. Also
once a cat has become sensitized to one situation, it may show the same reaction in other
similar circumstances. For example, the same cat may become wary or fearful of new people
who simply look, sound or even smell like the vet. He may even become fearful of new
environments that remind him of the trip to the vet. Sensitization is a powerful protective
mechanism that helps cats avoid anything they perceive as potentially dangerous. One of our
goals in training cats will be to teach them that encounters with vets—and many other situations
—do not need to be perceived as potentially dangerous, thereby preventing sensitization before
it has a chance to occur.Both habituation and sensitization change the strength of the cat’s
existing reactions, but they don’t help the cat to develop any new responses: for this, more
complex learning processes are required. The most straightforward of these, known as classical
conditioning, occurs when a cat finds out that some specific event reliably predicts that
something else is about to happen. When a cat meows and runs to his owner as soon as he
hears the cupboard that contains the cat food opening, he is responding to classical
conditioning. The cat has learned that the sound of that cupboard door (in itself, a meaningless



sound) predicts that food is on its way. Several repetitions of hearing the cupboard open just
before the food arrives are needed for the cat to learn the predictive value of the sound. Once
such learning has taken place, that specific sound elicits positive feelings in the cat’s mind
similar to those triggered by smelling or tasting the food. The cat does not have to learn that
tasty food makes him feel good; this is an involuntary response, built into the cat. What the cat
does learn is that things other than the taste and sight of food can create such feelings: in this
case, the sound of the cupboard door. Such a learning process relies on a consistent pairing—
the sound of the cupboard door always being followed quickly by the presentation of food. To
begin with, the cat may make mistakes, such as responding to the sound of any kitchen
cupboard opening, but most are then able to refine what they know, by learning that only the
distinctive sound of that cupboard is reliably followed by the appearance of food.CLASSICAL
CONDITIONING HELPS A CAT TO MAKE BETTER SENSE OF its environment, but a different
kind of learning, operant conditioning, is needed for the cat’s behavior to change. Operant
conditioning involves the consequence of a cat’s own actions influencing how it feels and, thus,
what behavior it should feel like performing next. The consequences that result from any
behavior can be classified into four different types (see nearby box).1Operant conditioning
explains why Mrs. Smith’s behavior caused her cat to jump up and impede what she was doing,
not just once but several times. The positive feelings caused by the stroking, gentle talking and
being fed encouraged her cat to repeat the behavior of jumping up and interfering with what she
was doing (i.e., Consequence 1). More formally, we would say that the behavior has been
reinforced. By this, we mean that the cat has found that the behavior has a rewarding outcome,
and, thus, he will be more likely to perform the behavior again, in an attempt to recreate the
positive outcome.For a cat to learn that any outcome is genuinely associated with his behavior, it
is usually essential that the consequences (positive or negative) occur immediately. If not, the
cat is unlikely to make the connection. However, in some instances classical conditioning can
bridge the gap. For example, a cat may wander from the garden into the kitchen. The owner
would like to reward this behavior (so that it occurs again) by giving the cat a food treat, but she
may have none to hand at that precise moment. However, if the cat has already learned, through
classical conditioning, that the sound and sight of the cat treat tin being touched is followed by a
food reward, then simply by reaching for the (empty) cat treat tin at the moment the cat comes in
from the garden, the owner will be able to “buy” herself some time to reward the cat with food:
the action of reaching for the treat tin tells the cat that the real reward is on its way.Cats do not
respond well to anything nasty happening (unfortunately for them, dogs are much more tolerant
in this respect). It is really important to be mindful of cats’ natural tendency to withdraw from the
slightest sign of trouble. Although learning will undoubtedly occur as a result of something
negative, and especially any sort of physical punishment, use of such punishment can have a
disastrous effect on the cat-owner relationship. A cat that has been physically punished is highly
likely to respond in one or even several negative ways. First, it may become fearful of its owner,
and even become fearful of other people, through sensitization. The cat’s fear can be expressed



as an aggressive response directed at whoever originally delivered the physical punishment or
indeed, at anyone nearby. Fear can also cause a cat to try to escape or avoid further interaction
of any kind. Additionally, the use of punishment generally causes a reduction in any kind of
spontaneous behavior from the cat in the presence of the owner, thus making future training
more difficult. Finally, punishment may tell the cat what not to do, but it doesn’t help him to learn
what the right thing might be. Moreover, all of these outcomes are distressing for the cat and
likely to have a detrimental effect on his quality of life. For cats, successful training relies on
rewarding the desired behavior and ignoring unwanted behavior. Keeping this approach at the
center of all training should ensure a positive relationship, as well as a successful and happy
learning experience for both parties.The four types of consequence that trigger operant
conditioning2Scenario: Your cat sits on a laminated floor in front of you. He suddenly jumps up
on to your lap.Consequence 1:Something good is presented (e.g., you give the cat a food
treat)Consequence 2:Something good can end or be taken away (e.g., you stop feeding the cat
treats and ignore the cat)Consequence 3:Something bad can start or occur (e.g., you stand up
and walk away—or you push the cat back onto the floor)Consequence 4:Something bad can
end or be taken away (e.g., while he is on your lap, he is off the cold floor)Although cats learn a
great deal from their owners, they can also learn from other cats that they get along well with.
Kittens naturally learn a lot from their mothers. Both kittens and adult cats will learn to perform a
task quickly, after simply watching an experienced cat complete the same task. Cats that live
together are often believed by their owners to have “taught” one another particular behaviors—
for example, how to use the cat flap. It’s not clear whether the second cat actually learns how to
perform the behavior directly from the other cat or whether the more skilled cat’s actions simply
draw the other cat’s attention to the cat flap as something worth investigating. It’s also not known
whether cats are capable of actually imitating our actions (probably not), but we can easily use
their natural curiosity to draw their attention to those features of their environment that we want
them to learn about. Then, by providing the appropriate consequences, owners can make sure
that desirable behavior occurs again and unwanted behavior does not.Cats learn spontaneously,
all the time, mostly by discovering reliable associations between events or features in their
environment, just as Smoky did. Thus, it is good practice to start observing your cat, paying
attention to his body language after he performs certain actions and noticing whether you see
the same behavior occurring over and over again. For example, can you decipher whether a
particular action your cat performed led to a positive, neutral or negative outcome for your cat?
Can you start to see patterns in your cat’s behavior? What do you think might have been the
cause of your cat’s little quirks and idiosyncrasies?CATS LEARN ALL THE TIME AS THEY GO
ABOUT THEIR EVERYDAY lives, but we can boost their chances of learning what we want to
teach them by ensuring that they are in the right frame of mind. Just like us, cats learn best when
they’re comfortable and free from distractions. They are naturally sensitive creatures that flee
from any threat or uncertainty; thus, the best place to teach a cat is somewhere he finds quiet
and familiar. Just like people, cats need to be free from distraction if they are to learn effectively.



Although most of us find it hard to ignore a ringing telephone, cats, with their acute senses of
smell and hearing, can be distracted by things we barely notice. For example, both owner and
cat may find it hard to focus when the noise of the washing machine indicates that it is on full
spin cycle. However, the average person would barely notice the faint odor of a piece of frozen
meat defrosting on the kitchen worktop, although it can be overwhelmingly enticing for a cat,
tempting him to jump up on the worktop and investigate (cats are opportunists, and the chance
of a free meal is something they rarely pass up). For a cat, distractions do not include only
sounds that we might deem to be loud, irritating or unexpected but also enticing or unfamiliar
smells and sights. For example, training in front of a window that looks out onto bird feeders may
appear to be no problem to you, but the sight of birds fluttering around may engulf your cat’s
attention, particularly if he is partial to hunting. Thus, before starting any training, it is important
to think of what may be distracting from the cat’s perspective.Also, just like us, cats learn best
when they feel comfortable: not too thirsty, not too hot or cold, not too tired nor in need of
relieving their bladder or bowels. Thus, when selecting where in your home to begin training your
cat, make sure there is fresh water and a litter box available (or access to the outdoors if your cat
does not use a litter box). The temperature should be comfortable, and your cat should have the
opportunity to retreat or rest if he so desires. Herbie, for example, found it hard to concentrate on
any training task when the log burner was well stoked; the warmth was just too irresistible. As an
Asian (a breed that has a single coat, as opposed to the traditional double coat of the domestic
short hair), Herbie was always seeking out a heat source. It was never long before he opted out
of training in favor of lying full stretch, fast asleep in front of the stove when it was lit. Thus, I
always carried out his training sessions before the stove was lit and we settled down for the
night.Cats don’t usually learn well immediately after they’ve eaten: a certain degree of hunger is
needed before a food treat becomes rewarding. A food treat delivered immediately after a
specific behavior acts as a positive outcome for a hungry cat, encouraging the cat to perform
that behavior again. Thus, it is important that your cat is feeling hungry so that he is motivated to
engage with you for a food treat. However, how hungry your cat is can influence how well he
learns, and this in turn depends very much on his personality. Being too hungry can inhibit
training, as the cat may be more focused on the food itself than on learning which specific
actions of his are being rewarded.Once the environment is set for minimal distraction and
maximum comfort, the next stage to consider is the construction of the teaching toolbox. And not
just metaphorically: it is literally a good idea to have some form of robust box in which to keep
most of the training aids. Having everything in one handy place makes it possible to do a few
minutes of training here and there, and to take advantage of teaching opportunities whenever
they arise. Because cats spend a great deal of the day asleep, it is important to be ready to seize
the moment for a short training session whenever you find they are awake and alert. Luckily, cats
learn best in short bursts, and so taking advantage of these small windows of opportunity will
naturally lead to the greatest success. As the cat learns that training is part of his daily routine,
you may find that when you are around, he spends more time awake: after all, he now has a new,



exciting, stimulating and engaging pastime to share with you.By having all your training
essentials in one portable container, the box itself can act as a signal to your cat that you are
going to do some training. Very quickly, your cat will learn that when the box comes into view, he
will soon have access to the exciting rewards inside (in itself, an example of classical
conditioning), and, as a consequence, he will be engaged to work with you.The rewards are the
most important items in the training toolbox: successful teaching of a cat is ultimately based on
being readily equipped to reward the behavior that you desire with something the cat really
values. Rewards can take many forms. Cats, just like people and dogs, often become
disinterested if they receive the same reward over and over again; therefore, it really is important
to have a variety to hand so that the reward can be changed before the cat has had enough of
any one type. This exact point is superbly illustrated by a study we conducted in which cats were
repeatedly offered a toy to play with. When the toy presented was the same each time, the cats
reduced the amount they played with it to almost nothing, showing they had become habituated.
However, when the toy was changed for a different one each time, the cats continued to play,
illustrating they were not “bored” with playing; they simply needed a fresh stimulus to remain
motivated.3At the beginning of training, the most important rewards are those known in the
training world as primary reinforcers. These are things that cats instinctively find rewarding, and
the most universal example is food. Being a carnivore, rewards comprised entirely of animal
protein will be valued most highly by your cat. An ideal reward therefore consists of a tiny piece
of cooked meat or fish (such as a quarter of a cooked prawn). Rewards with a high proportion of
animal protein may also be useful, for example, a very small portion of the cat’s normal diet (a
single biscuit or a single meat chunk from a foil pouch or tin) or shop-bought cat treats—
semimoist or air-dried meat snacks are often preferred. If part of the cat’s daily food ration (treats
or regular diet) is reserved for training rewards, training your cat using food should not result in
him putting on weight. Part of his normal allowance can be weighed out or counted out for use in
training and his regular feeds reduced correspondingly.CopyrightCopyright © 2016 by John
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Sarah tickling his armpits.Herbie was a special cat in many ways, here enjoying Sarah tickling
his armpits.Herbie was a special cat in many ways, here enjoying Sarah tickling his
armpits.Sarah’s PrefaceTRAINING CATS IS SOMETHING THAT I STUMBLED UPON. Now,
when I think back to when it first started, I realize I was actually about seven years old—although
obviously I did not know at that time what impact this would have on my later life, or that of the
cats I would own. My mother bought our family a Burmese kitten. This kitten became the subject
of all my affections—forming the focus of elaborate projects for Brownie animal lovers’ badges,
paintings and illustrations for art competitions and much talked about at school to friends, to
name just a few. Claude, as he was known, was very affectionate, food motivated and active—
the perfect combination of traits for training. Before long, Claude was being lured over elaborate
furniture obstacles with tasty morsels snuck from the fridge and excitedly chasing a wand toy
that I dragged at high speed over garden jumps made from my mother’s clothesline poles. I think
my proudest party trick was to double tap my shoulder, whereupon Claude would jump from the
back of the sofa up onto my shoulder and balance there as I moved carefully around the living
room to the windowsill. With a double tap on it, he would leap down and rub his face against
mine. There is no doubt that the love I felt for Claude was reciprocated—he slept in my bed and
in my doll’s cots and often accompanied me on dog walks. I lost Claude on my twenty-sixth
birthday at the grand age of nineteen—what an imprint he had made on me, as by this time I was
already halfway through studying for a PhD in feline behavior.My research, alongside my
professional work with feline problem behaviors, gave me great insight into current welfare
concerns associated with modern cat ownership—I discovered just how few cats enjoy going to
the vet, lie back and relax while traveling in the car, enthusiastically open their mouths and
swallow their worming pill, or embrace the new addition to the family, whether feline, human or
canine. As a dedicated cat owner, I felt it only right to try to ensure that my cats, from an early
age, had the life skills to be unfazed by such events. I am not a professional animal trainer, but I
have been very fortunate to have worked alongside some wonderful trainers who have shared
their knowledge and practical skills with me and on occasion, let me assist with training
(puppies).Combining this with my knowledge of cats and learning theory, I began incorporating
training into the daily lives of all my cats. Training has helped my cats cope well with the many
challenges life has thrown at them. Positive feedback came early on: owners sitting next to me in
the veterinary waiting room would remark with surprise at how calm and relaxed my cats were in
their carriers, and the vet would comment, “I wish all cats were as good as yours.” From that
moment on, I decided that I would train every cat I owned as a matter of course.Woody, the first
cat I owned in my adult life, moved house with me many times, even crossing the Irish Sea
without batting an eyelid, thanks to the preparatory training I had carried out. Later, Cosmos,
another of my cats and one who appears throughout this book, warmly shared his home with
several foster cats and subsequently accepted Herbie, who arrived as a permanent resident as
a mischievous and playful kitten. A few years later, Herbie and Cosmos were taught to share
their home with a canine addition—Squidge the Jack Russell. Knowing I might get a dog at



some point in their lifetimes, I had begun training them to accept visiting dogs from an early age,
well before we brought home Squidge.The most recent addition has been baby Reuben,
perhaps the addition I was most apprehensive about—after all, there was no way he could be
rehomed if it didn’t work out! However, I am delighted that Reuben, now a toddler, is showing
promise as the next-generation cat lover in our family and that all the preparatory and ongoing
training with the cats has led them to relish his presence; Cosmos will often chirrup at Reuben
when he comes in from outdoors and greets him with a rub of his face.Because training had
produced such happy consequences for my own cats, I felt compelled to spread the word—part
of this was a year-long series of how-to training articles for a UK national cat magazine. The
articles were warmly received and I realized that they had really touched only the tip of the
iceberg. I was very keen to do more, mulling the idea of a book on the topic over in my head. It
was at this time that I began working with the BBC on their Horizon TV program The Secret Life
of the Cat, where one of my first roles was to teach owners how to train their cats to wear GPS
tracking devices. John, who worked alongside me on the program, witnessed this and as we
began to talk about training cats and to share ideas, the concept for a jointly written book was
born. While training cats may have all begun unintentionally for me, I’ve seen such positive
impact on cat welfare that I’m inspired to spread this how-to training across the globe.Sarah’s
PrefaceTRAINING CATS IS SOMETHING THAT I STUMBLED UPON. Now, when I think back to
when it first started, I realize I was actually about seven years old—although obviously I did not
know at that time what impact this would have on my later life, or that of the cats I would own. My
mother bought our family a Burmese kitten. This kitten became the subject of all my affections—
forming the focus of elaborate projects for Brownie animal lovers’ badges, paintings and
illustrations for art competitions and much talked about at school to friends, to name just a few.
Claude, as he was known, was very affectionate, food motivated and active—the perfect
combination of traits for training. Before long, Claude was being lured over elaborate furniture
obstacles with tasty morsels snuck from the fridge and excitedly chasing a wand toy that I
dragged at high speed over garden jumps made from my mother’s clothesline poles. I think my
proudest party trick was to double tap my shoulder, whereupon Claude would jump from the
back of the sofa up onto my shoulder and balance there as I moved carefully around the living
room to the windowsill. With a double tap on it, he would leap down and rub his face against
mine. There is no doubt that the love I felt for Claude was reciprocated—he slept in my bed and
in my doll’s cots and often accompanied me on dog walks. I lost Claude on my twenty-sixth
birthday at the grand age of nineteen—what an imprint he had made on me, as by this time I was
already halfway through studying for a PhD in feline behavior.My research, alongside my
professional work with feline problem behaviors, gave me great insight into current welfare
concerns associated with modern cat ownership—I discovered just how few cats enjoy going to
the vet, lie back and relax while traveling in the car, enthusiastically open their mouths and
swallow their worming pill, or embrace the new addition to the family, whether feline, human or
canine. As a dedicated cat owner, I felt it only right to try to ensure that my cats, from an early



age, had the life skills to be unfazed by such events. I am not a professional animal trainer, but I
have been very fortunate to have worked alongside some wonderful trainers who have shared
their knowledge and practical skills with me and on occasion, let me assist with training
(puppies).Combining this with my knowledge of cats and learning theory, I began incorporating
training into the daily lives of all my cats. Training has helped my cats cope well with the many
challenges life has thrown at them. Positive feedback came early on: owners sitting next to me in
the veterinary waiting room would remark with surprise at how calm and relaxed my cats were in
their carriers, and the vet would comment, “I wish all cats were as good as yours.” From that
moment on, I decided that I would train every cat I owned as a matter of course.Woody, the first
cat I owned in my adult life, moved house with me many times, even crossing the Irish Sea
without batting an eyelid, thanks to the preparatory training I had carried out. Later, Cosmos,
another of my cats and one who appears throughout this book, warmly shared his home with
several foster cats and subsequently accepted Herbie, who arrived as a permanent resident as
a mischievous and playful kitten. A few years later, Herbie and Cosmos were taught to share
their home with a canine addition—Squidge the Jack Russell. Knowing I might get a dog at
some point in their lifetimes, I had begun training them to accept visiting dogs from an early age,
well before we brought home Squidge.The most recent addition has been baby Reuben,
perhaps the addition I was most apprehensive about—after all, there was no way he could be
rehomed if it didn’t work out! However, I am delighted that Reuben, now a toddler, is showing
promise as the next-generation cat lover in our family and that all the preparatory and ongoing
training with the cats has led them to relish his presence; Cosmos will often chirrup at Reuben
when he comes in from outdoors and greets him with a rub of his face.Because training had
produced such happy consequences for my own cats, I felt compelled to spread the word—part
of this was a year-long series of how-to training articles for a UK national cat magazine. The
articles were warmly received and I realized that they had really touched only the tip of the
iceberg. I was very keen to do more, mulling the idea of a book on the topic over in my head. It
was at this time that I began working with the BBC on their Horizon TV program The Secret Life
of the Cat, where one of my first roles was to teach owners how to train their cats to wear GPS
tracking devices. John, who worked alongside me on the program, witnessed this and as we
began to talk about training cats and to share ideas, the concept for a jointly written book was
born. While training cats may have all begun unintentionally for me, I’ve seen such positive
impact on cat welfare that I’m inspired to spread this how-to training across the globe.John’s
PrefaceAS SARAH SAYS, THE CONCEPT FOR THIS BOOK CAME TOGETHER in 2013, when
we met up at “Cat HQ” in the picturesque village of Shamley Green, the location for the BBC’s
Horizon TV documentaries about cats. I have to confess that until Sarah suggested the idea to
me, I had never thought much about training cats. I knew a few people who had trained their cats
to do tricks, including one who delighted in his cat’s ability to hop up onto the seat of a
conventional toilet and use it in place of a litter box (no, we will not be describing how this might
be done in this book!). I’d come across “performing cats” in TV studios, where none seemed



especially comfortable, presumably because they were unavoidably well outside their usual
familiar territories. I did know that cats were fantastic learners, despite their reputation for self-
reliance and independence. The research showing how each and every cat learns how to use its
meow (Chapter 4) had brought home to me, as much as anything could, how cats adapt their
behavior to get by in the world that we expect them to live in. But unlike Sarah I had never put
two and two together, that pet cats could—indeed should—be taught how to lead happier
lives.Everyone knows that an untrained dog is both a liability for its owner and a danger to itself
(though there are several conflicting schools of thought as to how best to train a dog). I’ve never
heard anyone complain about a cat being “untrained”—luckily for them, cats are far less of a
social liability than dogs are. However, in some parts of the world, most notably in Australia and
New Zealand, “dangerous cats” legislation is beginning to appear. Not of course for the same
reasons behind “dangerous dog” laws—the danger is perceived as being toward wildlife rather
than toward people. The science to support such legislation is somewhat lacking—for example,
“cat curfews” have failed to halt the decline in some Australian marsupials—but its very
existence demonstrates that for some people, cats are unwelcome additions to the local fauna,
even though in many places they have been part of the landscape for hundreds, even
thousands, of years, and the local wildlife seems to have adapted somewhat to their presence.In
many places (not just Australasia) the pressure is on to keep cats indoors 24/7. Some advocate
this as a way of preventing them from hunting; others—including some rehoming charities—as a
way of keeping cats away from motor vehicles, predators (for example, coyotes in North
America) and aggressive neighborhood cats who wish to dispute your cat’s right to roam
anywhere, even out through his own cat flap. Despite these pressures, we’re not in favor of
turning cats into exclusively indoor pets. However, we acknowledge that some cats and other
owners’ situations do favor an indoor-only lifestyle, or at least require that serious consideration
be given to the trade-offs between the negatives of outdoor access and those of lifelong
confinement. Therefore, in this book we suggest a number of ways that training can provide
possible solutions to these dilemmas—a cat can be called back just like a well-behaved dog
when the owner senses danger that the cat cannot; diversity can be added to the indoor
environment to satisfy the cat’s need to explore and investigate; indoor (or indeed indoor/
outdoor) cats can play games with their owners that mimic hunting and hence (hopefully) reduce
the cat’s instinctive desire to hunt; cats can be taught to play games with their owners that have
little directly to do with hunting but simply enhance their relationship as well as providing both
with amusement.Ultimately, our ambition is to break down not just one but two preconceptions:
first, that cats can’t be trained; second, that cats can’t benefit from being trained. We’ve always
known that the first is demonstrably false. So far as the second is concerned, we believe that the
well-being of the cats of the future depends upon a fundamental change in attitudes, a change
that reflects current demands that all domestic animals should be “model citizens.” The days
when dogs were allowed to roam wherever they wished are long gone, at least in the West: for
cats, a similar situation seems to be fast approaching. Not that we are advocating that cats



should become just like dogs—the two animals are as unalike as chalk and cheese in terms of
their basic natures and their fundamental requirements for a happy life, which can be (perhaps
over-) simplified as “dogs need their people, cats need their space.” The kind of training that we
are advocating for cats is nothing like the “obedience” training that you’ll find described in most
dog-training books. It’s much more about helping cats to adapt to the demands we increasingly
place on them, demands that cats used to be expected to sort out for themselves.Our hope is
that if only cats could read, they would reward our efforts with whatever the feline equivalent of
gratitude may be.Conventions used in this bookIf this were a science book, we’d be referring to
the humans as “he” and “she,” and the animals as “it.” However, we quickly came to the
conclusion that this convention was totally inappropriate for a book that aims to enhance the
relationship between individual owners and their unique, individual cats: in particular, it felt
completely wrong not to use the more personal “he” or “she” for the cats as well as the humans
(and at least in the United States there are moves to adopt this new and more personal
approach in scientific writing). However, we have no way of telling whether you, the reader, are
trying to train a male cat or a female cat. So, to avoid clumsiness, throughout this book we will be
referring to the cat as “he” (please don’t be offended, lady cats, there is logic behind this, as
you’ll see). However, where we are referring to the cat as a species and not as an individual, we
will refer to the cat as “it.”The eleven numbered chapters all follow the same format. Each begins
with a general introduction to the way that cats perceive the world, relevant to the topic of that
chapter, mainly written by John. Then follows the main body of the chapter, which describes how
training can be used to address that topic and are written from Sarah’s perspective (because
she’s the one with training experience). So wherever you read “I” or “me” or “my,” that is Sarah.
Owners are referred to throughout as female—sorry, that could be seen as a terrible cliché, but
we’re not trying to be sexist: rather, it keeps things simple and avoids references to cats and to
owners getting muddled up. To male owners of female cats, especially, we offer our sincere
apologies, and ask you to (hypothetically) switch genders while you read this book.However, for
some readers, the extent to which we personify cats in this book may not go far enough. Being
British (Sarah is Scottish and John is English) we keep to our tradition of referring to cats as
“pets” and their associated humans as their “owners.” We do not follow the growing practice in
the United States of referring to pets as “companions” and their owners as “guardians.” For us,
“ownership” of a cat implies responsibility and certainly does not imply the right to treat a cat as if
it were the inanimate possession. We worry that the term “guardian” implies a legal status that
arises from some mental deficiency in the animal—hardly an appropriate way to characterize the
relationship between a cat and his significant person.1 “Caregiver”—another suggestion we’ve
seen—seems too impersonal, too transient, being much more appropriate for those devoted
souls who look after cats in rehoming facilities. “Pet parent” is simply too anthropomorphic for us
to stomach, especially as biologists who regard the term as typified by (though not restricted to)
a genetic relationship between mother or father and offspring. So, for some readers we’re going
to be unashamedly non-PC—we can confidently say that we own our cats, because privately we



can admit that, albeit in a slightly different sense, they own us!John’s PrefaceAS SARAH SAYS,
THE CONCEPT FOR THIS BOOK CAME TOGETHER in 2013, when we met up at “Cat HQ” in
the picturesque village of Shamley Green, the location for the BBC’s Horizon TV documentaries
about cats. I have to confess that until Sarah suggested the idea to me, I had never thought
much about training cats. I knew a few people who had trained their cats to do tricks, including
one who delighted in his cat’s ability to hop up onto the seat of a conventional toilet and use it in
place of a litter box (no, we will not be describing how this might be done in this book!). I’d come
across “performing cats” in TV studios, where none seemed especially comfortable, presumably
because they were unavoidably well outside their usual familiar territories. I did know that cats
were fantastic learners, despite their reputation for self-reliance and independence. The
research showing how each and every cat learns how to use its meow (Chapter 4) had brought
home to me, as much as anything could, how cats adapt their behavior to get by in the world that
we expect them to live in. But unlike Sarah I had never put two and two together, that pet cats
could—indeed should—be taught how to lead happier lives.Everyone knows that an untrained
dog is both a liability for its owner and a danger to itself (though there are several conflicting
schools of thought as to how best to train a dog). I’ve never heard anyone complain about a cat
being “untrained”—luckily for them, cats are far less of a social liability than dogs are. However,
in some parts of the world, most notably in Australia and New Zealand, “dangerous cats”
legislation is beginning to appear. Not of course for the same reasons behind “dangerous dog”
laws—the danger is perceived as being toward wildlife rather than toward people. The science to
support such legislation is somewhat lacking—for example, “cat curfews” have failed to halt the
decline in some Australian marsupials—but its very existence demonstrates that for some
people, cats are unwelcome additions to the local fauna, even though in many places they have
been part of the landscape for hundreds, even thousands, of years, and the local wildlife seems
to have adapted somewhat to their presence.In many places (not just Australasia) the pressure
is on to keep cats indoors 24/7. Some advocate this as a way of preventing them from hunting;
others—including some rehoming charities—as a way of keeping cats away from motor
vehicles, predators (for example, coyotes in North America) and aggressive neighborhood cats
who wish to dispute your cat’s right to roam anywhere, even out through his own cat flap. Despite
these pressures, we’re not in favor of turning cats into exclusively indoor pets. However, we
acknowledge that some cats and other owners’ situations do favor an indoor-only lifestyle, or at
least require that serious consideration be given to the trade-offs between the negatives of
outdoor access and those of lifelong confinement. Therefore, in this book we suggest a number
of ways that training can provide possible solutions to these dilemmas—a cat can be called back
just like a well-behaved dog when the owner senses danger that the cat cannot; diversity can be
added to the indoor environment to satisfy the cat’s need to explore and investigate; indoor (or
indeed indoor/outdoor) cats can play games with their owners that mimic hunting and hence
(hopefully) reduce the cat’s instinctive desire to hunt; cats can be taught to play games with their
owners that have little directly to do with hunting but simply enhance their relationship as well as



providing both with amusement.Ultimately, our ambition is to break down not just one but two
preconceptions: first, that cats can’t be trained; second, that cats can’t benefit from being
trained. We’ve always known that the first is demonstrably false. So far as the second is
concerned, we believe that the well-being of the cats of the future depends upon a fundamental
change in attitudes, a change that reflects current demands that all domestic animals should be
“model citizens.” The days when dogs were allowed to roam wherever they wished are long
gone, at least in the West: for cats, a similar situation seems to be fast approaching. Not that we
are advocating that cats should become just like dogs—the two animals are as unalike as chalk
and cheese in terms of their basic natures and their fundamental requirements for a happy life,
which can be (perhaps over-) simplified as “dogs need their people, cats need their space.” The
kind of training that we are advocating for cats is nothing like the “obedience” training that you’ll
find described in most dog-training books. It’s much more about helping cats to adapt to the
demands we increasingly place on them, demands that cats used to be expected to sort out for
themselves.Our hope is that if only cats could read, they would reward our efforts with whatever
the feline equivalent of gratitude may be.Conventions used in this bookIf this were a science
book, we’d be referring to the humans as “he” and “she,” and the animals as “it.” However, we
quickly came to the conclusion that this convention was totally inappropriate for a book that aims
to enhance the relationship between individual owners and their unique, individual cats: in
particular, it felt completely wrong not to use the more personal “he” or “she” for the cats as well
as the humans (and at least in the United States there are moves to adopt this new and more
personal approach in scientific writing). However, we have no way of telling whether you, the
reader, are trying to train a male cat or a female cat. So, to avoid clumsiness, throughout this
book we will be referring to the cat as “he” (please don’t be offended, lady cats, there is logic
behind this, as you’ll see). However, where we are referring to the cat as a species and not as an
individual, we will refer to the cat as “it.”The eleven numbered chapters all follow the same
format. Each begins with a general introduction to the way that cats perceive the world, relevant
to the topic of that chapter, mainly written by John. Then follows the main body of the chapter,
which describes how training can be used to address that topic and are written from Sarah’s
perspective (because she’s the one with training experience). So wherever you read “I” or “me”
or “my,” that is Sarah. Owners are referred to throughout as female—sorry, that could be seen as
a terrible cliché, but we’re not trying to be sexist: rather, it keeps things simple and avoids
references to cats and to owners getting muddled up. To male owners of female cats, especially,
we offer our sincere apologies, and ask you to (hypothetically) switch genders while you read
this book.However, for some readers, the extent to which we personify cats in this book may not
go far enough. Being British (Sarah is Scottish and John is English) we keep to our tradition of
referring to cats as “pets” and their associated humans as their “owners.” We do not follow the
growing practice in the United States of referring to pets as “companions” and their owners as
“guardians.” For us, “ownership” of a cat implies responsibility and certainly does not imply the
right to treat a cat as if it were the inanimate possession. We worry that the term “guardian”



implies a legal status that arises from some mental deficiency in the animal—hardly an
appropriate way to characterize the relationship between a cat and his significant person.1
“Caregiver”—another suggestion we’ve seen—seems too impersonal, too transient, being much
more appropriate for those devoted souls who look after cats in rehoming facilities. “Pet parent”
is simply too anthropomorphic for us to stomach, especially as biologists who regard the term as
typified by (though not restricted to) a genetic relationship between mother or father and
offspring. So, for some readers we’re going to be unashamedly non-PC—we can confidently say
that we own our cats, because privately we can admit that, albeit in a slightly different sense,
they own us!Conventions used in this bookConventions used in this bookIf this were a science
book, we’d be referring to the humans as “he” and “she,” and the animals as “it.” However, we
quickly came to the conclusion that this convention was totally inappropriate for a book that aims
to enhance the relationship between individual owners and their unique, individual cats: in
particular, it felt completely wrong not to use the more personal “he” or “she” for the cats as well
as the humans (and at least in the United States there are moves to adopt this new and more
personal approach in scientific writing). However, we have no way of telling whether you, the
reader, are trying to train a male cat or a female cat. So, to avoid clumsiness, throughout this
book we will be referring to the cat as “he” (please don’t be offended, lady cats, there is logic
behind this, as you’ll see). However, where we are referring to the cat as a species and not as an
individual, we will refer to the cat as “it.”The eleven numbered chapters all follow the same
format. Each begins with a general introduction to the way that cats perceive the world, relevant
to the topic of that chapter, mainly written by John. Then follows the main body of the chapter,
which describes how training can be used to address that topic and are written from Sarah’s
perspective (because she’s the one with training experience). So wherever you read “I” or “me”
or “my,” that is Sarah. Owners are referred to throughout as female—sorry, that could be seen as
a terrible cliché, but we’re not trying to be sexist: rather, it keeps things simple and avoids
references to cats and to owners getting muddled up. To male owners of female cats, especially,
we offer our sincere apologies, and ask you to (hypothetically) switch genders while you read
this book.However, for some readers, the extent to which we personify cats in this book may not
go far enough. Being British (Sarah is Scottish and John is English) we keep to our tradition of
referring to cats as “pets” and their associated humans as their “owners.” We do not follow the
growing practice in the United States of referring to pets as “companions” and their owners as
“guardians.” For us, “ownership” of a cat implies responsibility and certainly does not imply the
right to treat a cat as if it were the inanimate possession. We worry that the term “guardian”
implies a legal status that arises from some mental deficiency in the animal—hardly an
appropriate way to characterize the relationship between a cat and his significant person.1
“Caregiver”—another suggestion we’ve seen—seems too impersonal, too transient, being much
more appropriate for those devoted souls who look after cats in rehoming facilities. “Pet parent”
is simply too anthropomorphic for us to stomach, especially as biologists who regard the term as
typified by (though not restricted to) a genetic relationship between mother or father and



offspring. So, for some readers we’re going to be unashamedly non-PC—we can confidently say
that we own our cats, because privately we can admit that, albeit in a slightly different sense,
they own us!IntroductionWhy train a cat?(and why cats aren’t dogs, and certainly not little
people)WHO ON EARTH TRAINS CATS? TRAINED LIONS AND TIGERS used to be a staple
of circuses, until public opinion turned against them. Performing domestic cats seem more
acceptable: Moscow has its Cat Theater, and the Amazing Acro-Cats tour the United States
when they’re not in demand for TV and film work. But why would anyone want to train their pet
cat, except perhaps to show off their feline accomplice’s talents to their friends?This book has a
more serious purpose: we aim to show you how training can improve not just your relationship
with your cat but also your beloved pet’s sense of well-being. That’s not to say that the training
won’t be fun—it will, for both of you—but the distinction is that you will be producing a happy and
well-disposed pet, not a circus star.There are many everyday situations that our cats have to
cope with as part of the deal of living with us. They don’t easily digest the fact that humans come
in many shapes and sizes, that men, women and children look and behave differently. Many find
it difficult to adjust to living alongside dogs, or indeed other cats. They hate feeling trapped and
don’t understand that sometimes we have to restrict their movements for their own good, such
as when we need to give them medication. They don’t like being taken to places they don’t know
or where they sense that there might just possibly be danger. While some individual cats seem
to take some of these situations in their stride, most don’t. By following the straightforward
exercises described in this book, you will be able to give your cat a better life—and who would
not want that for their treasured companion? Nowadays, we expect a great deal more from our
cats than we ever used to, and training is the best way of helping your cat to cope with those
demands.Dog owners know that dogs can be trained, but the idea of training rarely crosses cat
owners’ minds. It is certainly true that an untrained dog can be a menace both to himself and the
humans he lives with, whereas cats have gotten by for millennia without anyone deliberately
attempting to train them. However, necessity is not the same as facility: just because few people
bother to train their cats does not mean that shaping a cat’s behavior is some kind of black art,
suitable only for a select minority of professionals. On the contrary, every cat in the land can
benefit from being taught how to cope better with tricky situations, such as accepting a pill or
going into the cat carrier. And once the principle that cats do not think like dogs has been taken
on board, training a cat is actually remarkably straightforward.Fundamentally, the way that cats
learn is very similar to the way that a dog—or indeed any mammal—learns, but cats have a
unique way of analyzing and evaluating the world around them. To some extent this is due to the
way that their senses enable them to perceive their surroundings, which, believe it or not, appear
rather different from the version that we humans inhabit. However, it mainly comes down to the
unusual way that cats both prioritize the information they are receiving and then react to it, both
of which are somewhat unlike those of dogs, and even more different from our own. Much of
what makes cats cats—their independence, their dislike of any kind of upheaval or social
change, their fascination with hunting—makes perfect sense once their journey from wild



predator to domestic pet is understood.DOMESTIC CATS ARE TO BE FOUND IN EVERY
CORNER OF THE globe. Worldwide, there are roughly three cats for every domestic dog, and
although many of these cats do not have owners, in most countries pet cats are at least as
popular as pet dogs. Yet the fact that some cats are owned while many are not hints at the
possibility that as a species, cats are not yet completely domesticated. Indeed, cats do have a
reputation for being rather independent animals, quite distinct from the much more emotionally
needy dog. This is not to say that cats are cold and unemotional, as some people would have us
believe, merely that they are less inclined to show their feelings at every available opportunity.
And they are generally much easier to look after than dogs are, because they don’t need to be
walked and can cope with being left on their own for several hours at a time, a situation that
many dogs find stressful (although few dog owners seem to realize this).Ten thousand years ago
there were no domestic cats, just thirty or so species of small wild cats, as well as a handful of
big cat species, living in different parts of the world. All of these trace their ancestry back 10
million years to the first cat of all, known as Pseudalurus, from which all today’s felids, from the
lion down to the tiny black-footed cat, claim their descent. Fast-forward to about 2 million years
ago, and we see the emergence of many of the types of wild cat that still inhabit the earth today.
One group evolved in South America, including the ocelot, Geoffroy’s cat, and the jaguarundi
(which looks—and lives—more like an otter than a cat). Another group colonized central and
southern Asia: among these were the shaggy manul, or Pallas’s cat—which used to be
considered a possible ancestor for the long-haired breeds of domestic cat until DNA testing
ruled that out—and the Asian leopard cat, from which the modern Bengal “breed” is partly
derived.1Farther west, another set of cats evolved and began to spread into Europe. Among
these was the ancestor of all of today’s domestic cats, the wildcat Felis silvestris. This species
occurs throughout Africa, western Asia and Europe—including the Highlands of Scotland, where
the only British population of wildcat now teeters on the edge of extinction. The first reliable
records of proper domesticated cats come from Egypt, about 6,000 years ago, but it is likely that
the process of domestication had started several thousand years earlier, prompted by a key
event in our own journey toward civilization, the emergence of house mice.2The house mouse
probably evolved when a new source of food appeared for the first time, the stores of harvested
grains and nuts that our ancestors began to accumulate as they switched from nomadic hunting
and gathering to settling in one place and stockpiling food to tide them over in lean times. Pottery
had not yet been invented, and these stores, made from woven fibers, skins or unfired clay,
would have been vulnerable to pests. Dogs had been domesticated several thousand years
previously but seem to have been of little use in the war against mice and other rodents that
feasted on the unprecedented concentrations of food provided by humankind’s change in
lifestyle. Into this scenario came wildcats, attracted by the new concentrations of rodents as
inevitably as those rodents had been attracted by stores of grain and nuts.The first civilization to
be plagued by rodents were, we think, the Natufians, who lived to the east of the Mediterranean
Sea, in an area overlapping what is now Lebanon, Israel, Palestine, Jordan and Syria, about



10,000 years ago. It is most likely in this region that wildcats first began to transform themselves
into domestic cats, a theory supported by the DNA of today’s pet cats, which is more similar to
that of wildcats from the Middle East than it is to those that now live in Europe, India or southern
Africa.For hundreds, possibly thousands, of years, these cats would have only visited human
habitations to hunt, retreating to the wild to rest and to raise their young—lives rather similar to
those of today’s urban foxes, except that the cats’ efforts in keeping the rodents at bay almost
certainly came to be much appreciated. Wildcat and domestic cat probably first diverged when a
few bold individuals, more tolerant of humans than the rest, began to stay in the villages full time
in between hunting forays. Possibly people encouraged this by providing secure places for them
to sleep and to have their kittens. As generation succeeded generation, so the cats that were
most tolerant of humans would have been able to spend the most time hunting, going about their
business without being disturbed by our everyday activities in the way that most wild predators
are. The undoubted appeal of kittens newly emerged from their nest would have led to these
animals being handled, especially by the women and children, resulting in cats that were even
more tolerant of people than their parents had been. Thus began the partnership between
human and cat.Yet even as these cats became tolerant of humankind, they would have still
found it difficult to live side by side with other members of their own species. Wildcats are
instinctively very territorial and aggressive toward one another. The males are intolerant of all
other males and consort with females only once a year, for mating. Adult females are similarly
aggressive toward one another, and although they are attentive mothers to their kittens for the
first few months of their lives, they drive their offspring away as soon as they are mature enough
to fend for themselves. As the size of human settlements grew, providing enough vermin to feed
several cats year-round, so this territorial behavior would have become a problem, with cats
distracted from hunting by constantly having to watch their own backs for attacks from potential
rivals. Significant traces of such behavior remain today, as indicated by the difficulty that many
cats have in sharing space with other cats that they have not grown up with.Despite the
limitations of their antisocial instincts, cats did then manage to evolve a rather limited form of
cooperation—limited because it is restricted to females, while unneutered males remain fiercely
independent (recall Kipling’s “The Cat That Walked by Himself”—note the perceptive him).
When there is enough food available, mother cats will allow their female kittens to remain with
them even once they are old enough to breed themselves—and when they do breed, mother
and adult daughters often place their kittens in a single nest and feed them all indiscriminately.
Such behavior is now commonplace among free-ranging cats such as farm cats but has never
been recorded in wildcats, suggesting that it evolved both during and as a consequence of
domestication.3Thus there are two key differences in behavior between wildcats and domestic
cats. First, domestic cats can easily learn to be sociable with people, provided this begins during
kittenhood. Wildcats, even those that are hand-reared away from their mothers, grow into wild
animals that trust no one, except perhaps the person who raised them. Second, female
domestic cats (and neutered males) can form friendships with other cats, especially, though not



always, those that they have grown up with. Nevertheless, many pet cats remain intolerant of
other cats for their whole lives, an enduring legacy of their wild origins, and the cause of much
stress when they find themselves with ill-disposed feline neighbors.Why was the wildcat the only
cat to become domesticated? There were (and still are) several other species of cat living near
the first permanent human settlements. These included the jungle cat, about the size of a
spaniel, which the ancient Egyptians may have tried to domesticate. Certainly they kept them in
captivity by the thousands, but they were probably too large to be effective in controlling mice
and too dangerous to be allowed to roam freely where there were children (jungle cats are
powerful enough to kill a young gazelle). Also nearby lived sand cats, smaller nocturnal animals
with furry pads on their feet that enable them to hunt on hot sand and thereby live in desert
areas that wildcats could not tolerate: however, the earliest peoples to store grains usually lived
in wooded areas, typical wildcat habitat and probably too far from the nearest sand cat.The
transformation from pest controller to pet was probably a gradual one. The first evidence we
have that cats were regarded as more than just exterminators comes from Egypt about 6,000
years ago.4 We cannot be sure whether these cats had been imported from farther north or
whether the Egyptians domesticated their local wildcats, but we do know that over the next
3,000 years cats gradually became more and more important to the Egyptians. Not just as pest
controllers—though they became renowned for their ability to kill snakes as well as other vermin
—but also as objects of worship.Many different kinds of animals featured in ancient Egyptian
cults and religions, especially big cats (lions and leopards), as well as birds such as the ibis.
Domestic cats came to be specially associated with the goddess Bastet, whose original form,
some 5,000 years ago, was that of a woman with a lion’s head. Domestic cats were first depicted
as her handmaidens, but by about five hundred years before the birth of Christ, Bastet had been
transformed into something much more catlike, both in appearance and in character. Animal
sacrifice was a big part of Egyptian religion at that time, and literally millions of domesticated
cats were mummified and entombed as offerings to Bastet and other goddesses. Many of these
cats were purpose-bred in catteries erected alongside the temples, but some of the mummified
cats that have been recovered had been interred in elaborate decorated caskets and were
evidently much-loved pets that had died of old age.The ancient Egyptians’ attitudes toward cats
may seem rather strange to our modern sensibilities—some were sacrificed, some were
revered, many must have simply earned their keep as humble pest controllers. Moreover, the
whole history of the domestic cat from that day to this reflects shifts in the balance among these
three conceptions. Although cats are no longer worshipped (in the religious sense) today, 2,000
years ago cat cults spread out of Egypt to all around the Mediterranean and persisted in rural
areas right into the Middle Ages. The Roman Church’s attempts to stamp out these and many
other “heresies” had the unfortunate effect of sanctioning much cruelty toward perfectly innocent
cats. Traces of these superstitions remain even today, such as the supposed association
between black cats and witchcraft that we commemorate on Halloween, and events such as the
annual Festival of Cats, held in the Belgian town of Ieper, which culminates with a basket full of



cats being hurled from the top of the tallest tower in the town square—nowadays the basket is
full of soft toys, but the use of live cats was discontinued less than two hundred years ago.Many
people find cats highly appealing, but a minority finds them repulsive, and over the centuries the
predominant attitude seems to have fluctuated between these two extremes. However, the cat’s
usefulness as a rodent exterminator seems never to have been in doubt. For example, in tenth-
century Welsh law, a cat was valued the same as a sheep, a goat or an untrained dog. Even
then, cats seem to have been regarded as members of the family: the same law prescribed that
in a divorce, the husband was allowed to take his favorite cat with him, but all the other cats in
the household then belonged to the wife.The emergence of the idea that cats could be pets first
and foremost can be traced back to the eighteenth century, when cats began to be portrayed in
purely affectionate terms. For example, the writer Samuel Johnson is said to have adored his
cats Hodge and Lily, feeding them oysters and allowing them to scramble on to his shoulders.
However, it was Queen Victoria who may have done more than any other person to popularize
cats: her Angora cat, White Heather, was reputed to be one of the comforts of her old age and
survived her to become the pet of her son, Edward VII.As cats became more universally popular
as pets, so distinct pedigrees emerged. Unlike dogs, where many breeds were originally
intended for specific purposes, such as hunting, retrieving, herding and guarding, all pedigree
cats are companion animals first and foremost. None is especially ancient: the DNA of Siamese
cats shows that they only separated from their street cat cousins some 150 years ago, and
today’s Persians show no trace of their supposed origins in the Middle East. Pedigree cats do
not, as yet, show the same degree of genetic problems as pedigree dogs do, and those
problems that do exist are now being identified and steps are being taken to reduce and
eventually eliminate them.5More recently, successful attempts have been made to create novel
types of cat by crossing domestic cats with wild cats of other species: these include the Bengal,
derived from the Asian leopard cat; the Savannah, a cross with the African serval; and the Safari,
derived from a South American species, Geoffroy’s cat. These are really hybrids, even though
they are often referred to as breeds, and their behavior can be as unpredictable and wild as their
origins might suggest.Today, the majority of cats are still nonpedigree, the product of thousands
of years of natural selection, not deliberate breeding, and are therefore generally healthy and
physically quite well suited to the environment they live in. They are nevertheless a highly
specialized animal whose biology—not to mention psychology—needs to be properly
understood if their well-being is to be protected.LIKE DOGS AND INDEED HUMANS, CATS
ARE MAMMALS, AND ALL three species share the same body plan. Reflecting their largely
predatory lifestyle, dogs and cats have teeth quite unlike ours: they have prominent canine teeth,
used in hunting, and their molars, which most mammals use for grinding, have been modified so
that they act more like scissors when the cat or dog is chewing. Yet although cats and dogs have
many similarities—for example, they are both meat-eaters—there are also many differences
between them. Most of the time, cats keep their claws well protected in pockets of skin in their
toes, extending them only when they want to use them. Dogs have immobile claws that wear



down as they walk—their paws are designed for running and digging. And of course, cats are
much more agile than are dogs. They lack collarbones, allowing them to place one front foot
precisely in front of the other when walking along the top of a garden wall, and they use their tails
like a tightrope-walker’s pole to keep their balance. Thus, for cats, a home is a much more three-
dimensional place than it is for a dog. Cats’ ability to jump and climb means that they can make
use of all of the space around them, not just indoors but also outdoors.6The greatest differences
among cat, dog and human lie not on the outside but beneath the skin. When it comes to
choosing what to eat, dogs are much like us—we are both omnivores, able to live on a mixed
diet of both animal and plant material and capable of existing on a vegetarian diet. Domestic
cats, in common with the whole of the cat family, are strict carnivores. At some point during the
course of their evolution, they became “locked in” to meat eating, through the loss of some of the
key mechanisms that enable us—and dogs—to turn fruit, vegetables and grains into muscle and
sinew.7Hence until modern pet foods became available, cats were also “locked into” hunting as
their only reliable year-round source of meat. This is part of the reason why cats continue to go
out hunting even though we now feed them well—only a few generations ago, the ability to hunt
was crucial for their survival. The other factor is that cats generally go for quite small prey. There
are only about thirty calories in a mouse, so when they were still working for their living, cats had
to kill about ten times each day just to survive. Such cats will hunt even when they’ve just been
fed, just in case they don’t find any prey for several hours: a cat that waited until it was hungry
before setting off on a hunt would eventually starve.Cats are often portrayed as “heartless
killers,” but a well-fed cat that goes out hunting is simply obeying instincts that served it well
throughout its evolutionary history. Even worse for their reputation, pet cats often appear to
“torture” or “play with” their prey, but this is an anthropomorphic interpretation. One explanation
for this behavior is a sudden reduction in the cat’s drive to hunt that happens just before or just
after the kill, caused by the modern cat’s excellent nutritional status. Or it could simply be that
the pet cat has never learned how to hunt effectively. This also explains why many cats do not
eat the prey they catch: to put it in a slightly more fanciful way, many cats lose interest in their
prey at the moment when they recall that commercial cat food is tastier than mouse.However,
cats don’t need to find real prey to satisfy their hunting instincts. It’s not widely appreciated that
when pet cats are “playing” with “toys,” their behavior is so similar to actual hunting that they
almost certainly “think” that that is what they are doing. Mouse-sized toys are manipulated just
as if they were real mice; rat-sized toys are either avoided (not all cats are prepared to take on a
real-life rat) or held at paws-length in the same way that a real live rat would be. Most tellingly,
cats play more intently and intensely when they are waiting for a meal than when they’ve just
eaten, reflecting the enhanced hunting instinct of a hungry cat. This overlap between play and
hunting opens up the intriguing possibility that owners may be able to satisfy cats’ predatory
instincts simply by playing with them.8It’s unfair of owners to expect that an animal whose
hunting abilities were prized until just a few generations ago should now abandon this habit.
Nevertheless, most are perfectly reasonably revolted by the gory little “presents” that their cat



leaves for them from time to time. And of course there is mounting pressure from wildlife
enthusiasts for cat owners to curb their cats’ attempts at predation—although the evidence
points to feral cats, not pet cats, as being the real culprits. For the cat that persists in chasing
after birds and mice, there are several devices designed to render them less effective as
hunters, either by making them more conspicuous or by altering their ability to pounce. Most of
these are worn around the neck, and although cats generally dislike them to begin with, this can
be overcome using training.9Cats, like all animals, gather information about the world around
them—including their prey—through their senses, exquisitely tuned to their ancestral lifestyle as
highly specialized hunters. Their hearing covers a much larger range than ours, and unlike us
they can hear the high-pitched squeaks that rodents make to each other, well above our range of
hearing, which is why we refer to them as “ultrasonic.” The external parts of their ears (the
pinnae) are not only highly mobile but can be moved independently of one another, enabling
cats to pinpoint where sounds are coming from much more accurately than we can. Even the
little corrugations inside their ears do more than just hold the pinnae upright: by subtly altering
the pitch of a sound, they allow the cat to deduce the height it is coming from.Cats’ eyes are
even more specialized for hunting. Compared to the size of the head, they are enormous—
almost as big in real terms as our own. This enables cats to see where they are going on even
the darkest nights, and their retinas are specialized for the same purpose, packed with receptors
for nighttime vision, which like ours is in black and white. But unlike us, cats have very few
daytime color receptors—they can distinguish among some colors but pay far less attention than
we do to what color something is. Another specialization for nighttime vision is the reflective
layer at the back of the eye, the tapetum, which inspired the “cat’s-eyes” used in roads. Any light
that misses the receptors on the way into the eye gets reflected back through the receptors: the
small amount that misses the second time around is beamed out of the cat’s eyes, giving them
their characteristic green “eye shine.”Eyes that are so specialized for night vision can struggle
somewhat on a bright sunny day. If the cat’s pupil contracted to a point as ours does, the amount
of light would probably hurt the cat’s eyes, so instead their pupils close to a slit. Sometimes even
this is not enough protection, and the cat will half-close its eyes so that only the middle of the slit
is exposed (cats will also half-close their eyes when they’re feeling particularly relaxed, whatever
the level of light).Such large eyes are also difficult to focus, and anything that is literally under the
cat’s nose will appear blurred. To compensate, cats are able to sweep their highly sensitive
whiskers forward, substituting touch for close vision. The whiskers, and other less obvious tufts
of sensory hairs on the head and the sides of the legs, also help the cat to feel its way through
very dark places.Although dogs are renowned for their sense of smell, it is less widely known
that cats also have highly sensitive noses—perhaps ten times less sensitive than a dog’s but at
least a thousand times more sensitive than our own. Thus, cats, just as much as dogs, live in a
world of odor that we can have only the vaguest idea about. Cats can certainly locate mice by
the trails of scent that they have left moving through the grass, but perhaps more importantly for
pet cats, they almost certainly pick up a great deal of scent information concerning the



whereabouts and activities of other cats in their neighborhood. Although they do use their noses
to do this, cats also analyze the odors of other cats using a secondary olfactory apparatus,
known as the vomeronasal organ, which lies between their nostrils and the roof of their mouth.
To bring this into play, they half-open their mouths and “taste” the air. Thus, when a cat seems to
have gone into a brief trance with its mouth gaping open, it has probably just come across a
scent mark left by another cat.10Thus, apart from their acute night vision, cats’ sensory abilities
are more like a dog’s than like our own. Likewise, their brains are also rather similar, constructed
along a pattern that’s common to all the members of the Carnivora, and crucially different from
our own, primate, brain (see nearby figure). Cats’ smaller bodies inevitably mean that their
brains are lighter than our own, but their brains are also, at 0.9 percent of their body weight,
relatively smaller than ours, at 2 percent. Much of our brain’s extra tissue is contributed by the
“thinking” part of the brain, the cerebral cortex, which wraps around much of the exterior and is
highly folded. The cat’s cerebral cortex is both smaller and much less folded than ours (although
it is slightly more folded than that of the dog), suggesting that cats probably don’t rely on
conscious thought to anything like the same extent that we do. Conversely, cats’ greater reliance
on their sense(s) of smell is reflected in the prominence of that part of the brain devoted to
processing olfactory information (see nearby figure). Rather than being at the front of the brain
as in cats and dogs, as our own brains grow the olfactory region is pushed down to the
underside of the brain by the dramatic growth of the cerebral cortex.These differences between
us and cats in the way our brains are constructed must inevitably reflect differences in the way
we think, but so far science has not been able to entirely pin these down. We intuitively know
what it’s like to be a human, but it’s much more difficult to perceive the world as it exists in a cat’s
mind. However, we can be virtually certain that our version of the world and the cat’s version are
different, and trying to understand what the differences are is essential for gaining an
understanding of how cats react to our attempts at training.Side views of a human’s brain and a
cat’s brain (not to the same scale) showing some of the regions devoted to the senses, to
locomotion and to precise coordination of movement (the cerebellum).One important question
is, how do cats see us? The most widely accepted explanation for our huge cerebral cortex is
that it enables us to comprehend social relationships in a much more sophisticated way than
other mammals can. Lacking the necessary brain structures, cats must logically perceive their
relationships with their owners (and with each other) in a far simpler way than we conceive of our
relationships with them.11One crucial difference between us may be what is often referred to as
“theory of mind.” When we talk to our cats, we can imagine them listening to us—and we know
that they have minds of their own. Cats clearly identify the humans they know as individuals and
react to what we do, but the scientific evidence indicates—and this can be hard for owners to
grasp—that they do not have any comprehension that we are thinking about them. The ability to
conceive of and predict what another animal or human might be thinking is probably confined, at
least in land mammals, to the most evolutionarily advanced primates (the apes) and is of course
much more fully developed in our own species than in any other. However much we owners



might like to think that our cats think of us just as we think of them, their very different brains
mean that they almost certainly don’t.12What this means in practice is that cats can pay a lot of
attention to what we’re doing but seem to have little idea of our thought processes. When
someone finds a piece of meat missing from the kitchen worktop and comes to the conclusion
that their cat has stolen it, it’s natural for them to go looking for the cat to scold. We would rightly
expect a child who had appropriated a biscuit from the kitchen a few minutes earlier to know
precisely why he or she is being scolded, even before the verbal explanation. It’s therefore
natural to expect a cat to be able to make the same deduction. However, because cats don’t
even realize that we think, it’s impossible for them to realize what we’re thinking.A second major
difference between our brains and cats’ is that cats seem to live largely in the present. They do
of course have excellent memories—otherwise training would be impossible—but those
memories probably only surface when triggered by something similar happening in the present:
for example, a cat that catches sight of a black cat through the window may at that moment
remember other encounters he has had with black cats. A few minutes after the black cat
disappears, he will be thinking about something else: cats don’t seem to be capable of recalling
memories whenever they want to in the way that you or I can (or at least, believe we can). A cat
that hears his owner’s voice saying, “Come here, kitty,” will instantly remember the previous
occasions when he’s responded by running toward his owner—and receiving a food treat for his
trouble—and so will (if he’s not too distracted by something else) do the same again.For the
same reason, it’s highly unlikely that cats can actually be “devious” or “scheming,” however much
we may like to interpret their behavior that way. Not only do they live in the present, they don’t
seem capable either of reflecting on what’s happened in the past, or, perhaps more importantly,
of planning for the future.AN ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND AND PREDICT A CAT’S FEELINGS IS
critical for successful training, yet misunderstandings also abound concerning cats’ emotional
lives. Although little study has been made of cats’ innermost feelings, it has recently become
possible to observe how brain activity changes in different contexts, by training dogs and other
mammals to lie still long enough to obtain an fMRI scan—and it should not be long before this is
repeated on a cat.13Such studies show that the mammalian brain, whether in a dog, a cat, or a
mouse, generates a common repertoire of simple emotions—happiness, fear, anxiety, frustration
—those that can also be referred to as “gut feelings.” Ultimately, training works by altering the
circumstances under which these emotions are evoked. The reward-based training that works
best with cats aims to decrease negative feelings—such as fear, anxiety and frustration—and
increase positive feelings such as joy and affection, by changing the cat’s associations between
these feelings and its day-to-day experiences.Many owners also believe that cats are capable of
experiencing much more complex emotions, including many of those that, at least for us
humans, are conscious experiences. These include jealousy—probably experienced at some
level by the more socially savvy dog but possibly not by cats—and pride, empathy and guilt,
which are almost certainly beyond the mental capacities of dog or cat. An owner who punishes a
cat under the mistaken belief that it is capable of feeling guilty about a mess made while she was



out will be harming her relationship with the cat (and possibly making it more likely that the cat
will make the same mess again). Cats live “in the moment” and are incapable of associating an
action they have performed with its consequence—negative or positive—if that consequence
occurs even a few minutes later, let alone an hour later. Rather, a cat will associate the
punishment, or reward, with whatever is uppermost in its mind at the time. In the case of the cat
that has made a mess while its owner is out, this is most likely to be the owner’s recent return.
Owners who pursue such tactics can be astonished when the cat no longer greets them warmly
—and the messing is likely to get worse as the cat’s general level of anxiety rises.CATS AND
DOGS DIFFER FUNDAMENTALLY IN THE WAY THEY interpret social information, whether it is
coming from other members of their own species or from people. Cats are also rather different
from the average dog in the way they react to things they haven’t come across before.There are
many different ways to set about training a pet dog, but they all have two things in common: they
rely on the dog’s unique sensitivity to human body language, and also their innate affection for
whoever looks after them. Dogs are fundamentally sociable, reflecting their origins as wolves
living in cooperative family groups. Domestication has profoundly altered the dog’s mind from
that of its ancestor, the wolf, to the extent that dogs crave human attention—a dog that has been
abandoned will attach itself to anyone who treats it kindly, even for as little as fifteen minutes.
Experiments have shown that dogs are more attentive to human gestures than even
chimpanzees, supposedly the most intelligent of all the animals, apart from ourselves. Both of
these abilities have been an essential part of the relationship between dogs and humankind for
thousands of years, enabling us to use dogs in a whole host of roles, including guarding, herding
and hunting, although of course nowadays most dogs are kept simply for the companionship
they so effectively provide. All of this means that training a dog will always be different from
training any other animal, because they simply have a different perception of human
beings.14The profound differences in the way that cats see us compared to the way dogs do
can obscure the fact that these two species actually learn, for all intents and purposes, in the
same way. It’s their motivations for learning that differ: how they learn—and how good they are at
learning—are quite similar. Because dogs are thought of as trainable, and cats not, it can be
easy to assume that dogs learn more than cats do. Although it’s impossible for us to know what
it’s like to be a cat—or a dog—it’s safe to say that both are excellent learners.Cats, descended
from solitary territorial animals, are generally much more wary of social contact, and many have
to learn to trust other cats, and people, and often can only do this one individual at a time. Cats’
primary attachment is to place, not people. That is not to say that they cannot become
affectionate toward their owners, because they obviously can, but their affection can only
blossom in an atmosphere of security. A cat’s first priority is to find a safe place to live and a
reliable source of food, which for pet cats is usually satisfied in their owner’s house, before they
can start to form strong social attachments.For many people, cats, and especially kittens, have a
heart-melting appeal that is not easy to explain fully. The appeal of kittens is now known to work
at a fundamental level, triggering activity in some of the same parts of the brain that respond to



the sight and sound of a human infant. The enormous popularity of kittens and cats on the
Internet can almost certainly be attributed to this innate response of ours. However, this
phenomenon alone cannot explain why so many of us go beyond their initial appeal to form
lifelong attachments to our pet cats. Most cat owners spontaneously describe their pets as
members of the family, and although science cannot yet entirely explain why this seems to come
so naturally to so many people, it does guarantee that many cats are given the care and
attention they need.15Cats, however, do not automatically regard humans as their best friends.
Worldwide, many cats stay wary of people for their whole lives. Cats (like dogs) need to start
learning how to interact with people when they are very young. If kittens don’t have at least a little
friendly contact with humans during the crucial period of between two and eight weeks old, they
usually go on to become feral cats. This remarkable flexibility in their social preferences shows
just how malleable the feline brain can be—in contradiction of their reputation for being aloof and
inflexible. Although they do become more set in their ways as they get older, cats retain the
ability to assimilate new experiences and learn new responses throughout their lives.The
difference between cats and dogs in the strength of their attachments to people explains why
traditional training methods based upon punishment are always counterproductive when applied
to cats. Physical punishment is bad news for the welfare of dogs and cats alike, but dogs
become so strongly bonded to their owners that their attachment can appear undiminished even
when they are evidently aware that it is their owner who is causing them discomfort (as with a
choke chain) or even pain. Just as abused children instinctively cling to their parents, so dogs
continue to associate with people who have physically punished them (although at the same
time their body language usually betrays telltale signs of the abusive element of the
relationship).Not so cats. Cats will naturally flee any situation that they find aversive, and so if
they guess that these unpleasant feelings are in some way associated with their owner, their
affection for their owner will instantly diminish. Even mild punishments that cause only minor
discomfort and merely startle the cat can have this effect. For example, a water sprayer is often
recommended as a way of deterring a cat from leaping onto the kitchen worktops: the sound of
the spray, which resembles a cat’s hiss, and the feel of water on the cat’s skin are both mildly
aversive. But ask yourself, What does the cat associate this with—the act of jumping onto the
worktop, or the sight of the owner’s hand? Only if the cat can be made totally unaware that the
owner is involved will such a punishment achieve the desired result without damaging the
relationship built up between the owner and her cat: even then, a cat that is already somewhat
anxious may be made more so. The reward-based methods that we recommend in this book are
vastly preferable, and there should be no need for any punishment any more severe than
withholding the treat or toy that the cat desires.Much abnormal and undesirable behavior in cats
arises from situations where they feel their security is threatened, perhaps by a new cat being
unceremoniously introduced to “their” home, an aggressive cat moving in next door or a new
baby joining the household. Yet much of the stress that cats undoubtedly experience in such
situations can be reduced, even eliminated entirely, by training. And training should also play a



major role in preventing such problems from arising in the first place, for example, when used as
part of the preparations for introducing a new cat to the home.When it comes to encounters with
the unfamiliar and the potentially threatening, cats are at a double disadvantage to dogs. As
generally solitary animals, cats cannot depend upon strength in numbers, unlike the far more
sociable dog. And, of course, cats are smaller and therefore more vulnerable than the average
dog—and even more so than the dog’s ancestor, the wolf, from which much of the dog’s social
self-confidence probably derives. Thus, most cats’ standard reaction to anything unfamiliar is to
keep their distance and at the first hint that trouble may be brewing, to run away. Some cats are
temperamentally more timid than others, but it’s a rare cat that is bold enough to stand his
ground in the face of apparent adversity. Thus, very few cats ever learn much about how to deal
with an unfamiliar situation, other than to put some distance between them and it. If such
experiences are repeated, the negative connotations can only increase: just consider most cat’s
reluctance to enter their cat carrier, although they will actively seek out a similar-sized cardboard
box in which to take a nap. For this reason, training often has to start with changes to the cat’s
environment that enhance its general feelings of security, giving the cat enough confidence to
face its fears, albeit in a much more dilute form: only then can more positive connotations be
built up.EVEN THE MOST SECURE, CONFIDENT, AND WELL-SOCIALIZED CAT will find itself
in situations that it deems unpleasant. Long-haired cats need frequent grooming, because their
tongues have evolved to cope only with their ancestors’ short coats. Cats’ welfare has been
improved immeasurably by the availability of cat-specialist veterinary surgeons, but try telling
that to a cat that’s resisting being put in the cat carrier with tooth and claw! Indeed, cats often
miss veterinary appointments because their owners can’t get them to the office, and much of the
oral medication prescribed for cats never reaches its intended target because the cat spits it out
or even refuses to have its mouth opened at all.Cats, rather like small children, find it impossible
to understand that something that’s unpleasant in the moment will be good for them in the long
run. Many long-haired cats experience discomfort from knots in their fur but equally don’t like the
process of being groomed. All cats instinctively balk at being thrust into a confined space, and
traveling in a motor vehicle does not come naturally to them. We humans can tolerate the small
indignities of a medical examination because we can comprehend that it’s for our own benefit:
unless taught otherwise, cats probably perceive a veterinary examination as the attentions of an
unusual and definitely unwelcome kind of predator. Many cats are timid by nature, becoming
nervous when unfamiliar people come into “their” house, and need to be provided with stage-
managed opportunities to build up their confidence. Some cats can even be particularly
sensitive to being picked up or stroked.Dogs are usually so strongly attached to their owners
that they are generally much more tolerant of small discomforts. Cats, much of whose sense of
security comes from their physical surroundings, can be put off by even a small incident that they
find particularly unpleasant. If the incident is repeated, cats may get into the habit of withdrawing
whenever the same situation looks like it’s going to occur. Every year, a significant number of
cats “vote with their feet” and move to a nearby household they find less stressful. This shows



just how effectively cats can learn about the consequences of interacting with the world around
them. Rather than leaving a cat at the mercy of its instincts to learn lessons that served its
ancestors well, surely it is better for the owner to teach lessons better suited to the complexities
of life as a pet—in other words, use training to help the relationship with her cat run more
smoothly.Training can also be useful when introducing an additional cat into the household.
Because cats are descended from solitary animals, their ability to get along with other cats is
generally quite limited. Those free-ranging cats that coexist alongside others tend to be born into
the group, rather than join it as an adult. Of course, no two cats are precisely the same, and they
do vary in how accepting they are of members of their own species. Nevertheless, and contrary
to many owners’ preconceptions, introducing a resident cat to a new cat is as complicated as
introducing two dogs to one another, and can often be more difficult. Owners who get this wrong
can find that they have inadvertently created a lifetime of anxiety and stress for both their cats:
along with an understanding of how each cat may feel threatened by the other, training can play
a big part in making such introductions run smoothly.ONCE ITS BASIC NEEDS FOR FOOD,
WATER, A CLEAN LITTER BOX and a safe place to sleep are met, a cat’s happiness usually
revolves around how secure it feels. Cats do not mind being left on their own (unlike dogs), but
they do value a predictable routine and stability in their social environment.One issue that vexes
many cat owners is whether to allow their cat outdoors. There are essentially three benefits from
keeping a cat indoors: it will not be able to disturb or kill wildlife; it is not exposed to road traffic or
people who wish to harm cats; it cannot get into disputes with other cats in the neighborhood.
However, the wholly indoor cat is a comparatively new concept, and pet cats, whether indoor or
outdoor, are descended from cats that hunted for a living and maintained extensive territories
out of doors. In evolutionary terms, it is far too soon for cats to have lost their drive to range and
explore. Hence, there is a significant risk that a cat kept indoors will suffer from frustration or
boredom. Owners who decide that it is too dangerous for their cat to be let out do need to take
careful steps to prevent this, and training can play a major part. They should also construct the
cat’s environment in such a way as to provide as much appropriate stimulation as possible, for
example, by allowing access to an enclosed outdoor run, playing with the cat several times each
day and using prey-like toys to satisfy its hunting instincts.Cats that are allowed outdoors have
more options than indoor-only cats, and although they will undoubtedly find this stimulating,
some cats are unfortunate enough to find their right to go out challenged by another cat—which
may even be so bold as to actually enter the house, adding to the resident cat’s distress. Even if
there is little direct evidence of such a conflict, the cat may show signs of being under stress,
including spending an excessive amount of time hiding, urinating and defecating in the house
outside the litter box, and even expressing its inner tension by attacking its owner.16SOME
SITUATIONS THAT PET CATS FIND THEMSELVES IN ARE A problem only for them; others are
also a problem for their owner. Either way, training can often provide a solution that benefits both
parties. As we see it, the primary purpose in training a pet cat should always be improving the
cat’s own sense of well-being, although owners will also find that at the same time they will reap



the considerable reward of having a happier, easier to manage cat.A cat will do something only if
it feels like it. Our task ahead will be to ensure that the cat wants to do what is in its own best
interest, even when its instincts tell it otherwise.IntroductionWhy train a cat?(and why cats aren’t
dogs, and certainly not little people)WHO ON EARTH TRAINS CATS? TRAINED LIONS AND
TIGERS used to be a staple of circuses, until public opinion turned against them. Performing
domestic cats seem more acceptable: Moscow has its Cat Theater, and the Amazing Acro-Cats
tour the United States when they’re not in demand for TV and film work. But why would anyone
want to train their pet cat, except perhaps to show off their feline accomplice’s talents to their
friends?This book has a more serious purpose: we aim to show you how training can improve
not just your relationship with your cat but also your beloved pet’s sense of well-being. That’s not
to say that the training won’t be fun—it will, for both of you—but the distinction is that you will be
producing a happy and well-disposed pet, not a circus star.There are many everyday situations
that our cats have to cope with as part of the deal of living with us. They don’t easily digest the
fact that humans come in many shapes and sizes, that men, women and children look and
behave differently. Many find it difficult to adjust to living alongside dogs, or indeed other cats.
They hate feeling trapped and don’t understand that sometimes we have to restrict their
movements for their own good, such as when we need to give them medication. They don’t like
being taken to places they don’t know or where they sense that there might just possibly be
danger. While some individual cats seem to take some of these situations in their stride, most
don’t. By following the straightforward exercises described in this book, you will be able to give
your cat a better life—and who would not want that for their treasured companion? Nowadays,
we expect a great deal more from our cats than we ever used to, and training is the best way of
helping your cat to cope with those demands.Dog owners know that dogs can be trained, but the
idea of training rarely crosses cat owners’ minds. It is certainly true that an untrained dog can be
a menace both to himself and the humans he lives with, whereas cats have gotten by for
millennia without anyone deliberately attempting to train them. However, necessity is not the
same as facility: just because few people bother to train their cats does not mean that shaping a
cat’s behavior is some kind of black art, suitable only for a select minority of professionals. On
the contrary, every cat in the land can benefit from being taught how to cope better with tricky
situations, such as accepting a pill or going into the cat carrier. And once the principle that cats
do not think like dogs has been taken on board, training a cat is actually remarkably
straightforward.Fundamentally, the way that cats learn is very similar to the way that a dog—or
indeed any mammal—learns, but cats have a unique way of analyzing and evaluating the world
around them. To some extent this is due to the way that their senses enable them to perceive
their surroundings, which, believe it or not, appear rather different from the version that we
humans inhabit. However, it mainly comes down to the unusual way that cats both prioritize the
information they are receiving and then react to it, both of which are somewhat unlike those of
dogs, and even more different from our own. Much of what makes cats cats—their
independence, their dislike of any kind of upheaval or social change, their fascination with



hunting—makes perfect sense once their journey from wild predator to domestic pet is
understood.DOMESTIC CATS ARE TO BE FOUND IN EVERY CORNER OF THE globe.
Worldwide, there are roughly three cats for every domestic dog, and although many of these
cats do not have owners, in most countries pet cats are at least as popular as pet dogs. Yet the
fact that some cats are owned while many are not hints at the possibility that as a species, cats
are not yet completely domesticated. Indeed, cats do have a reputation for being rather
independent animals, quite distinct from the much more emotionally needy dog. This is not to
say that cats are cold and unemotional, as some people would have us believe, merely that they
are less inclined to show their feelings at every available opportunity. And they are generally
much easier to look after than dogs are, because they don’t need to be walked and can cope
with being left on their own for several hours at a time, a situation that many dogs find stressful
(although few dog owners seem to realize this).Ten thousand years ago there were no domestic
cats, just thirty or so species of small wild cats, as well as a handful of big cat species, living in
different parts of the world. All of these trace their ancestry back 10 million years to the first cat
of all, known as Pseudalurus, from which all today’s felids, from the lion down to the tiny black-
footed cat, claim their descent. Fast-forward to about 2 million years ago, and we see the
emergence of many of the types of wild cat that still inhabit the earth today. One group evolved in
South America, including the ocelot, Geoffroy’s cat, and the jaguarundi (which looks—and lives
—more like an otter than a cat). Another group colonized central and southern Asia: among
these were the shaggy manul, or Pallas’s cat—which used to be considered a possible ancestor
for the long-haired breeds of domestic cat until DNA testing ruled that out—and the Asian
leopard cat, from which the modern Bengal “breed” is partly derived.1Farther west, another set
of cats evolved and began to spread into Europe. Among these was the ancestor of all of today’s
domestic cats, the wildcat Felis silvestris. This species occurs throughout Africa, western Asia
and Europe—including the Highlands of Scotland, where the only British population of wildcat
now teeters on the edge of extinction. The first reliable records of proper domesticated cats
come from Egypt, about 6,000 years ago, but it is likely that the process of domestication had
started several thousand years earlier, prompted by a key event in our own journey toward
civilization, the emergence of house mice.2The house mouse probably evolved when a new
source of food appeared for the first time, the stores of harvested grains and nuts that our
ancestors began to accumulate as they switched from nomadic hunting and gathering to settling
in one place and stockpiling food to tide them over in lean times. Pottery had not yet been
invented, and these stores, made from woven fibers, skins or unfired clay, would have been
vulnerable to pests. Dogs had been domesticated several thousand years previously but seem
to have been of little use in the war against mice and other rodents that feasted on the
unprecedented concentrations of food provided by humankind’s change in lifestyle. Into this
scenario came wildcats, attracted by the new concentrations of rodents as inevitably as those
rodents had been attracted by stores of grain and nuts.The first civilization to be plagued by
rodents were, we think, the Natufians, who lived to the east of the Mediterranean Sea, in an area



overlapping what is now Lebanon, Israel, Palestine, Jordan and Syria, about 10,000 years ago. It
is most likely in this region that wildcats first began to transform themselves into domestic cats, a
theory supported by the DNA of today’s pet cats, which is more similar to that of wildcats from
the Middle East than it is to those that now live in Europe, India or southern Africa.For hundreds,
possibly thousands, of years, these cats would have only visited human habitations to hunt,
retreating to the wild to rest and to raise their young—lives rather similar to those of today’s
urban foxes, except that the cats’ efforts in keeping the rodents at bay almost certainly came to
be much appreciated. Wildcat and domestic cat probably first diverged when a few bold
individuals, more tolerant of humans than the rest, began to stay in the villages full time in
between hunting forays. Possibly people encouraged this by providing secure places for them to
sleep and to have their kittens. As generation succeeded generation, so the cats that were most
tolerant of humans would have been able to spend the most time hunting, going about their
business without being disturbed by our everyday activities in the way that most wild predators
are. The undoubted appeal of kittens newly emerged from their nest would have led to these
animals being handled, especially by the women and children, resulting in cats that were even
more tolerant of people than their parents had been. Thus began the partnership between
human and cat.Yet even as these cats became tolerant of humankind, they would have still
found it difficult to live side by side with other members of their own species. Wildcats are
instinctively very territorial and aggressive toward one another. The males are intolerant of all
other males and consort with females only once a year, for mating. Adult females are similarly
aggressive toward one another, and although they are attentive mothers to their kittens for the
first few months of their lives, they drive their offspring away as soon as they are mature enough
to fend for themselves. As the size of human settlements grew, providing enough vermin to feed
several cats year-round, so this territorial behavior would have become a problem, with cats
distracted from hunting by constantly having to watch their own backs for attacks from potential
rivals. Significant traces of such behavior remain today, as indicated by the difficulty that many
cats have in sharing space with other cats that they have not grown up with.Despite the
limitations of their antisocial instincts, cats did then manage to evolve a rather limited form of
cooperation—limited because it is restricted to females, while unneutered males remain fiercely
independent (recall Kipling’s “The Cat That Walked by Himself”—note the perceptive him).
When there is enough food available, mother cats will allow their female kittens to remain with
them even once they are old enough to breed themselves—and when they do breed, mother
and adult daughters often place their kittens in a single nest and feed them all indiscriminately.
Such behavior is now commonplace among free-ranging cats such as farm cats but has never
been recorded in wildcats, suggesting that it evolved both during and as a consequence of
domestication.3Thus there are two key differences in behavior between wildcats and domestic
cats. First, domestic cats can easily learn to be sociable with people, provided this begins during
kittenhood. Wildcats, even those that are hand-reared away from their mothers, grow into wild
animals that trust no one, except perhaps the person who raised them. Second, female



domestic cats (and neutered males) can form friendships with other cats, especially, though not
always, those that they have grown up with. Nevertheless, many pet cats remain intolerant of
other cats for their whole lives, an enduring legacy of their wild origins, and the cause of much
stress when they find themselves with ill-disposed feline neighbors.Why was the wildcat the only
cat to become domesticated? There were (and still are) several other species of cat living near
the first permanent human settlements. These included the jungle cat, about the size of a
spaniel, which the ancient Egyptians may have tried to domesticate. Certainly they kept them in
captivity by the thousands, but they were probably too large to be effective in controlling mice
and too dangerous to be allowed to roam freely where there were children (jungle cats are
powerful enough to kill a young gazelle). Also nearby lived sand cats, smaller nocturnal animals
with furry pads on their feet that enable them to hunt on hot sand and thereby live in desert
areas that wildcats could not tolerate: however, the earliest peoples to store grains usually lived
in wooded areas, typical wildcat habitat and probably too far from the nearest sand cat.The
transformation from pest controller to pet was probably a gradual one. The first evidence we
have that cats were regarded as more than just exterminators comes from Egypt about 6,000
years ago.4 We cannot be sure whether these cats had been imported from farther north or
whether the Egyptians domesticated their local wildcats, but we do know that over the next
3,000 years cats gradually became more and more important to the Egyptians. Not just as pest
controllers—though they became renowned for their ability to kill snakes as well as other vermin
—but also as objects of worship.Many different kinds of animals featured in ancient Egyptian
cults and religions, especially big cats (lions and leopards), as well as birds such as the ibis.
Domestic cats came to be specially associated with the goddess Bastet, whose original form,
some 5,000 years ago, was that of a woman with a lion’s head. Domestic cats were first depicted
as her handmaidens, but by about five hundred years before the birth of Christ, Bastet had been
transformed into something much more catlike, both in appearance and in character. Animal
sacrifice was a big part of Egyptian religion at that time, and literally millions of domesticated
cats were mummified and entombed as offerings to Bastet and other goddesses. Many of these
cats were purpose-bred in catteries erected alongside the temples, but some of the mummified
cats that have been recovered had been interred in elaborate decorated caskets and were
evidently much-loved pets that had died of old age.The ancient Egyptians’ attitudes toward cats
may seem rather strange to our modern sensibilities—some were sacrificed, some were
revered, many must have simply earned their keep as humble pest controllers. Moreover, the
whole history of the domestic cat from that day to this reflects shifts in the balance among these
three conceptions. Although cats are no longer worshipped (in the religious sense) today, 2,000
years ago cat cults spread out of Egypt to all around the Mediterranean and persisted in rural
areas right into the Middle Ages. The Roman Church’s attempts to stamp out these and many
other “heresies” had the unfortunate effect of sanctioning much cruelty toward perfectly innocent
cats. Traces of these superstitions remain even today, such as the supposed association
between black cats and witchcraft that we commemorate on Halloween, and events such as the



annual Festival of Cats, held in the Belgian town of Ieper, which culminates with a basket full of
cats being hurled from the top of the tallest tower in the town square—nowadays the basket is
full of soft toys, but the use of live cats was discontinued less than two hundred years ago.Many
people find cats highly appealing, but a minority finds them repulsive, and over the centuries the
predominant attitude seems to have fluctuated between these two extremes. However, the cat’s
usefulness as a rodent exterminator seems never to have been in doubt. For example, in tenth-
century Welsh law, a cat was valued the same as a sheep, a goat or an untrained dog. Even
then, cats seem to have been regarded as members of the family: the same law prescribed that
in a divorce, the husband was allowed to take his favorite cat with him, but all the other cats in
the household then belonged to the wife.The emergence of the idea that cats could be pets first
and foremost can be traced back to the eighteenth century, when cats began to be portrayed in
purely affectionate terms. For example, the writer Samuel Johnson is said to have adored his
cats Hodge and Lily, feeding them oysters and allowing them to scramble on to his shoulders.
However, it was Queen Victoria who may have done more than any other person to popularize
cats: her Angora cat, White Heather, was reputed to be one of the comforts of her old age and
survived her to become the pet of her son, Edward VII.As cats became more universally popular
as pets, so distinct pedigrees emerged. Unlike dogs, where many breeds were originally
intended for specific purposes, such as hunting, retrieving, herding and guarding, all pedigree
cats are companion animals first and foremost. None is especially ancient: the DNA of Siamese
cats shows that they only separated from their street cat cousins some 150 years ago, and
today’s Persians show no trace of their supposed origins in the Middle East. Pedigree cats do
not, as yet, show the same degree of genetic problems as pedigree dogs do, and those
problems that do exist are now being identified and steps are being taken to reduce and
eventually eliminate them.5More recently, successful attempts have been made to create novel
types of cat by crossing domestic cats with wild cats of other species: these include the Bengal,
derived from the Asian leopard cat; the Savannah, a cross with the African serval; and the Safari,
derived from a South American species, Geoffroy’s cat. These are really hybrids, even though
they are often referred to as breeds, and their behavior can be as unpredictable and wild as their
origins might suggest.Today, the majority of cats are still nonpedigree, the product of thousands
of years of natural selection, not deliberate breeding, and are therefore generally healthy and
physically quite well suited to the environment they live in. They are nevertheless a highly
specialized animal whose biology—not to mention psychology—needs to be properly
understood if their well-being is to be protected.LIKE DOGS AND INDEED HUMANS, CATS
ARE MAMMALS, AND ALL three species share the same body plan. Reflecting their largely
predatory lifestyle, dogs and cats have teeth quite unlike ours: they have prominent canine teeth,
used in hunting, and their molars, which most mammals use for grinding, have been modified so
that they act more like scissors when the cat or dog is chewing. Yet although cats and dogs have
many similarities—for example, they are both meat-eaters—there are also many differences
between them. Most of the time, cats keep their claws well protected in pockets of skin in their



toes, extending them only when they want to use them. Dogs have immobile claws that wear
down as they walk—their paws are designed for running and digging. And of course, cats are
much more agile than are dogs. They lack collarbones, allowing them to place one front foot
precisely in front of the other when walking along the top of a garden wall, and they use their tails
like a tightrope-walker’s pole to keep their balance. Thus, for cats, a home is a much more three-
dimensional place than it is for a dog. Cats’ ability to jump and climb means that they can make
use of all of the space around them, not just indoors but also outdoors.6The greatest differences
among cat, dog and human lie not on the outside but beneath the skin. When it comes to
choosing what to eat, dogs are much like us—we are both omnivores, able to live on a mixed
diet of both animal and plant material and capable of existing on a vegetarian diet. Domestic
cats, in common with the whole of the cat family, are strict carnivores. At some point during the
course of their evolution, they became “locked in” to meat eating, through the loss of some of the
key mechanisms that enable us—and dogs—to turn fruit, vegetables and grains into muscle and
sinew.7Hence until modern pet foods became available, cats were also “locked into” hunting as
their only reliable year-round source of meat. This is part of the reason why cats continue to go
out hunting even though we now feed them well—only a few generations ago, the ability to hunt
was crucial for their survival. The other factor is that cats generally go for quite small prey. There
are only about thirty calories in a mouse, so when they were still working for their living, cats had
to kill about ten times each day just to survive. Such cats will hunt even when they’ve just been
fed, just in case they don’t find any prey for several hours: a cat that waited until it was hungry
before setting off on a hunt would eventually starve.Cats are often portrayed as “heartless
killers,” but a well-fed cat that goes out hunting is simply obeying instincts that served it well
throughout its evolutionary history. Even worse for their reputation, pet cats often appear to
“torture” or “play with” their prey, but this is an anthropomorphic interpretation. One explanation
for this behavior is a sudden reduction in the cat’s drive to hunt that happens just before or just
after the kill, caused by the modern cat’s excellent nutritional status. Or it could simply be that
the pet cat has never learned how to hunt effectively. This also explains why many cats do not
eat the prey they catch: to put it in a slightly more fanciful way, many cats lose interest in their
prey at the moment when they recall that commercial cat food is tastier than mouse.However,
cats don’t need to find real prey to satisfy their hunting instincts. It’s not widely appreciated that
when pet cats are “playing” with “toys,” their behavior is so similar to actual hunting that they
almost certainly “think” that that is what they are doing. Mouse-sized toys are manipulated just
as if they were real mice; rat-sized toys are either avoided (not all cats are prepared to take on a
real-life rat) or held at paws-length in the same way that a real live rat would be. Most tellingly,
cats play more intently and intensely when they are waiting for a meal than when they’ve just
eaten, reflecting the enhanced hunting instinct of a hungry cat. This overlap between play and
hunting opens up the intriguing possibility that owners may be able to satisfy cats’ predatory
instincts simply by playing with them.8It’s unfair of owners to expect that an animal whose
hunting abilities were prized until just a few generations ago should now abandon this habit.



Nevertheless, most are perfectly reasonably revolted by the gory little “presents” that their cat
leaves for them from time to time. And of course there is mounting pressure from wildlife
enthusiasts for cat owners to curb their cats’ attempts at predation—although the evidence
points to feral cats, not pet cats, as being the real culprits. For the cat that persists in chasing
after birds and mice, there are several devices designed to render them less effective as
hunters, either by making them more conspicuous or by altering their ability to pounce. Most of
these are worn around the neck, and although cats generally dislike them to begin with, this can
be overcome using training.9Cats, like all animals, gather information about the world around
them—including their prey—through their senses, exquisitely tuned to their ancestral lifestyle as
highly specialized hunters. Their hearing covers a much larger range than ours, and unlike us
they can hear the high-pitched squeaks that rodents make to each other, well above our range of
hearing, which is why we refer to them as “ultrasonic.” The external parts of their ears (the
pinnae) are not only highly mobile but can be moved independently of one another, enabling
cats to pinpoint where sounds are coming from much more accurately than we can. Even the
little corrugations inside their ears do more than just hold the pinnae upright: by subtly altering
the pitch of a sound, they allow the cat to deduce the height it is coming from.Cats’ eyes are
even more specialized for hunting. Compared to the size of the head, they are enormous—
almost as big in real terms as our own. This enables cats to see where they are going on even
the darkest nights, and their retinas are specialized for the same purpose, packed with receptors
for nighttime vision, which like ours is in black and white. But unlike us, cats have very few
daytime color receptors—they can distinguish among some colors but pay far less attention than
we do to what color something is. Another specialization for nighttime vision is the reflective
layer at the back of the eye, the tapetum, which inspired the “cat’s-eyes” used in roads. Any light
that misses the receptors on the way into the eye gets reflected back through the receptors: the
small amount that misses the second time around is beamed out of the cat’s eyes, giving them
their characteristic green “eye shine.”Eyes that are so specialized for night vision can struggle
somewhat on a bright sunny day. If the cat’s pupil contracted to a point as ours does, the amount
of light would probably hurt the cat’s eyes, so instead their pupils close to a slit. Sometimes even
this is not enough protection, and the cat will half-close its eyes so that only the middle of the slit
is exposed (cats will also half-close their eyes when they’re feeling particularly relaxed, whatever
the level of light).Such large eyes are also difficult to focus, and anything that is literally under the
cat’s nose will appear blurred. To compensate, cats are able to sweep their highly sensitive
whiskers forward, substituting touch for close vision. The whiskers, and other less obvious tufts
of sensory hairs on the head and the sides of the legs, also help the cat to feel its way through
very dark places.Although dogs are renowned for their sense of smell, it is less widely known
that cats also have highly sensitive noses—perhaps ten times less sensitive than a dog’s but at
least a thousand times more sensitive than our own. Thus, cats, just as much as dogs, live in a
world of odor that we can have only the vaguest idea about. Cats can certainly locate mice by
the trails of scent that they have left moving through the grass, but perhaps more importantly for



pet cats, they almost certainly pick up a great deal of scent information concerning the
whereabouts and activities of other cats in their neighborhood. Although they do use their noses
to do this, cats also analyze the odors of other cats using a secondary olfactory apparatus,
known as the vomeronasal organ, which lies between their nostrils and the roof of their mouth.
To bring this into play, they half-open their mouths and “taste” the air. Thus, when a cat seems to
have gone into a brief trance with its mouth gaping open, it has probably just come across a
scent mark left by another cat.10Thus, apart from their acute night vision, cats’ sensory abilities
are more like a dog’s than like our own. Likewise, their brains are also rather similar, constructed
along a pattern that’s common to all the members of the Carnivora, and crucially different from
our own, primate, brain (see nearby figure). Cats’ smaller bodies inevitably mean that their
brains are lighter than our own, but their brains are also, at 0.9 percent of their body weight,
relatively smaller than ours, at 2 percent. Much of our brain’s extra tissue is contributed by the
“thinking” part of the brain, the cerebral cortex, which wraps around much of the exterior and is
highly folded. The cat’s cerebral cortex is both smaller and much less folded than ours (although
it is slightly more folded than that of the dog), suggesting that cats probably don’t rely on
conscious thought to anything like the same extent that we do. Conversely, cats’ greater reliance
on their sense(s) of smell is reflected in the prominence of that part of the brain devoted to
processing olfactory information (see nearby figure). Rather than being at the front of the brain
as in cats and dogs, as our own brains grow the olfactory region is pushed down to the
underside of the brain by the dramatic growth of the cerebral cortex.These differences between
us and cats in the way our brains are constructed must inevitably reflect differences in the way
we think, but so far science has not been able to entirely pin these down. We intuitively know
what it’s like to be a human, but it’s much more difficult to perceive the world as it exists in a cat’s
mind. However, we can be virtually certain that our version of the world and the cat’s version are
different, and trying to understand what the differences are is essential for gaining an
understanding of how cats react to our attempts at training.Side views of a human’s brain and a
cat’s brain (not to the same scale) showing some of the regions devoted to the senses, to
locomotion and to precise coordination of movement (the cerebellum).Side views of a human’s
brain and a cat’s brain (not to the same scale) showing some of the regions devoted to the
senses, to locomotion and to precise coordination of movement (the cerebellum).Side views of a
human’s brain and a cat’s brain (not to the same scale) showing some of the regions devoted to
the senses, to locomotion and to precise coordination of movement (the cerebellum).One
important question is, how do cats see us? The most widely accepted explanation for our huge
cerebral cortex is that it enables us to comprehend social relationships in a much more
sophisticated way than other mammals can. Lacking the necessary brain structures, cats must
logically perceive their relationships with their owners (and with each other) in a far simpler way
than we conceive of our relationships with them.11One crucial difference between us may be
what is often referred to as “theory of mind.” When we talk to our cats, we can imagine them
listening to us—and we know that they have minds of their own. Cats clearly identify the humans



they know as individuals and react to what we do, but the scientific evidence indicates—and this
can be hard for owners to grasp—that they do not have any comprehension that we are thinking
about them. The ability to conceive of and predict what another animal or human might be
thinking is probably confined, at least in land mammals, to the most evolutionarily advanced
primates (the apes) and is of course much more fully developed in our own species than in any
other. However much we owners might like to think that our cats think of us just as we think of
them, their very different brains mean that they almost certainly don’t.12What this means in
practice is that cats can pay a lot of attention to what we’re doing but seem to have little idea of
our thought processes. When someone finds a piece of meat missing from the kitchen worktop
and comes to the conclusion that their cat has stolen it, it’s natural for them to go looking for the
cat to scold. We would rightly expect a child who had appropriated a biscuit from the kitchen a
few minutes earlier to know precisely why he or she is being scolded, even before the verbal
explanation. It’s therefore natural to expect a cat to be able to make the same deduction.
However, because cats don’t even realize that we think, it’s impossible for them to realize what
we’re thinking.A second major difference between our brains and cats’ is that cats seem to live
largely in the present. They do of course have excellent memories—otherwise training would be
impossible—but those memories probably only surface when triggered by something similar
happening in the present: for example, a cat that catches sight of a black cat through the window
may at that moment remember other encounters he has had with black cats. A few minutes after
the black cat disappears, he will be thinking about something else: cats don’t seem to be
capable of recalling memories whenever they want to in the way that you or I can (or at least,
believe we can). A cat that hears his owner’s voice saying, “Come here, kitty,” will instantly
remember the previous occasions when he’s responded by running toward his owner—and
receiving a food treat for his trouble—and so will (if he’s not too distracted by something else) do
the same again.For the same reason, it’s highly unlikely that cats can actually be “devious” or
“scheming,” however much we may like to interpret their behavior that way. Not only do they live
in the present, they don’t seem capable either of reflecting on what’s happened in the past, or,
perhaps more importantly, of planning for the future.AN ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND AND
PREDICT A CAT’S FEELINGS IS critical for successful training, yet misunderstandings also
abound concerning cats’ emotional lives. Although little study has been made of cats’ innermost
feelings, it has recently become possible to observe how brain activity changes in different
contexts, by training dogs and other mammals to lie still long enough to obtain an fMRI scan—
and it should not be long before this is repeated on a cat.13Such studies show that the
mammalian brain, whether in a dog, a cat, or a mouse, generates a common repertoire of simple
emotions—happiness, fear, anxiety, frustration—those that can also be referred to as “gut
feelings.” Ultimately, training works by altering the circumstances under which these emotions
are evoked. The reward-based training that works best with cats aims to decrease negative
feelings—such as fear, anxiety and frustration—and increase positive feelings such as joy and
affection, by changing the cat’s associations between these feelings and its day-to-day



experiences.Many owners also believe that cats are capable of experiencing much more
complex emotions, including many of those that, at least for us humans, are conscious
experiences. These include jealousy—probably experienced at some level by the more socially
savvy dog but possibly not by cats—and pride, empathy and guilt, which are almost certainly
beyond the mental capacities of dog or cat. An owner who punishes a cat under the mistaken
belief that it is capable of feeling guilty about a mess made while she was out will be harming her
relationship with the cat (and possibly making it more likely that the cat will make the same mess
again). Cats live “in the moment” and are incapable of associating an action they have
performed with its consequence—negative or positive—if that consequence occurs even a few
minutes later, let alone an hour later. Rather, a cat will associate the punishment, or reward, with
whatever is uppermost in its mind at the time. In the case of the cat that has made a mess while
its owner is out, this is most likely to be the owner’s recent return. Owners who pursue such
tactics can be astonished when the cat no longer greets them warmly—and the messing is likely
to get worse as the cat’s general level of anxiety rises.CATS AND DOGS DIFFER
FUNDAMENTALLY IN THE WAY THEY interpret social information, whether it is coming from
other members of their own species or from people. Cats are also rather different from the
average dog in the way they react to things they haven’t come across before.There are many
different ways to set about training a pet dog, but they all have two things in common: they rely
on the dog’s unique sensitivity to human body language, and also their innate affection for
whoever looks after them. Dogs are fundamentally sociable, reflecting their origins as wolves
living in cooperative family groups. Domestication has profoundly altered the dog’s mind from
that of its ancestor, the wolf, to the extent that dogs crave human attention—a dog that has been
abandoned will attach itself to anyone who treats it kindly, even for as little as fifteen minutes.
Experiments have shown that dogs are more attentive to human gestures than even
chimpanzees, supposedly the most intelligent of all the animals, apart from ourselves. Both of
these abilities have been an essential part of the relationship between dogs and humankind for
thousands of years, enabling us to use dogs in a whole host of roles, including guarding, herding
and hunting, although of course nowadays most dogs are kept simply for the companionship
they so effectively provide. All of this means that training a dog will always be different from
training any other animal, because they simply have a different perception of human
beings.14The profound differences in the way that cats see us compared to the way dogs do
can obscure the fact that these two species actually learn, for all intents and purposes, in the
same way. It’s their motivations for learning that differ: how they learn—and how good they are at
learning—are quite similar. Because dogs are thought of as trainable, and cats not, it can be
easy to assume that dogs learn more than cats do. Although it’s impossible for us to know what
it’s like to be a cat—or a dog—it’s safe to say that both are excellent learners.Cats, descended
from solitary territorial animals, are generally much more wary of social contact, and many have
to learn to trust other cats, and people, and often can only do this one individual at a time. Cats’
primary attachment is to place, not people. That is not to say that they cannot become



affectionate toward their owners, because they obviously can, but their affection can only
blossom in an atmosphere of security. A cat’s first priority is to find a safe place to live and a
reliable source of food, which for pet cats is usually satisfied in their owner’s house, before they
can start to form strong social attachments.For many people, cats, and especially kittens, have a
heart-melting appeal that is not easy to explain fully. The appeal of kittens is now known to work
at a fundamental level, triggering activity in some of the same parts of the brain that respond to
the sight and sound of a human infant. The enormous popularity of kittens and cats on the
Internet can almost certainly be attributed to this innate response of ours. However, this
phenomenon alone cannot explain why so many of us go beyond their initial appeal to form
lifelong attachments to our pet cats. Most cat owners spontaneously describe their pets as
members of the family, and although science cannot yet entirely explain why this seems to come
so naturally to so many people, it does guarantee that many cats are given the care and
attention they need.15Cats, however, do not automatically regard humans as their best friends.
Worldwide, many cats stay wary of people for their whole lives. Cats (like dogs) need to start
learning how to interact with people when they are very young. If kittens don’t have at least a little
friendly contact with humans during the crucial period of between two and eight weeks old, they
usually go on to become feral cats. This remarkable flexibility in their social preferences shows
just how malleable the feline brain can be—in contradiction of their reputation for being aloof and
inflexible. Although they do become more set in their ways as they get older, cats retain the
ability to assimilate new experiences and learn new responses throughout their lives.The
difference between cats and dogs in the strength of their attachments to people explains why
traditional training methods based upon punishment are always counterproductive when applied
to cats. Physical punishment is bad news for the welfare of dogs and cats alike, but dogs
become so strongly bonded to their owners that their attachment can appear undiminished even
when they are evidently aware that it is their owner who is causing them discomfort (as with a
choke chain) or even pain. Just as abused children instinctively cling to their parents, so dogs
continue to associate with people who have physically punished them (although at the same
time their body language usually betrays telltale signs of the abusive element of the
relationship).Not so cats. Cats will naturally flee any situation that they find aversive, and so if
they guess that these unpleasant feelings are in some way associated with their owner, their
affection for their owner will instantly diminish. Even mild punishments that cause only minor
discomfort and merely startle the cat can have this effect. For example, a water sprayer is often
recommended as a way of deterring a cat from leaping onto the kitchen worktops: the sound of
the spray, which resembles a cat’s hiss, and the feel of water on the cat’s skin are both mildly
aversive. But ask yourself, What does the cat associate this with—the act of jumping onto the
worktop, or the sight of the owner’s hand? Only if the cat can be made totally unaware that the
owner is involved will such a punishment achieve the desired result without damaging the
relationship built up between the owner and her cat: even then, a cat that is already somewhat
anxious may be made more so. The reward-based methods that we recommend in this book are



vastly preferable, and there should be no need for any punishment any more severe than
withholding the treat or toy that the cat desires.Much abnormal and undesirable behavior in cats
arises from situations where they feel their security is threatened, perhaps by a new cat being
unceremoniously introduced to “their” home, an aggressive cat moving in next door or a new
baby joining the household. Yet much of the stress that cats undoubtedly experience in such
situations can be reduced, even eliminated entirely, by training. And training should also play a
major role in preventing such problems from arising in the first place, for example, when used as
part of the preparations for introducing a new cat to the home.When it comes to encounters with
the unfamiliar and the potentially threatening, cats are at a double disadvantage to dogs. As
generally solitary animals, cats cannot depend upon strength in numbers, unlike the far more
sociable dog. And, of course, cats are smaller and therefore more vulnerable than the average
dog—and even more so than the dog’s ancestor, the wolf, from which much of the dog’s social
self-confidence probably derives. Thus, most cats’ standard reaction to anything unfamiliar is to
keep their distance and at the first hint that trouble may be brewing, to run away. Some cats are
temperamentally more timid than others, but it’s a rare cat that is bold enough to stand his
ground in the face of apparent adversity. Thus, very few cats ever learn much about how to deal
with an unfamiliar situation, other than to put some distance between them and it. If such
experiences are repeated, the negative connotations can only increase: just consider most cat’s
reluctance to enter their cat carrier, although they will actively seek out a similar-sized cardboard
box in which to take a nap. For this reason, training often has to start with changes to the cat’s
environment that enhance its general feelings of security, giving the cat enough confidence to
face its fears, albeit in a much more dilute form: only then can more positive connotations be
built up.EVEN THE MOST SECURE, CONFIDENT, AND WELL-SOCIALIZED CAT will find itself
in situations that it deems unpleasant. Long-haired cats need frequent grooming, because their
tongues have evolved to cope only with their ancestors’ short coats. Cats’ welfare has been
improved immeasurably by the availability of cat-specialist veterinary surgeons, but try telling
that to a cat that’s resisting being put in the cat carrier with tooth and claw! Indeed, cats often
miss veterinary appointments because their owners can’t get them to the office, and much of the
oral medication prescribed for cats never reaches its intended target because the cat spits it out
or even refuses to have its mouth opened at all.Cats, rather like small children, find it impossible
to understand that something that’s unpleasant in the moment will be good for them in the long
run. Many long-haired cats experience discomfort from knots in their fur but equally don’t like the
process of being groomed. All cats instinctively balk at being thrust into a confined space, and
traveling in a motor vehicle does not come naturally to them. We humans can tolerate the small
indignities of a medical examination because we can comprehend that it’s for our own benefit:
unless taught otherwise, cats probably perceive a veterinary examination as the attentions of an
unusual and definitely unwelcome kind of predator. Many cats are timid by nature, becoming
nervous when unfamiliar people come into “their” house, and need to be provided with stage-
managed opportunities to build up their confidence. Some cats can even be particularly



sensitive to being picked up or stroked.Dogs are usually so strongly attached to their owners
that they are generally much more tolerant of small discomforts. Cats, much of whose sense of
security comes from their physical surroundings, can be put off by even a small incident that they
find particularly unpleasant. If the incident is repeated, cats may get into the habit of withdrawing
whenever the same situation looks like it’s going to occur. Every year, a significant number of
cats “vote with their feet” and move to a nearby household they find less stressful. This shows
just how effectively cats can learn about the consequences of interacting with the world around
them. Rather than leaving a cat at the mercy of its instincts to learn lessons that served its
ancestors well, surely it is better for the owner to teach lessons better suited to the complexities
of life as a pet—in other words, use training to help the relationship with her cat run more
smoothly.Training can also be useful when introducing an additional cat into the household.
Because cats are descended from solitary animals, their ability to get along with other cats is
generally quite limited. Those free-ranging cats that coexist alongside others tend to be born into
the group, rather than join it as an adult. Of course, no two cats are precisely the same, and they
do vary in how accepting they are of members of their own species. Nevertheless, and contrary
to many owners’ preconceptions, introducing a resident cat to a new cat is as complicated as
introducing two dogs to one another, and can often be more difficult. Owners who get this wrong
can find that they have inadvertently created a lifetime of anxiety and stress for both their cats:
along with an understanding of how each cat may feel threatened by the other, training can play
a big part in making such introductions run smoothly.ONCE ITS BASIC NEEDS FOR FOOD,
WATER, A CLEAN LITTER BOX and a safe place to sleep are met, a cat’s happiness usually
revolves around how secure it feels. Cats do not mind being left on their own (unlike dogs), but
they do value a predictable routine and stability in their social environment.One issue that vexes
many cat owners is whether to allow their cat outdoors. There are essentially three benefits from
keeping a cat indoors: it will not be able to disturb or kill wildlife; it is not exposed to road traffic or
people who wish to harm cats; it cannot get into disputes with other cats in the neighborhood.
However, the wholly indoor cat is a comparatively new concept, and pet cats, whether indoor or
outdoor, are descended from cats that hunted for a living and maintained extensive territories
out of doors. In evolutionary terms, it is far too soon for cats to have lost their drive to range and
explore. Hence, there is a significant risk that a cat kept indoors will suffer from frustration or
boredom. Owners who decide that it is too dangerous for their cat to be let out do need to take
careful steps to prevent this, and training can play a major part. They should also construct the
cat’s environment in such a way as to provide as much appropriate stimulation as possible, for
example, by allowing access to an enclosed outdoor run, playing with the cat several times each
day and using prey-like toys to satisfy its hunting instincts.Cats that are allowed outdoors have
more options than indoor-only cats, and although they will undoubtedly find this stimulating,
some cats are unfortunate enough to find their right to go out challenged by another cat—which
may even be so bold as to actually enter the house, adding to the resident cat’s distress. Even if
there is little direct evidence of such a conflict, the cat may show signs of being under stress,



including spending an excessive amount of time hiding, urinating and defecating in the house
outside the litter box, and even expressing its inner tension by attacking its owner.16SOME
SITUATIONS THAT PET CATS FIND THEMSELVES IN ARE A problem only for them; others are
also a problem for their owner. Either way, training can often provide a solution that benefits both
parties. As we see it, the primary purpose in training a pet cat should always be improving the
cat’s own sense of well-being, although owners will also find that at the same time they will reap
the considerable reward of having a happier, easier to manage cat.A cat will do something only if
it feels like it. Our task ahead will be to ensure that the cat wants to do what is in its own best
interest, even when its instincts tell it otherwise.CHAPTER 1How Cats LearnAnd what you can
do to make it easy for themTRAINING A CAT IS NOT A MYSTERIOUS PROCESS, BUT IT WILL
make sense only with an understanding of how cats learn. Cats may have a reputation for
inscrutability, but they are actually very adaptable animals, and they learn in just the same way
that all mammals do—including dogs. Cats are just as smart as dogs; it’s just that they have their
own motivations and priorities, and because these are less widely appreciated than those of
dogs, cats have acquired a reputation for being untrainable. Nothing could be further from the
truth: cat owners can easily acquire the skills and knowledge they need to change their cat’s
behavior, and not just for their own benefit but for their cat’s, too. Cats can be taught that
commonplace situations that they instinctively dislike, such as being brushed or being put into
the cat carrier, can in fact be pleasurable experiences rather than something to fear. Moreover,
an appreciation of how cats learn is also key to understanding much of their everyday behavior,
for cats are much more responsive than their reputation for stubbornness and independence
might suggest.MANY OWNERS SEEM UNAWARE THAT THEIR CATS ARE LEARNING all the
time. When we asked Mrs. Smith if she thought that Smoky, her cat, had learned much in the
past week, she replied.…Smoky hasn’t really learned anything recently as she has spent most
of the week indoors. She usually likes pottering around outside when I am out at work but she
hates getting wet and we have had an awful few days of rain. She is a really sweet affectionate
cat and we often enjoy cuddles on my lap but to be honest, this week, she has been a bit of a
pest. I have had the week off work and have been trying to get some baking done while I cannot
get out in the garden. Smoky has, however, had other ideas and has been jumping up on the
kitchen worktop as I have been trying to bake. I kept telling her that she was a silly girl as I lifted
her off the worktop and gave her a quick but affectionate fuss. Even when the cake was in the
oven and I went to check my e-mails, she kept getting in the way and trying to sit on the laptop.
You would think that the fact she got some fuss from me would have satisfied her and let me get
on with my jobs, but it didn’t. In the end, on both occasions, I ended up feeding her early so I
could get on with what I was trying to do. And even though the weather has brightened up today,
Smoky has decided to stay in and pester me, rather than go outside and get some fresh air. She
is driving me to despair.What Mrs. Smith seemed not to realize was not only how much Smoky
had learned on those few rainy days but also just how much she had unintentionally influenced
that learning.First, we can tell from Smoky’s behavior that she had already learned that going



outside when it is raining makes her cold and wet, and so it is better to stay inside where it is dry
and warm. She had also learned that her owner does not go off to work every day but sometimes
stays at home, and, as she is the kind of cat that enjoys her owner’s company, had found that
staying inside in the daytime would give her this reward. However, Smoky had also observed
that Mrs. Smith sometimes did things that did not involve her, and as a consequence, she was
not always paying her the attention she desired. By placing herself in between Mrs. Smith and
the task she was focused on—the kitchen worktop or the laptop—Smoky got some attention.
Mrs. Smith thought that Smoky understood when she told her not to interfere, but in Smoky’s
mind, being picked up and talked to was positive attention. It did not matter that Mrs. Smith was
telling Smoky she was a “naughty girl”: all Smoky understood was the tone of voice—which was
gentle—and that jumping up resulted in a cuddle. Even better, when Smoky did this several
times, she got fed quicker—the jackpot! Having learned that getting in between Mrs. Smith and
whatever task she was doing resulted in attention… and… (bonus!)… food, Smoky was bound
to try the very same behavior again the next day. Inadvertently, Mrs. Smith had taught Smoky
that behaving in this way leads to good outcomes (generally getting in the way produces food!).
If Mrs. Smith had fully understood how Smoky learns, she might have gone about her actions
slightly differently, achieving some peaceful baking and laptop time while still keeping Smoky
happy.Cats learn all the time, regardless of whether we are intentionally trying to teach them
something. Some associations are learned after just a single exposure, especially if the outcome
is unpleasant: for example, the cat that strays into a neighbor’s garden and gets chased by their
dog will have immediately learned never to enter that garden again, or at least never when it can
see that the dog is there. Other events need several repetitions to consolidate the learning to the
point where the cat reliably changes his behavior in those circumstances; for example, a cat may
need to receive food treats several times from a new visitor to the home before changing the way
he behaves toward this person.Different experiences will have differing outcomes for the cat.
Some will be consistently positive, others consistently negative and many will be neutral (i.e.,
either the cat hasn’t noticed the outcomes or has found them of no concern either way). Further
experiences can either reinforce what has previously been learned in that particular situation (if
the outcome remains the same) or start to teach something new (if the outcome changes—for
example, from something nice to something less nice). All these experiences and outcomes are
processed in the brain where learning takes place, memories are laid down and emotions and
feelings arise. These in turn will all influence how the cat behaves, not just at the time but also in
the future.THE SIMPLEST TYPE OF LEARNING—COMMON TO ALL ANIMALS that possess a
nervous system, from worms to humans, and so simple that it’s debatable whether it can really
be called learning—is known as habituation. This is a way in which animals learn to ignore those
parts of their environment that have no special consequences and are therefore irrelevant. Upon
repeated exposure to such things or events, cats learn to perceive them as harmless and so
ignore them. For an animal as well endowed with sense organs as the cat is, continually focusing
on the irrelevant diverts vital attention and energy away from events that may have an impact on



survival—for example, nearby prey or predators. Thus, habituation is a vital learning process. For
example, a kitten that arrives in a new home may startle when it first hears the ring of its new
owner’s mobile phone. However, after several repetitions of that phone ringing, the kitten will
have learned that nothing happens at this time of any relevance and therefore will stop reacting
to the ringing sound. In technical terms, the kitten has habituated to the sound of the mobile
phone. Habituation is therefore an important process of learning, not just for kittens, but also for
adult cats experiencing new environments such as moving to a new home. Cats, just like us,
have to learn what is important and what is not, if only to avoid sensory overload.Sensitization is
the opposite of habituation. In this process, repeated exposure to an event leads to an increased
reaction from the animal, as opposed to the reduction in response and eventual ignoring that
characterizes habituation. The crucial difference is that now, the repeated exposure is to
something that the cat instinctively dislikes. For example, several visits to the vet’s that include
unpleasant experiences, such as an injection, can lead to the cat becoming fearful of the vet,
even on subsequent visits when the vet is friendly to the cat and no injection is planned. Also
once a cat has become sensitized to one situation, it may show the same reaction in other
similar circumstances. For example, the same cat may become wary or fearful of new people
who simply look, sound or even smell like the vet. He may even become fearful of new
environments that remind him of the trip to the vet. Sensitization is a powerful protective
mechanism that helps cats avoid anything they perceive as potentially dangerous. One of our
goals in training cats will be to teach them that encounters with vets—and many other situations
—do not need to be perceived as potentially dangerous, thereby preventing sensitization before
it has a chance to occur.Both habituation and sensitization change the strength of the cat’s
existing reactions, but they don’t help the cat to develop any new responses: for this, more
complex learning processes are required. The most straightforward of these, known as classical
conditioning, occurs when a cat finds out that some specific event reliably predicts that
something else is about to happen. When a cat meows and runs to his owner as soon as he
hears the cupboard that contains the cat food opening, he is responding to classical
conditioning. The cat has learned that the sound of that cupboard door (in itself, a meaningless
sound) predicts that food is on its way. Several repetitions of hearing the cupboard open just
before the food arrives are needed for the cat to learn the predictive value of the sound. Once
such learning has taken place, that specific sound elicits positive feelings in the cat’s mind
similar to those triggered by smelling or tasting the food. The cat does not have to learn that
tasty food makes him feel good; this is an involuntary response, built into the cat. What the cat
does learn is that things other than the taste and sight of food can create such feelings: in this
case, the sound of the cupboard door. Such a learning process relies on a consistent pairing—
the sound of the cupboard door always being followed quickly by the presentation of food. To
begin with, the cat may make mistakes, such as responding to the sound of any kitchen
cupboard opening, but most are then able to refine what they know, by learning that only the
distinctive sound of that cupboard is reliably followed by the appearance of food.CLASSICAL



CONDITIONING HELPS A CAT TO MAKE BETTER SENSE OF its environment, but a different
kind of learning, operant conditioning, is needed for the cat’s behavior to change. Operant
conditioning involves the consequence of a cat’s own actions influencing how it feels and, thus,
what behavior it should feel like performing next. The consequences that result from any
behavior can be classified into four different types (see nearby box).1Operant conditioning
explains why Mrs. Smith’s behavior caused her cat to jump up and impede what she was doing,
not just once but several times. The positive feelings caused by the stroking, gentle talking and
being fed encouraged her cat to repeat the behavior of jumping up and interfering with what she
was doing (i.e., Consequence 1). More formally, we would say that the behavior has been
reinforced. By this, we mean that the cat has found that the behavior has a rewarding outcome,
and, thus, he will be more likely to perform the behavior again, in an attempt to recreate the
positive outcome.For a cat to learn that any outcome is genuinely associated with his behavior, it
is usually essential that the consequences (positive or negative) occur immediately. If not, the
cat is unlikely to make the connection. However, in some instances classical conditioning can
bridge the gap. For example, a cat may wander from the garden into the kitchen. The owner
would like to reward this behavior (so that it occurs again) by giving the cat a food treat, but she
may have none to hand at that precise moment. However, if the cat has already learned, through
classical conditioning, that the sound and sight of the cat treat tin being touched is followed by a
food reward, then simply by reaching for the (empty) cat treat tin at the moment the cat comes in
from the garden, the owner will be able to “buy” herself some time to reward the cat with food:
the action of reaching for the treat tin tells the cat that the real reward is on its way.Cats do not
respond well to anything nasty happening (unfortunately for them, dogs are much more tolerant
in this respect). It is really important to be mindful of cats’ natural tendency to withdraw from the
slightest sign of trouble. Although learning will undoubtedly occur as a result of something
negative, and especially any sort of physical punishment, use of such punishment can have a
disastrous effect on the cat-owner relationship. A cat that has been physically punished is highly
likely to respond in one or even several negative ways. First, it may become fearful of its owner,
and even become fearful of other people, through sensitization. The cat’s fear can be expressed
as an aggressive response directed at whoever originally delivered the physical punishment or
indeed, at anyone nearby. Fear can also cause a cat to try to escape or avoid further interaction
of any kind. Additionally, the use of punishment generally causes a reduction in any kind of
spontaneous behavior from the cat in the presence of the owner, thus making future training
more difficult. Finally, punishment may tell the cat what not to do, but it doesn’t help him to learn
what the right thing might be. Moreover, all of these outcomes are distressing for the cat and
likely to have a detrimental effect on his quality of life. For cats, successful training relies on
rewarding the desired behavior and ignoring unwanted behavior. Keeping this approach at the
center of all training should ensure a positive relationship, as well as a successful and happy
learning experience for both parties.The four types of consequence that trigger operant
conditioning2Scenario: Your cat sits on a laminated floor in front of you. He suddenly jumps up



on to your lap.Consequence 1:Something good is presented (e.g., you give the cat a food
treat)Consequence 2:Something good can end or be taken away (e.g., you stop feeding the cat
treats and ignore the cat)Consequence 3:Something bad can start or occur (e.g., you stand up
and walk away—or you push the cat back onto the floor)Consequence 4:Something bad can
end or be taken away (e.g., while he is on your lap, he is off the cold floor)Although cats learn a
great deal from their owners, they can also learn from other cats that they get along well with.
Kittens naturally learn a lot from their mothers. Both kittens and adult cats will learn to perform a
task quickly, after simply watching an experienced cat complete the same task. Cats that live
together are often believed by their owners to have “taught” one another particular behaviors—
for example, how to use the cat flap. It’s not clear whether the second cat actually learns how to
perform the behavior directly from the other cat or whether the more skilled cat’s actions simply
draw the other cat’s attention to the cat flap as something worth investigating. It’s also not known
whether cats are capable of actually imitating our actions (probably not), but we can easily use
their natural curiosity to draw their attention to those features of their environment that we want
them to learn about. Then, by providing the appropriate consequences, owners can make sure
that desirable behavior occurs again and unwanted behavior does not.Cats learn spontaneously,
all the time, mostly by discovering reliable associations between events or features in their
environment, just as Smoky did. Thus, it is good practice to start observing your cat, paying
attention to his body language after he performs certain actions and noticing whether you see
the same behavior occurring over and over again. For example, can you decipher whether a
particular action your cat performed led to a positive, neutral or negative outcome for your cat?
Can you start to see patterns in your cat’s behavior? What do you think might have been the
cause of your cat’s little quirks and idiosyncrasies?CATS LEARN ALL THE TIME AS THEY GO
ABOUT THEIR EVERYDAY lives, but we can boost their chances of learning what we want to
teach them by ensuring that they are in the right frame of mind. Just like us, cats learn best when
they’re comfortable and free from distractions. They are naturally sensitive creatures that flee
from any threat or uncertainty; thus, the best place to teach a cat is somewhere he finds quiet
and familiar. Just like people, cats need to be free from distraction if they are to learn effectively.
Although most of us find it hard to ignore a ringing telephone, cats, with their acute senses of
smell and hearing, can be distracted by things we barely notice. For example, both owner and
cat may find it hard to focus when the noise of the washing machine indicates that it is on full
spin cycle. However, the average person would barely notice the faint odor of a piece of frozen
meat defrosting on the kitchen worktop, although it can be overwhelmingly enticing for a cat,
tempting him to jump up on the worktop and investigate (cats are opportunists, and the chance
of a free meal is something they rarely pass up). For a cat, distractions do not include only
sounds that we might deem to be loud, irritating or unexpected but also enticing or unfamiliar
smells and sights. For example, training in front of a window that looks out onto bird feeders may
appear to be no problem to you, but the sight of birds fluttering around may engulf your cat’s
attention, particularly if he is partial to hunting. Thus, before starting any training, it is important



to think of what may be distracting from the cat’s perspective.Also, just like us, cats learn best
when they feel comfortable: not too thirsty, not too hot or cold, not too tired nor in need of
relieving their bladder or bowels. Thus, when selecting where in your home to begin training your
cat, make sure there is fresh water and a litter box available (or access to the outdoors if your cat
does not use a litter box). The temperature should be comfortable, and your cat should have the
opportunity to retreat or rest if he so desires. Herbie, for example, found it hard to concentrate on
any training task when the log burner was well stoked; the warmth was just too irresistible. As an
Asian (a breed that has a single coat, as opposed to the traditional double coat of the domestic
short hair), Herbie was always seeking out a heat source. It was never long before he opted out
of training in favor of lying full stretch, fast asleep in front of the stove when it was lit. Thus, I
always carried out his training sessions before the stove was lit and we settled down for the
night.Cats don’t usually learn well immediately after they’ve eaten: a certain degree of hunger is
needed before a food treat becomes rewarding. A food treat delivered immediately after a
specific behavior acts as a positive outcome for a hungry cat, encouraging the cat to perform
that behavior again. Thus, it is important that your cat is feeling hungry so that he is motivated to
engage with you for a food treat. However, how hungry your cat is can influence how well he
learns, and this in turn depends very much on his personality. Being too hungry can inhibit
training, as the cat may be more focused on the food itself than on learning which specific
actions of his are being rewarded.Once the environment is set for minimal distraction and
maximum comfort, the next stage to consider is the construction of the teaching toolbox. And not
just metaphorically: it is literally a good idea to have some form of robust box in which to keep
most of the training aids. Having everything in one handy place makes it possible to do a few
minutes of training here and there, and to take advantage of teaching opportunities whenever
they arise. Because cats spend a great deal of the day asleep, it is important to be ready to seize
the moment for a short training session whenever you find they are awake and alert. Luckily, cats
learn best in short bursts, and so taking advantage of these small windows of opportunity will
naturally lead to the greatest success. As the cat learns that training is part of his daily routine,
you may find that when you are around, he spends more time awake: after all, he now has a new,
exciting, stimulating and engaging pastime to share with you.By having all your training
essentials in one portable container, the box itself can act as a signal to your cat that you are
going to do some training. Very quickly, your cat will learn that when the box comes into view, he
will soon have access to the exciting rewards inside (in itself, an example of classical
conditioning), and, as a consequence, he will be engaged to work with you.The rewards are the
most important items in the training toolbox: successful teaching of a cat is ultimately based on
being readily equipped to reward the behavior that you desire with something the cat really
values. Rewards can take many forms. Cats, just like people and dogs, often become
disinterested if they receive the same reward over and over again; therefore, it really is important
to have a variety to hand so that the reward can be changed before the cat has had enough of
any one type. This exact point is superbly illustrated by a study we conducted in which cats were



repeatedly offered a toy to play with. When the toy presented was the same each time, the cats
reduced the amount they played with it to almost nothing, showing they had become habituated.
However, when the toy was changed for a different one each time, the cats continued to play,
illustrating they were not “bored” with playing; they simply needed a fresh stimulus to remain
motivated.3At the beginning of training, the most important rewards are those known in the
training world as primary reinforcers. These are things that cats instinctively find rewarding, and
the most universal example is food. Being a carnivore, rewards comprised entirely of animal
protein will be valued most highly by your cat. An ideal reward therefore consists of a tiny piece
of cooked meat or fish (such as a quarter of a cooked prawn). Rewards with a high proportion of
animal protein may also be useful, for example, a very small portion of the cat’s normal diet (a
single biscuit or a single meat chunk from a foil pouch or tin) or shop-bought cat treats—
semimoist or air-dried meat snacks are often preferred. If part of the cat’s daily food ration (treats
or regular diet) is reserved for training rewards, training your cat using food should not result in
him putting on weight. Part of his normal allowance can be weighed out or counted out for use in
training and his regular feeds reduced correspondingly.CHAPTER 1How Cats LearnAnd what
you can do to make it easy for themTRAINING A CAT IS NOT A MYSTERIOUS PROCESS, BUT
IT WILL make sense only with an understanding of how cats learn. Cats may have a reputation
for inscrutability, but they are actually very adaptable animals, and they learn in just the same
way that all mammals do—including dogs. Cats are just as smart as dogs; it’s just that they have
their own motivations and priorities, and because these are less widely appreciated than those
of dogs, cats have acquired a reputation for being untrainable. Nothing could be further from the
truth: cat owners can easily acquire the skills and knowledge they need to change their cat’s
behavior, and not just for their own benefit but for their cat’s, too. Cats can be taught that
commonplace situations that they instinctively dislike, such as being brushed or being put into
the cat carrier, can in fact be pleasurable experiences rather than something to fear. Moreover,
an appreciation of how cats learn is also key to understanding much of their everyday behavior,
for cats are much more responsive than their reputation for stubbornness and independence
might suggest.MANY OWNERS SEEM UNAWARE THAT THEIR CATS ARE LEARNING all the
time. When we asked Mrs. Smith if she thought that Smoky, her cat, had learned much in the
past week, she replied.…Smoky hasn’t really learned anything recently as she has spent most
of the week indoors. She usually likes pottering around outside when I am out at work but she
hates getting wet and we have had an awful few days of rain. She is a really sweet affectionate
cat and we often enjoy cuddles on my lap but to be honest, this week, she has been a bit of a
pest. I have had the week off work and have been trying to get some baking done while I cannot
get out in the garden. Smoky has, however, had other ideas and has been jumping up on the
kitchen worktop as I have been trying to bake. I kept telling her that she was a silly girl as I lifted
her off the worktop and gave her a quick but affectionate fuss. Even when the cake was in the
oven and I went to check my e-mails, she kept getting in the way and trying to sit on the laptop.
You would think that the fact she got some fuss from me would have satisfied her and let me get



on with my jobs, but it didn’t. In the end, on both occasions, I ended up feeding her early so I
could get on with what I was trying to do. And even though the weather has brightened up today,
Smoky has decided to stay in and pester me, rather than go outside and get some fresh air. She
is driving me to despair.What Mrs. Smith seemed not to realize was not only how much Smoky
had learned on those few rainy days but also just how much she had unintentionally influenced
that learning.First, we can tell from Smoky’s behavior that she had already learned that going
outside when it is raining makes her cold and wet, and so it is better to stay inside where it is dry
and warm. She had also learned that her owner does not go off to work every day but sometimes
stays at home, and, as she is the kind of cat that enjoys her owner’s company, had found that
staying inside in the daytime would give her this reward. However, Smoky had also observed
that Mrs. Smith sometimes did things that did not involve her, and as a consequence, she was
not always paying her the attention she desired. By placing herself in between Mrs. Smith and
the task she was focused on—the kitchen worktop or the laptop—Smoky got some attention.
Mrs. Smith thought that Smoky understood when she told her not to interfere, but in Smoky’s
mind, being picked up and talked to was positive attention. It did not matter that Mrs. Smith was
telling Smoky she was a “naughty girl”: all Smoky understood was the tone of voice—which was
gentle—and that jumping up resulted in a cuddle. Even better, when Smoky did this several
times, she got fed quicker—the jackpot! Having learned that getting in between Mrs. Smith and
whatever task she was doing resulted in attention… and… (bonus!)… food, Smoky was bound
to try the very same behavior again the next day. Inadvertently, Mrs. Smith had taught Smoky
that behaving in this way leads to good outcomes (generally getting in the way produces food!).
If Mrs. Smith had fully understood how Smoky learns, she might have gone about her actions
slightly differently, achieving some peaceful baking and laptop time while still keeping Smoky
happy.Cats learn all the time, regardless of whether we are intentionally trying to teach them
something. Some associations are learned after just a single exposure, especially if the outcome
is unpleasant: for example, the cat that strays into a neighbor’s garden and gets chased by their
dog will have immediately learned never to enter that garden again, or at least never when it can
see that the dog is there. Other events need several repetitions to consolidate the learning to the
point where the cat reliably changes his behavior in those circumstances; for example, a cat may
need to receive food treats several times from a new visitor to the home before changing the way
he behaves toward this person.Different experiences will have differing outcomes for the cat.
Some will be consistently positive, others consistently negative and many will be neutral (i.e.,
either the cat hasn’t noticed the outcomes or has found them of no concern either way). Further
experiences can either reinforce what has previously been learned in that particular situation (if
the outcome remains the same) or start to teach something new (if the outcome changes—for
example, from something nice to something less nice). All these experiences and outcomes are
processed in the brain where learning takes place, memories are laid down and emotions and
feelings arise. These in turn will all influence how the cat behaves, not just at the time but also in
the future.THE SIMPLEST TYPE OF LEARNING—COMMON TO ALL ANIMALS that possess a



nervous system, from worms to humans, and so simple that it’s debatable whether it can really
be called learning—is known as habituation. This is a way in which animals learn to ignore those
parts of their environment that have no special consequences and are therefore irrelevant. Upon
repeated exposure to such things or events, cats learn to perceive them as harmless and so
ignore them. For an animal as well endowed with sense organs as the cat is, continually focusing
on the irrelevant diverts vital attention and energy away from events that may have an impact on
survival—for example, nearby prey or predators. Thus, habituation is a vital learning process. For
example, a kitten that arrives in a new home may startle when it first hears the ring of its new
owner’s mobile phone. However, after several repetitions of that phone ringing, the kitten will
have learned that nothing happens at this time of any relevance and therefore will stop reacting
to the ringing sound. In technical terms, the kitten has habituated to the sound of the mobile
phone. Habituation is therefore an important process of learning, not just for kittens, but also for
adult cats experiencing new environments such as moving to a new home. Cats, just like us,
have to learn what is important and what is not, if only to avoid sensory overload.Sensitization is
the opposite of habituation. In this process, repeated exposure to an event leads to an increased
reaction from the animal, as opposed to the reduction in response and eventual ignoring that
characterizes habituation. The crucial difference is that now, the repeated exposure is to
something that the cat instinctively dislikes. For example, several visits to the vet’s that include
unpleasant experiences, such as an injection, can lead to the cat becoming fearful of the vet,
even on subsequent visits when the vet is friendly to the cat and no injection is planned. Also
once a cat has become sensitized to one situation, it may show the same reaction in other
similar circumstances. For example, the same cat may become wary or fearful of new people
who simply look, sound or even smell like the vet. He may even become fearful of new
environments that remind him of the trip to the vet. Sensitization is a powerful protective
mechanism that helps cats avoid anything they perceive as potentially dangerous. One of our
goals in training cats will be to teach them that encounters with vets—and many other situations
—do not need to be perceived as potentially dangerous, thereby preventing sensitization before
it has a chance to occur.Both habituation and sensitization change the strength of the cat’s
existing reactions, but they don’t help the cat to develop any new responses: for this, more
complex learning processes are required. The most straightforward of these, known as classical
conditioning, occurs when a cat finds out that some specific event reliably predicts that
something else is about to happen. When a cat meows and runs to his owner as soon as he
hears the cupboard that contains the cat food opening, he is responding to classical
conditioning. The cat has learned that the sound of that cupboard door (in itself, a meaningless
sound) predicts that food is on its way. Several repetitions of hearing the cupboard open just
before the food arrives are needed for the cat to learn the predictive value of the sound. Once
such learning has taken place, that specific sound elicits positive feelings in the cat’s mind
similar to those triggered by smelling or tasting the food. The cat does not have to learn that
tasty food makes him feel good; this is an involuntary response, built into the cat. What the cat



does learn is that things other than the taste and sight of food can create such feelings: in this
case, the sound of the cupboard door. Such a learning process relies on a consistent pairing—
the sound of the cupboard door always being followed quickly by the presentation of food. To
begin with, the cat may make mistakes, such as responding to the sound of any kitchen
cupboard opening, but most are then able to refine what they know, by learning that only the
distinctive sound of that cupboard is reliably followed by the appearance of food.CLASSICAL
CONDITIONING HELPS A CAT TO MAKE BETTER SENSE OF its environment, but a different
kind of learning, operant conditioning, is needed for the cat’s behavior to change. Operant
conditioning involves the consequence of a cat’s own actions influencing how it feels and, thus,
what behavior it should feel like performing next. The consequences that result from any
behavior can be classified into four different types (see nearby box).1Operant conditioning
explains why Mrs. Smith’s behavior caused her cat to jump up and impede what she was doing,
not just once but several times. The positive feelings caused by the stroking, gentle talking and
being fed encouraged her cat to repeat the behavior of jumping up and interfering with what she
was doing (i.e., Consequence 1). More formally, we would say that the behavior has been
reinforced. By this, we mean that the cat has found that the behavior has a rewarding outcome,
and, thus, he will be more likely to perform the behavior again, in an attempt to recreate the
positive outcome.For a cat to learn that any outcome is genuinely associated with his behavior, it
is usually essential that the consequences (positive or negative) occur immediately. If not, the
cat is unlikely to make the connection. However, in some instances classical conditioning can
bridge the gap. For example, a cat may wander from the garden into the kitchen. The owner
would like to reward this behavior (so that it occurs again) by giving the cat a food treat, but she
may have none to hand at that precise moment. However, if the cat has already learned, through
classical conditioning, that the sound and sight of the cat treat tin being touched is followed by a
food reward, then simply by reaching for the (empty) cat treat tin at the moment the cat comes in
from the garden, the owner will be able to “buy” herself some time to reward the cat with food:
the action of reaching for the treat tin tells the cat that the real reward is on its way.Cats do not
respond well to anything nasty happening (unfortunately for them, dogs are much more tolerant
in this respect). It is really important to be mindful of cats’ natural tendency to withdraw from the
slightest sign of trouble. Although learning will undoubtedly occur as a result of something
negative, and especially any sort of physical punishment, use of such punishment can have a
disastrous effect on the cat-owner relationship. A cat that has been physically punished is highly
likely to respond in one or even several negative ways. First, it may become fearful of its owner,
and even become fearful of other people, through sensitization. The cat’s fear can be expressed
as an aggressive response directed at whoever originally delivered the physical punishment or
indeed, at anyone nearby. Fear can also cause a cat to try to escape or avoid further interaction
of any kind. Additionally, the use of punishment generally causes a reduction in any kind of
spontaneous behavior from the cat in the presence of the owner, thus making future training
more difficult. Finally, punishment may tell the cat what not to do, but it doesn’t help him to learn



what the right thing might be. Moreover, all of these outcomes are distressing for the cat and
likely to have a detrimental effect on his quality of life. For cats, successful training relies on
rewarding the desired behavior and ignoring unwanted behavior. Keeping this approach at the
center of all training should ensure a positive relationship, as well as a successful and happy
learning experience for both parties.The four types of consequence that trigger operant
conditioning2Scenario: Your cat sits on a laminated floor in front of you. He suddenly jumps up
on to your lap.Consequence 1:Something good is presented (e.g., you give the cat a food
treat)Consequence 2:Something good can end or be taken away (e.g., you stop feeding the cat
treats and ignore the cat)Consequence 3:Something bad can start or occur (e.g., you stand up
and walk away—or you push the cat back onto the floor)Consequence 4:Something bad can
end or be taken away (e.g., while he is on your lap, he is off the cold floor)The four types of
consequence that trigger operant conditioning2The four types of consequence that trigger
operant conditioning2Scenario: Your cat sits on a laminated floor in front of you. He suddenly
jumps up on to your lap.Consequence 1:Something good is presented (e.g., you give the cat a
food treat)Consequence 2:Something good can end or be taken away (e.g., you stop feeding
the cat treats and ignore the cat)Consequence 3:Something bad can start or occur (e.g., you
stand up and walk away—or you push the cat back onto the floor)Consequence 4:Something
bad can end or be taken away (e.g., while he is on your lap, he is off the cold floor)Although cats
learn a great deal from their owners, they can also learn from other cats that they get along well
with. Kittens naturally learn a lot from their mothers. Both kittens and adult cats will learn to
perform a task quickly, after simply watching an experienced cat complete the same task. Cats
that live together are often believed by their owners to have “taught” one another particular
behaviors—for example, how to use the cat flap. It’s not clear whether the second cat actually
learns how to perform the behavior directly from the other cat or whether the more skilled cat’s
actions simply draw the other cat’s attention to the cat flap as something worth investigating. It’s
also not known whether cats are capable of actually imitating our actions (probably not), but we
can easily use their natural curiosity to draw their attention to those features of their environment
that we want them to learn about. Then, by providing the appropriate consequences, owners can
make sure that desirable behavior occurs again and unwanted behavior does not.Cats learn
spontaneously, all the time, mostly by discovering reliable associations between events or
features in their environment, just as Smoky did. Thus, it is good practice to start observing your
cat, paying attention to his body language after he performs certain actions and noticing whether
you see the same behavior occurring over and over again. For example, can you decipher
whether a particular action your cat performed led to a positive, neutral or negative outcome for
your cat? Can you start to see patterns in your cat’s behavior? What do you think might have
been the cause of your cat’s little quirks and idiosyncrasies?CATS LEARN ALL THE TIME AS
THEY GO ABOUT THEIR EVERYDAY lives, but we can boost their chances of learning what we
want to teach them by ensuring that they are in the right frame of mind. Just like us, cats learn
best when they’re comfortable and free from distractions. They are naturally sensitive creatures



that flee from any threat or uncertainty; thus, the best place to teach a cat is somewhere he finds
quiet and familiar. Just like people, cats need to be free from distraction if they are to learn
effectively. Although most of us find it hard to ignore a ringing telephone, cats, with their acute
senses of smell and hearing, can be distracted by things we barely notice. For example, both
owner and cat may find it hard to focus when the noise of the washing machine indicates that it
is on full spin cycle. However, the average person would barely notice the faint odor of a piece of
frozen meat defrosting on the kitchen worktop, although it can be overwhelmingly enticing for a
cat, tempting him to jump up on the worktop and investigate (cats are opportunists, and the
chance of a free meal is something they rarely pass up). For a cat, distractions do not include
only sounds that we might deem to be loud, irritating or unexpected but also enticing or
unfamiliar smells and sights. For example, training in front of a window that looks out onto bird
feeders may appear to be no problem to you, but the sight of birds fluttering around may engulf
your cat’s attention, particularly if he is partial to hunting. Thus, before starting any training, it is
important to think of what may be distracting from the cat’s perspective.Also, just like us, cats
learn best when they feel comfortable: not too thirsty, not too hot or cold, not too tired nor in need
of relieving their bladder or bowels. Thus, when selecting where in your home to begin training
your cat, make sure there is fresh water and a litter box available (or access to the outdoors if
your cat does not use a litter box). The temperature should be comfortable, and your cat should
have the opportunity to retreat or rest if he so desires. Herbie, for example, found it hard to
concentrate on any training task when the log burner was well stoked; the warmth was just too
irresistible. As an Asian (a breed that has a single coat, as opposed to the traditional double coat
of the domestic short hair), Herbie was always seeking out a heat source. It was never long
before he opted out of training in favor of lying full stretch, fast asleep in front of the stove when it
was lit. Thus, I always carried out his training sessions before the stove was lit and we settled
down for the night.Cats don’t usually learn well immediately after they’ve eaten: a certain degree
of hunger is needed before a food treat becomes rewarding. A food treat delivered immediately
after a specific behavior acts as a positive outcome for a hungry cat, encouraging the cat to
perform that behavior again. Thus, it is important that your cat is feeling hungry so that he is
motivated to engage with you for a food treat. However, how hungry your cat is can influence
how well he learns, and this in turn depends very much on his personality. Being too hungry can
inhibit training, as the cat may be more focused on the food itself than on learning which specific
actions of his are being rewarded.Once the environment is set for minimal distraction and
maximum comfort, the next stage to consider is the construction of the teaching toolbox. And not
just metaphorically: it is literally a good idea to have some form of robust box in which to keep
most of the training aids. Having everything in one handy place makes it possible to do a few
minutes of training here and there, and to take advantage of teaching opportunities whenever
they arise. Because cats spend a great deal of the day asleep, it is important to be ready to seize
the moment for a short training session whenever you find they are awake and alert. Luckily, cats
learn best in short bursts, and so taking advantage of these small windows of opportunity will



naturally lead to the greatest success. As the cat learns that training is part of his daily routine,
you may find that when you are around, he spends more time awake: after all, he now has a new,
exciting, stimulating and engaging pastime to share with you.By having all your training
essentials in one portable container, the box itself can act as a signal to your cat that you are
going to do some training. Very quickly, your cat will learn that when the box comes into view, he
will soon have access to the exciting rewards inside (in itself, an example of classical
conditioning), and, as a consequence, he will be engaged to work with you.The rewards are the
most important items in the training toolbox: successful teaching of a cat is ultimately based on
being readily equipped to reward the behavior that you desire with something the cat really
values. Rewards can take many forms. Cats, just like people and dogs, often become
disinterested if they receive the same reward over and over again; therefore, it really is important
to have a variety to hand so that the reward can be changed before the cat has had enough of
any one type. This exact point is superbly illustrated by a study we conducted in which cats were
repeatedly offered a toy to play with. When the toy presented was the same each time, the cats
reduced the amount they played with it to almost nothing, showing they had become habituated.
However, when the toy was changed for a different one each time, the cats continued to play,
illustrating they were not “bored” with playing; they simply needed a fresh stimulus to remain
motivated.3At the beginning of training, the most important rewards are those known in the
training world as primary reinforcers. These are things that cats instinctively find rewarding, and
the most universal example is food. Being a carnivore, rewards comprised entirely of animal
protein will be valued most highly by your cat. An ideal reward therefore consists of a tiny piece
of cooked meat or fish (such as a quarter of a cooked prawn). Rewards with a high proportion of
animal protein may also be useful, for example, a very small portion of the cat’s normal diet (a
single biscuit or a single meat chunk from a foil pouch or tin) or shop-bought cat treats—
semimoist or air-dried meat snacks are often preferred. If part of the cat’s daily food ration (treats
or regular diet) is reserved for training rewards, training your cat using food should not result in
him putting on weight. Part of his normal allowance can be weighed out or counted out for use in
training and his regular feeds reduced correspondingly.
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JSL, “Good advice if you have patience. I foster kittens so I have them for a short time (approx.
5-8 weeks of age). But I feel it is my responsibility to instill in them good habits as much as I can.
I bought this book in part for positive ways to discourage kittens from climbing on upholstered
furniture and clawing bedskirts and curtains. I do not believe in punishing kittens for doing what
comes naturally to them (and because they are babies who have had no training), so have “put
up with” the consequences. I found this book helpful in giving me a deeper understanding of cat
behavior and the ways in which to reinforce behaviors you want. Some sections did not apply to
my situation, but I can see where the techniques could be helpful for people for whom they do. I
look forward to trying some of the training tips with my next foster kittens. All felines, canines,
and humans require patience. This book serves as a guide for the first category if you are willing
to invest time.”

Blake, “I knew a lot about cats ... but this book was enlightening, informative, and practical. The
author has apparently been obsessed with cat psychology since they were 5 years old... then
later got a PhD in cat behavior. The material in the first five chapters was already familiar to me,
as I've been a cat person since I was a kid, but the author has dedicated their life to cat
behavior... this is obvious, listening to the audiobook. I'm enjoying it tremendously and it contains
practical wisdom for me, the proud keeper of two beautiful house cats with some behavioral
problems due to juvenile traumatic experiences.”

SoFi, “Life changer for you and your cat. Update - 1 month of training and my cat...:- sits- jumps-
comes- goes to any place I point out...on comand.We keep making videos and share them with
friends who are struck in disbelief "in general already, and about YOUR cat especially".How?:I
tried to apply everything the author explained and also followed her recommendation of using a
target stick with clicker (Karen Pryor Clicker Training Terry Ryan Clik Stik for Pet Training https://
www.amazon.com/dp/B00CDRJ3FG/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_0NwjybY8QCCKK)Original
Review:First and foremost, as this lately starts to irritate me here on Amazon: I did NOT receive
this book for free for an "honest" review.Me and my cat:I am the owner of one 6 year old tabby
cat with quite a bold (some might even say "evil" lol) character. My primary goal was to spend
quality time with him and perhaps teach him a trick or two that I could show off to guests, lol.
Only while reading the book I realized how achievable and useful training of my cat may be as
we all have to administer medications here or there, or need to get the cat to the vet, and many
more little situations.Background:I listened to an interview with the author, a scientist with a PhD
in cat behavior, on the radio (NPR) and found that everything she explained made a lot of sense
to me. Hence, the mediocre ratings on Amazon did not concern me as much as they usually
would.The Book:Pros: I learned incredibly much about my cat through this book. I cannot count
the times I thought "this is so obvious, why did I never think about it (this way) before". The



author provides just the right amount of science to me without aiming to make me a PhD in cat
behavior myself. I personally like to understand things a bit deeper, learn about the how's and
why's, rather than someone telling me "Just do it. Here is step A.". Additionally, with this deeper
understanding I felt the author equipped me with the knowledge and flexibility to adjust to my
cat's (very special, lol, or not?) personality. This book comes with a plethora of very useful,
relevant tips that made me very excited during reading (better me than the cat), so that I could
not wait to start trying those things out. And, besides all explanations and tips, it will give you
many, very clear, very simple step-by-step instructions broken down in achievable mini goals for
any cat.Cons: It is not really a Con of this book as such, but this book is clearly not for you if you
dislike reading a book in general and rather prefer pictures, illustrations, or solely simple
statements. You really do not need to be a rocket scientist at all by any means but it will be more
pleasurable for you if you bring a bit of intellectual curiosity into the game.I hope this helped.”

LILI, “Revolutionizing our life. So far, this is a Cat Bible! Halfway in, this is FASCINATING! We just
took in an outdoor stray cat (abandoned house cat, not feral), and we’re starting to train him
using Sarah’s tricks. Already seeing results! Giving us a lot of hope that this cat will be able to
live with us harmoniously. We doubt he’ll be an indoor only cat, which is fine by us (no litter box!)
so I love their philosophy about cats living indoors/outdoosr (people in the US are hell bent on
keeping cats fully indoors, and while a great ideal, not always workable). It’s so helpful to
understand more about “cat world”. We’d love to have a child too, so all the prep involved to
make sure that goes smoothly is so helpful. Cats really are special and wild, so this book is
beyond helpful. I’m so grateful I found this. Exactly what we needed. I’m floored at how many of
us have owned cats and not understood a thing about them. I think every cat owner should read
this.”

Just Some Woman, “Excellent as always.. John Bradshaw can do no wrong, as far as I am
concerned. His intelligent, easy style is a pleasure to read. He is never cloying, over sentimental,
or patronising. He evidently has a great deal of respect for cats, and everyone who has
responsibility for one of these delightful creatures would do well to read everything he has ever
written on the subject.This book is an interesting and entertaining look at how to put the most
into your relationship with your little chum, thus enabling him or her to get the most out of life.
Well worth reading.As a life-long cat hater, I have totally changed my position and become the
more than willing slave to a Bengal. Because he is confined to barracks, I have spent many,
many hours reading about cat psychology and behaviour to make sure I am as well equipped as
possible to provide a happy and interesting home for my feline companion, and this is the latest
book in my library”

L Bristow, “Everything you need to know. The combination of detailed cat psychology, and
practical steps and tasks to train your cat through encouragement rather than punishment,



makes this book amazing. I really enjoyed all the background about how a cat makes sense of
the world - so differently from humans and dogs. Sarah Ellis is outstanding in her ability to
explain what can be done through calmness, thoughtfulness and sensitivity - and a focus on how
this approach to training actually improves the cat’s quality of life and relationship with its owner.
An excellent book!”

Stella MN, “Great book. Great book full of great ideas for training your cat to overcome its fear/
anxiety related to strangers, other cats, dogs, medication and suchlike.Not light reading, but not
difficult to follow.”

The book by David Zinczenko has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 529 people have provided feedback.
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